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ABSTRACT
This study used a qualitative, phenomenological approach to examine how NCAA
Division I football and men’s basketball players’ cognitive development is affected by their
college student experience. Student athletes’ voices were highlighted to measure a primary
outcome of their higher education experience. In-person, in-depth interviews were conducted
with 17 NCAA Division I football and basketball players during or within one year of their final
year of eligibility.
Athletics emerged as a priority over academics and shaped participants’ entire college
experience. Participants identified instructors and athletic staff as the most influential faculty
member during their college experience. Various methods of effective learning contributed to
participants’ cognitive development. Participants also discussed various approaches to analyzing
information and synthesizing knowledge that reflected their cognitive development. Finally,
tutoring and academic advising emerged as two student services that impacted participants’
cognitive development most.
Theoretical analysis using Perry’s (1968, 1981) forms of ethical and intellectual
development and Baxter Magolda’s (1992) epistemological reflection model demonstrated that
NCAA Division I football and basketball players use the same positions or stages of meaningmaking that most traditional-age college students use. Participants used different positions or
stages of meaning-making within a theory depending on the context or timing of the experience,
which calls into question the effectiveness of stage-based development theories that place
students into predefined development and students proceed through in a designated order.
Multiple implications for athletic departments and student-athlete development
professionals to safeguard student athletes’ cognitive development are discussed. Implications
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include where and with whom student athletes live, what impacts student athletes’ college
choice, what impacts student athletes’ major choice, and how student athletes balance athletic
time commitments with academic responsibilities and development opportunities. The study
furthers debate about whether the missions of higher education and intercollegiate athletics are
congruent.
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CHAPTER ONE: INTRODUCTION
A dichotomy exists between the purpose of higher education and the purpose of
intercollegiate athletics. Finding a balance between the two remains an issue in higher education
(Gaston-Gayles & Hu, 2009b). Institutions of higher education pursue knowledge, educate
citizens, and prepare them for the workforce. Higher education’s purpose is the development of
intellectual life (Cowley, 1999; Savage, 1929). These institutions expose students to new and
diverse thoughts, different perspectives, and fresh ideas. Higher education teaches students to
think critically and contextually, work collaboratively, and solve problems. The college
experience for traditional age students—ages 18 to 22 years-old—includes significant personal
and cognitive development as they mature into adulthood (Patton, Renn, Guido, & Quaye, 2016).
Intercollegiate athletics exist to supplement students’ education through athletic
challenge and competition. Intercollegiate athletics promote similar developmental skills as
higher education, including leadership, motivation, personal growth, time management,
cooperation, self-discipline, character, perseverance, self-reliance, health, and fitness (Cantor &
Prentice, 1996; Cowley, 1999; Edmundson, 2012; Emerson, Emmert, & Kustra, 2017; Savage,
1929). The National Collegiate Athletic Association (NCAA)—the organization that governs
most intercollegiate athletics in the United States—was founded to integrate athletics into the
educational experience (Love, Watkins, & Seungmo, 2017). The NCAA’s website (2017) stated
its purpose is “to promote and develop educational leadership, physical fitness, athletics
excellence, and athletics participation as a recreational pursuit” (p. 1).
However, intercollegiate athletics—particularly football and men’s basketball—serve as
major revenue sources for higher education institutions. The NCAA (2018b) reported more than
$1 billion in revenues in the 2017 fiscal year. The College Football Playoff (CFP)—two
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semifinal games and one championship game, not owned by the NCAA—generated more than
$600 million in the same year (Ridpath, 2017). The NCAA distributed more than $956 million
back to its member institutions in 2017 (NCAA, 2018b). Teams and conferences receive varying
amounts of the CFP revenues determined by the conference, with $6 million going to each team
selected to play a semifinal game (Ridpath, 2017).
Revenue-generating student athletes—college students who play NCAA Division I
football and men’s basketball—are at the center of the contrasting aims in higher education: to
educate and pursue knowledge and to generate revenue. Student athletes attend class and
complete coursework like all college students, but face demands that limit their overall college
experience (Rettig & Hu, 2016; Yukhymenko-Lescroart, 2018). Revenue-generating student
athletes experience pressure to win athletic competitions in order to retain attention and prestige
for their institution. Attention and prestige result in revenue from media contracts, alumni and
booster donations, sponsorships, ticket and concession sales, and the potential for increased
enrollment applications (Bass, Schaeperkoetter, & Bunds, 2015). No other student population
experiences this type of pressure to contribute directly to the revenue generated by their
institution.
Student athletes are subjected to demands not faced by nonathletes. These students
devote large amounts of time to training, practice, travel, and competition (Cantor & Prentice,
1996). The large athletic time commitment leaves little or no time for student athletes to
participate in professional development activities, research and mentoring relationships with
faculty, and campus involvement beyond athletics (Cantor & Prentice, 1996)—settings in which
traditional age college students may experience the personal development gained in college
(Astin, 1993; Kuh, 2009; Patton et al., 2016). It is important to examine Division I football and
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basketball players’ cognitive development in college to determine if their growth is impeded,
enhanced, or unaffected by their dual roles of college student and revenue generator.
Reflexive Statement
I do not have personal experience as a NCAA Division I football or basketball player. I
do not have direct knowledge of what it is like to play football, basketball, or any college sport. I
played youth hockey and baseball, and I currently officiate high school hockey. I take an interest
in college sports because I work in the student affairs field within higher education. I enjoy the
element of institutional pride college athletics adds to the campus environment and student life
experience. However, college football and basketball experience scandals regularly (Mayhew et
al., 2016). These scandals can include academic integrity issues, domestic assault, and sexual
assault (Benedict & Keteylan, 2013). My interest in this phenomenological study comes from a
combination of my chosen professional field and my interest in athletics.
This study begins with a historical examination of college athletics, commercialism, and
the integrity issues that developed. Then, I discuss the significance of the problem by examining
the conflicting missions of higher education and college athletics and their effect on higher
education and student athletes. Next, I examine previous literature to explore what researchers
have learned about the student athlete experience and their student development. A brief review
of tensions and gaps in the previous research follows. Finally, I discuss the major theories that
appeared in previous research and propose two new theories that may shed more light on student
athletes’ cognitive development.
Historical Context
Students organized the first athletic competitions between higher education institutions
for entertainment. The first intercollegiate competition was a rowing competition between
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Harvard and Yale in 1852 (Bass et al., 2015; Shulman & Bowen, 2001a). The first college
football game was played on November 6, 1869 between Rutgers and Princeton (Branch, 2011;
Gaul, 2015; Shulman & Bowen, 2001a). Football games grew in popularity immediately;
university presidents and administrators soon began organizing and regulating football
competitions (Shulman & Bowen, 2001a). Ticket sales became an important revenue source for
colleges and universities (Gaul, 2015; Shulman & Bowen, 2001a) and football became an
opportunity for institutions to advertise. Institutions built stadiums to accommodate greater
attendance and sold concessions, advertising space, and naming rights (Bass et al., 2015; Gaul,
2015; Shulman & Brown, 2001a).
Commercialism was part of intercollegiate athletics from the beginning. The first rowing
competition between Harvard and Yale in 1852 was sponsored by a real estate promoter selling
land near Lake Winnipesaukee, New Hampshire, where the race was held (Shulman & Bowen,
2001a) and James Elkins, a railroad superintendent who arranged travel to the competition
(Flowers, 2009). Debate over the effects of commercialism in college football began in 1905
(Gaul, 2015; Shulman & Bowen, 2001a). Football was a fun and exciting endeavor for players,
fans, students, and alumni. It provided a forum for constituents to bond through a common
identity—the university (Flowers, 2009; Shulman & Bowen, 2001a). Institutions generated
revenue from commercial interests that advertised and sponsored the competitions (Bass et al.,
2015; Shulman & Bowen, 2001a). Non-faculty coaches and athletic staff were hired to build
successful football programs to bring prestige and revenue to the institution (Gaul, 2015;
Shulman & Bowen, 2001a).
However, the pursuit of revenue dollars led to indiscretions and academic integrity issues
(Gaul, 2015; Shulman & Bowen, 2001a). Institutions recruited non-students to play football in
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order to gain an edge over other institutions (Flowers, 2009; Shulman & Bowen, 2001a). Other
institutions eased admission standards for athletes (Shulman & Bowen, 2001a)—a practice that
continues today (Love et al., 2017; NCAA, 2017a; Peters, 2013; Shulman & Bowen, 2001b).
The integrity of higher education and its mission was questioned as the value of athletics, athletic
ability, winning, and revenues increased for institutions (Crowley, 1999; Knight Foundation,
2001; Savage, 1929; Shulman & Bowen, 2001b). Crowley (1999) argued that commercialism in
college athletics has led institutions to value the monetary and material returns of athletics more
than the development of students through play, recreation, and physical and moral health. Adler
and Adler (1985) argued the athletic, academic, and social experiences of student athletes cause
them to disengage from academics. In its 1929 report about the state of college athletics, the
Carnegie Foundation called for the diminishment of commercialism and a refocus of college
sports on the physical, mental, and character development of college students (Savage, 1929).
However, commercialism in college athletics has increased—not decreased—since the debate
began.
Commercialism in college athletics today has created a multibillion-dollar industry for
higher education (Bass et al., 2015; Gaul, 2015; Shulman & Bowen, 2001a). Media contracts,
advertising, apparel sponsorships, naming rights, stadiums and athletic facilities, video games,
and more generate millions in revenue for institutions (Bass et al., 2015; Gaul, 2015; Shulman &
Bowen, 2001a). Intercollegiate athletics has focused on winning to maintain its revenue stream
(Knight Foundation, 2001). A small population of college students—student athletes—
encounter unique demands resulting from the pressure to win.
Scandal has tainted the image and reputation of college athletics as a result of the
pressure and demands to win (Frank, 2011; Knight Commission, 2001; Shulman & Bowen,
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2001a). The perceived benefits of intercollegiate athletics have been damaged by academic
integrity issues and episodes of misconduct, including theft, violence, and sexual assault (Bass et
al., 2015; Branch, 2011; Cooper, Davis, & Dougherty, 2017; Krakauer, 2015; Love et al., 2017).
Coaches—often the highest paid university employee and highest paid public employee in a state
(Comen, Frohlich, & Sauter, 2016; Gibson, Keller, & Chandan, 2017; Williams, 2015)—commit
moral discretions to keep their athletic program strong (Giroux & Giroux, 2012). These scandals
and moral discretions have eroded the integrity of higher education institutions, college athletics,
and the missions of both.
Higher education institutions quickly assumed control and regulated what began as a
student organized endeavor to create a fun event for students, players, and alumni. The name
recognition and revenue generated by athletic competitions became important to institutions.
Commercialism and sponsorships developed in college athletics, especially in football, and
increased potential revenues. Radio, television, and other media contracts took athletic revenue
to even greater levels. Institutions began easing admission standards for athletes and allowing
academic integrity violations in pursuit of the growing revenue dollars. Priority was placed on
generating athletic revenue at the expense of student academic and personal development.
Outsiders question the integrity of higher education and intercollegiate athletics because of the
large revenues and indiscretions involved.
Significance of the Problem
An examination of how the student athlete experience affects student development will
yield new insights into the competing aims within higher education—to educate and to generate
revenue. The purpose of higher education is to teach, learn, and generate knowledge
(Traynowicz, Harrison, McPherson-Botts, Bukstein, & Lawrence, 2016). The NCAA’s (2017a)
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stated purpose is to maintain intercollegiate athletics as part of the educational program and
amateur athletic participation as a recreational pursuit. However, the football bowl games played
by NCAA FBS teams generated more than $500 million in 2015 (Copper et al., 2017) and more
than $600 million in 2017 (Ridpath, 2017). Stated another way, amateur student athletes
participate in recreational football games as part of their educational program that produce more
than a half billion dollars in revenue for colleges and universities each year. Other amateur
student athletes participated in recreational basketball games that generated $761 million for the
NCAA and its member institutions in 2017 (NCAA, 2018b). Yet, higher education institutions
and the NCAA are considered nonprofit organizations (Thelin, 2011).
Student athletes are caught between higher education’s espousal to educate students and
athletics’ development of multimillion-dollar recreational pursuits as part of the educational
program. Many examples of academic integrity, sexual misconduct, and other transgressions
have resulted so far (Benedict & Keteyian, 2013; Branch, 2011; Gaul, 2015). This study
examined whether the athletic experience created by these competing ideals affects student
athletes’ ability to generate and retain knowledge, think critically, and make decisions—standard
outcomes of higher education.
Student athletes experience dual identities in college; one of a college student and one of
an athlete (Adler & Adler, 1991; Cantor & Prentice, 1996; Settles, Sellers, & Damas, 2002;
Yukhymenko-Lescroart, 2018). Intercollegiate athletics often creates a subculture that does not
prioritize academics (Pascarella, Bohr, Nora, & Terenzini, 1995; Yukhymenko-Lescroart, 2018).
The rewards of being an athlete are often more immediate than the rewards of being a student
(Adler & Adler, 2005). A student’s athletic identity and priority are reinforced by the institution
when a student receives an athletic scholarship—not an academic scholarship—to attend college
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(Cantor & Prentice, 1996; Shulman & Bowen, 2001b). Other parts of the student’s identity—
including the academic, social, and vocational identities—become detached (Kleiber & Malik,
1989; Settles et al., 2002; Weber, n.d.) and receive lower priority as the student’s athletic identity
develops.
The demands of NCAA Division I athletics apply unique stressors on college students
(Yukhymenko-Lescroart, 2018); stressors that may affect cognitive development. Student
athletes devote large amounts of time to athletics, leaving less time for curricular and cocurricular activities than nonathletes (Cantor & Prentice, 1996; Howard-Hamilton & Sena, 2001;
McBride & Reed, 1998; Simons, Van Rheenen, & Covington, 1999). Student athletes are often
exhausted, nursing injury, or managing chronic pain, leaving little motivation to achieve
academically (Howard-Hamilton & Sina, 2001). Athletic demands are linked to the failure of
some student athletes to balance academics and athletics (Gayles, 2015). In addition, revenuegenerating student athletes fail to transfer knowledge and skills learned in athletics to academics
(Gayles, 2015). The demands of NCAA athletics, especially Division I football and basketball,
may be contributing to a lack of student development in student athletes.
Participation in NCAA Division I football and basketball diminishes the personal
development of student athletes (Despres, Brady, & McGowan, 2008). It has been found to
reduce athletes’ decision-making, critical thinking, and problem-solving abilities (Despres et al.,
2008), making it difficult to transition to life after collegiate athletics (Sowa & Gressard, 1983).
Student athletes are often isolated; many live in separate residence halls for athletes, eat in
separate cafeterias, see separate tutors and advisors, and use separate training facilities
(Nishimoto, 1997). Long practice hours and traveling for competitions further isolate student
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athletes (Nishimoto, 1997). Isolation can decrease inquisitiveness, open-mindedness, the value
of life-long learning, and cognitive development (McBride & Reed, 1998; Nishimoto, 1997).
As a student athlete’s athletic identity wins out over the student identity and academic
motivation yields to athletic motivation, personal development begins to suffer. If the student
athlete is isolated with other athletes in separate residence halls, training facilities, and athletic
commitments, their personal development decreases further. Participating in college athletics
may become the primary purpose of a student athlete, rather than being a student. A lack of
cognitive development may be a liability to the student athlete when their athletic career is
complete. Next, I examine the purpose of this phenomenological study and state the research
questions.
Purpose Statement and Research Questions
The purpose of this study was to understand how NCAA Division I football players’ and
men’s basketball players’ cognitive development is affected by the dichotomy of education and
revenue generation in higher education. It highlights the direct voices of the college students
who experience these contrasting endeavors within higher education and examines whether the
experience affects their personal development in college. The goal of this study was to answer
the following research questions:
•

How do NCAA Division I football players and men’s basketball players experience
and make meaning of their college student experience?

•

How are NCAA Division I football and men’s basketball players’ perceptions of their
cognitive development affected by their college student experience? Specifically,
o

How are NCAA Division I football and men’s basketball players’ methods of
generating knowledge affected by their college student experience?
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o How are NCAA Division I football and men’s basketball players’ perceptions
of their intellectual development, critical thinking skills, and reasoning skills
affected by their college student experience?
o

How are NCAA Division I football and men’s basketball players’ perceptions
of their autonomy, self-identity, and values affected by their college student
experience?
Glossary of Terms

Below is a glossary of terms that will be useful throughout the study.
Cognitive Development
Cognitive development is the change in a person’s knowledge and intellectual skills
(Rettig & Hu, 2016). Cognitive development includes how students learn, make meaning, and
create knowledge (Love & Guthrie, 1999). Cognitive outcomes include a person’s ability to
read, learn, remember, reason, pay attention, and think critically (Love & Guthrie, 1999).
Cognitive outcomes also include higher-order thinking skills such as reasoning and logic (Astin,
1993).
College Football Playoff (CFP)
The college football playoff is a series of three playoff games—two semifinal games and
a championship game—played at the end of each college football season between the four
highest ranked teams in the FBS.
Football Bowl Subdivision (FBS)
NCAA Division I institutions are divided into two subpopulations for football purposes
only: the football bowl subdivision (FBS) and the football championship subdivision (FCS;
NCAA, 2018d). Football Bowl Subdivision institutions are allowed to award 85 full
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scholarships to student athletes on the football team. These scholarships cannot be divided or
split among players—institutions are not allowed to give football players partial scholarships.
Further, FBS institutions must average 15,000 people in attendance of each home football game
(NCAA, 2018d). The FBS is commonly thought to contain the “top tier” of competitive
Division I football institutions.
Football Championship Subdivision (FCS)
Football Championship Subdivision (FCS) institutions are allowed to award 63 full
scholarships to student athletes on the football team. These scholarships can be divided among
the 85 players on the roster, meaning, an FCS institution can award partial scholarships to its
football players. Further, FCS institutions are not required to meet an average attendance
number for their home football games (NCAA, 2018d). The FCS is commonly known as a
competitive tier slightly below the FBS.
NCAA Division I
NCAA member institutions are divided into three divisions, Division I, Division II, and
Division III. NCAA Division I institutions typically have the largest student populations, the
largest athletic budgets, and are permitted to award the most athletic scholarships (NCAA,
2018c). Further, NCAA Division I athletics are commonly known to be the highest competitive
level of intercollegiate athletics.
Revenue-Generating Student Athlete
Revenue-generating student athletes in this study are college students who play NCAA
Division I football and men’s basketball.
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Overview of Chapters
This study examined the cognitive development of NCAA Division I football and men’s
basketball players. I introduced the study and summarized my motivation for conducting it in
this first chapter. I also gave a historical context for the study and summarized the significance
of the problem. After that, I stated the purpose of the study and listed the research questions that
guided the study. Finally, I defined useful terms that appear in the study.
Chapter Two outlines findings from a review of previous research addressing student
athletes and their cognitive development. Three themes emerged from past research about
student athletes’ development in college: identity, student engagement, and student development.
Chapter Two explores these themes in detail and identifies tensions and gaps in the literature this
study attempted to fill. Chapter Two goes on to discuss the theoretical frameworks previous
research used to examine student athlete cognitive development and proposes two additional
theories—Perry’s forms of ethical and intellectual development and Baxter Magolda’s
epistemological reflection model—to specifically examine revenue-generating student athletes’
cognitive development.
Chapter Three outlines the research methodology for this study. The current study used a
qualitative phenomenological approach consisting of one-on-one, in-person semi-structured
interviews. Chapter Three provides a brief explanation of qualitative research and
phenomenology. It explains how study participants were recruited and how their anonymity and
confidentiality were kept. Chapter Three goes on to discuss how data were collected, analyzed,
and interpreted. The chapter concludes by discussing the study’s credibility and validity.
Chapter Four describes five themes that emerged from the study’s one-on-one, in-person
interviews: athletics as a priority, most influential faculty member, engaging in effective
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learning, analyzing information and synthesizing knowledge, and engaging with student services
and resources. Chapter Five applies Perry’s forms of ethical and intellectual development and
Baxter Magolda’s epistemological reflection model to the data gathered during the study. Data
consistent with Perry’s positions and Baxter Magolda’s way of knowing are identified. Chapter
Six summarizes the current study by comparing its findings with previous research, discussing
implications for practitioners, and suggesting methods of future research.
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CHAPTER TWO: REVIEW OF THE LITERATURE
A thorough review of literature is required to understand, examine, and evaluate past
research conducted around student athletes’ cognitive development. One must understand
previous research and its perspectives to build a foundation for the current study of NCAA
Division I football and basketball players’ cognitive development. A review of the literature
brings a breadth of past research together for critical examination and evaluation. It also
identifies gaps to be filled by the current research study which can add to the scholarly
conversation.
Three themes emerged from past research about student athletes’ development in college:
identity, student engagement, and student development. Some scholars studied the athletic time
demands of student athletes and their motivation to determine how athletes develop their identity
in college. Researchers also studied how student athletes engage in the college experience—a
common measurement of how college impacts undergraduate education outcomes. Finally,
student development researchers examined how student athletes develop in similar and different
ways as nonathletes.
Identity
The first theme to emerge from past research addressed how student athletes form their
identity. A majority of NCAA athletes consider themselves athletes more than students
(Wolverton, 2008). Potuto and O’Hanlon (2007) surveyed 921 student athletes at 18 NCAA
Division I institutions in 2005. More than 60% of respondents identified as athletes more than
students. Revenue-generating student athletes reported greater focus on athletics and less
interest in curricular and co-curricular activities than nonrevenue-generating athletes (Potuto &
O’Hanlon, 2007). The NCAA (2016c) found 86% of Division I athletes indicated athletics was
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an important factor in their college choice. In this finding, student athletes indicated athletics
was more important to college choice than academics, proximity to home, others’ expectations,
and other factors.
I begin the identity theme by exploring the athletic and academic time demands of
student athletes to understand this identity dilemma. A brief exploration of student athlete
motivation, both athletic and academic, follows to further support why student athletes often
identify as athletes more than as students. A discussion about athlete identity, role conflict, and
identity foreclosure in student athletes concludes the identity theme discovered in the literature.
Time Demands
The large amount of time required to participate in intercollegiate athletics is one reason
student athletes identify as athletes more than students. Division I athletes self-reported a
median of 34 hours spent per week on athletics while in season (NCAA, 2016c). Football
players in the football bowl subdivision (FBS)—the highest competition subdivision of Division
I college football—and Division I men’s basketball players reported spending a median of 42
hours and 34 hours respectively on athletics per week (NCAA, 2016c). Wolverton (2008)
reported college football players spend an average of 44.8 hours per week practicing, playing,
and training for their sport. Penn, Schoen, and Berland (2015) found athletes in the Pacific 12
athletic conference spend an average of 50 hours per week on athletic activity. Additionally,
student athletes do not receive a reprieve from athletic demands during the off season. The
NCAA (2016c) reported 76% of FBS football players and 71% of Division I men’s basketball
players spent as much time on athletics during the off season as they did in season. It is not
surprising that student athletes identify as athletes more than students given the amount of time
they spend engaged in athletic activities.
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The NCAA has attempted to control the amount of time student athletes participate in
athletic activity by limiting the amount of time athletes can participate in athletic activities
during a given day and week (NCAA, 2016d). The limits—called CARA (Countable
Athletically Related Activities)—are defined as “any athletic activity involving student athletes
at the direction of, or supervised by, any member of the coaching staff” (NCAA, 2016d, p. 215).
The NCAA limits CARA to four hours per day and 20 hours per week (NCAA, 2016d). The
NCAA counts competitions as three hours toward CARA regardless of the actual amount of time
a competition and associated activities last. Traveling to and from a competition and time spent
in the training room for treatment and taping do not count toward CARA, despite the fact that
these realities contribute to hours spent on athletic-related activities for many students.
The NCAA calculates the amount of time athletes dedicate to athletics differently than
student athletes might when travel, medical treatment, and other considerations are made for
their time (NCAA, 2016a). Student athletes reported spending between four and nine hours on
athletics during competition days—more time than the NCAA counts. Student athletes believe
compliance meetings, organized team promotional activities, and travel to and from competition
should be counted toward CARA limits (NCAA, 2016b); however, these commitments currently
do not count toward CARA hours. The NCAA (2016a) found 43% of football players reported
athletic time demands were greater than indicated during recruitment.
Division I revenue-generating athletes reported spending as much or more time on
athletics per week than on academics (NCAA, 2016c). Football bowl subdivision football
players reported a median of 37 hours and men’s basketball players reported a median of 34
hours spent on academics per week (NCAA, 2016c). In addition, FBS football players and
Division I men’s basketball players reported missing an average of 1.3 and 2.2 days of class per
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week respectively because of athletic time commitments (NCAA, 2016c). Spending as much or
more time per week on athletics than academics and missing class to participate in athletics
sends a message to student athletes that athletics hold a higher priority than academics. This
makes it easy for student athletes to consider themselves athletes more than students.
Penn et al. (2015) reported 54% of Pacific 12 athletic conference student athletes do not
have enough time to study for exams. Practices often run late causing student athletes to miss
class time. Practices and competition also cause student athletes to miss important exam review
sessions. Pacific 12 athletes reported they are often too exhausted to study effectively as a result
of athletic demands (Penn et al., 2015). Similarly, the NCAA (2016c) found 33% of student
athletes lacked energy for other tasks because of the physical demands of athletics.
Athletic identity is reinforced before student identity when student athletes expend their
physical and mental energy on athletics before and in lieu of academics. Student athletes do not
expend exhausted energy toward athletics; they expend it toward academics. Further, student
athletes do not miss practices, games, team meetings, and training sessions for academic
commitments; they miss classes and review sessions for athletic commitments. One might argue
that their physical and mental motivation to achieve academically is used up by athletic
demands.
Motivation
Athletic time demands and physical exhaustion make it difficult for student athletes to be
motivated academically. Simons et al. (1999) surveyed 361 athletes at the University of
California, Berkeley to measure cognitive, non-cognitive, and background factors motivating
academic and athletic achievement in student athletes. Researchers defined motivation as a
learning drive resulting from the need to obtain success versus the need to avoid failure. Simons
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et al. placed student athletes into one of four categories based on their responses: failureavoiders, failure-accepters, success-oriented, or overachievers.
Failure-avoiders and failure-acceptors performed worse academically than successoriented and overachieving student athletes (Simons et al., 1999). Failure-avoiding and failure
accepting athletes were more committed to their athletic role than their academic role. Revenuegenerating athletes had a greater percentage of failure-avoiders and failure-acceptors than nonrevenue-generating athletes.
Fear of failure and commitment to athletics were important factors in the academic
motivation of revenue-generating student athletes (Simons et al., 1999). Failure acceptors were
unmotivated academically but extremely motivated athletically. Simons et al. (1999) found
athletic commitment was negatively correlated with grade point average. The authors
demonstrated this may be particularly true for revenue-generating student athletes including
football and basketball players. It is reasonable to conclude that a student athlete with strong
motivation and commitment to athletics combined with low academic motivation will identify as
an athlete more than a student.
Student athletes might be motivated to achieve athletically more than academically
because their college scholarship depends on their athletic performance. Student athletes receive
grant-in-aid which is not guaranteed to be renewed each year (NCAA, 2015). The head coach
for each sport determines which student athletes should receive full scholarships each academic
year. Injury, athletic performance, or voluntary workout attendance warrant consideration as
valid reasons for determining a student athlete’s scholarship status. In 2015, the Power Five
NCAA athletic conferences—the Big 10, the Big 12, the Pacific 12, the Atlantic Coast
Conference (ACC), and the Southeastern Conference (SEC)—began to guarantee multiple year
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scholarships (NCAA, 2015). Division I student athletes outside of the Power Five conferences
are not guaranteed scholarships each year and therefore may be motivated to achieve athletically
more than academically.
Gayles (2004) examined the influence of academic and athletic motivation on academic
performance of student athletes. They found academic motivation was a significant predictor of
academic performance. Student athletes with low academic motivation had lower grade point
averages (Gayles, 2004). The studies above support the argument that revenue-generating
student athletes have low academic motivation and as a result, are at risk of having lower grades.
The inability to pursue one’s desired major or take desired courses in college also
decreases academic motivation. Wolverton (2008) found one in five student athletes reported
athletic participation prevented them from choosing the major they wanted. The NCAA (2016c)
found 33% of student athletes reported athletic participation prevented them from taking desired
classes (NCAA, 2016c). Smith and Dizney (1966) interviewed 60 football players at Kent State
University. More than two-thirds of players told researchers they altered their course load or the
types of classes they took during the football season. The players also practiced different study
habits during the season (Smith & Dizney, 1966). Athletic schedules are not altered to
accommodate academics; academic majors and course selections are altered to accommodate
athletics. The inability to study in one’s desired discipline sends the message to student athletes
that athletics is more important than academics. This message will influence how they prioritize
their time and effort and therefore formulate an identity that prioritizes athletics over academics.
Student athletes will continue to be motivated as athletes before students as long as
institutions send the message that athletics are valued more than academics. This message is
reinforced to student athletes by the athletic schedule (workouts before classes, practice before
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homework), the source of their scholarship (athletic, not academic), the priority course and major
selection has after athletics, and the priority class attendance has after athletic schedules.
Coaches, athletic administration, and the NCAA all contribute to the delivery of this message.
Student athletes’ athletic identity is continually reinforced before their academic identity,
increasing the likelihood they will identify as athletes before students. In the next section, I
explore how student athletes’ athletic identity and academic identity conflict and the effect of
this conflict on their development.
Role Conflict and Identity Foreclosure
Personal identity is developed in late adolescence (Chickering & Reisser, 1993). Many
Americans attend college during this time. Student athletes also form their identity during
college. In this section, I examine how athletics can affect an athlete’s identity development in
college. I discuss concepts of athlete identity, role conflict, and identity foreclosure along with
their effects on the cognitive development of revenue-generating student athletes.
Identity development requires exploration of roles, behaviors, interests, and values
(Brewer & Petitpas, 2017; Erikson, 1980; Jones & Abes, 2013; Murphy, Petitpas, & Brewer,
1996; Patton et al., 2016). Individuals gain confidence and develop coping strategies for life
success as a result of this exploration (Brewer & Petitpas, 2017). People who participate in
sports over an extended time-period gradually view themselves as athletes and behave the way
they believe athletes behave (Chartrand & Lent, 1987; Good, Brewer, Petitpas, Van Raalte, &
Mahar, 1993). Student athletes often form an athlete identity; a strong affinity and attachment to
their role as an athlete (Brewer, Van Raalte, & Linder, 1993; Good et al., 1993; Murphy et al.,
1996). Athlete identity is comprised of the cognitive, affective, behavioral, and social traits
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associated with an athlete role (Murphy et al., 1996) and reflects the value student athletes place
on athletics over academics (Coffey, 2009).
Role conflict is the dissonance experienced when the demands or expectations of one
identity role conflict with another (Chartrand & Lent, 1987). Student athletes experience role
conflict when their athlete identity conflicts with their student identity. Student athletes face the
challenge of balancing dual roles of student and athlete and often feel isolated from faculty and
the general student body (Navarro & Malvaso, 2015). Segregation from the general student body
can be detrimental to student development, making transition to life after college athletics
difficult (Navarro & Malvaso, 2015). Student athletes’ role conflict can lead to time
management issues, study skills problems, restricted peer relationships, a lack of career and
social development opportunities, a restricted self-concept, and potential career and life
transition difficulties (Chartrand & Lent, 1987).
Identity foreclosure happens when individuals commit to roles at the exclusion of
exploring other roles, behaviors, interests, or values (Murphy et al., 1996). Athlete identity
foreclosure occurs when athletes commit to sport as their main source of identity and do not
explore other roles (Brewer & Petitpas, 2017; Despres et al., 2008). This can happen as a result
of the large time demands of college athletics, parent and peer approval, and the intrinsic and
extrinsic rewards associated with the athlete role (Brewer & Petitas, 2017).
Adler and Adler (2005) conducted an ethnography and participant observation study of a
high-profile NCAA Division I basketball team. The researchers studied how a team of college
basketball players’ self-image changed as a result of their experience as high-profile student
athletes. Adler and Adler (2005) found self-narrowing, self-erosion, and identity foreclosure
resulted from the students’ experience. Parts of the students’ identities were diminished,
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detached, lost, or changed (Adler & Adler, 2005). The players lost sight of their original life
concerns, self-identities, goals, and values. Adler and Adler called this diminished awareness.
Participants in the study struggled to develop an identity outside of the fame and attention
brought from playing college basketball. “They came to college thinking it would expand their
future opportunities, yet they sacrificed the potential breadth of their future selves by narrowing
their range of vision to encompass only that which fed their immediate hunger for glory” (Adler
& Adler, 2005, p. 163). These findings mirror Brewer and Petitpas’ (2017), Despres et al.’s
(2008), and Murphy et al.’s (1996) definitions of identity foreclosure. Murphy et al. (1996)
found NCAA Division I football and basketball players had higher identity foreclosure scores
than other student athletes. Coaches and athletic administrators may reinforce a narrow focus on
sport to student athletes as necessary for competitive success—the primary measure of coaches’
and athletic administrators’ accomplishment (Murphy et al., 1996).
Athlete identity is positively associated with identity foreclosure (Good et al., 1993;
Murphy et al., 1996). Indeed, athlete identity levels increase with the level of athletic
participation (Brewer & Petitpas, 2017; Good et al., 1993). Good et al. (1993) found identity
foreclosure also increased as the level of athletic participation increased, and revenue-generating
student athletes have an increased risk of identity foreclosure. NCAA Division I football and
basketball players likely have high athlete identities and high levels of identity foreclosure
because they play the highest level of amateur sport.
Role conflict, athletic identity, and identity foreclosure have potential cognitive
developmental consequences for student athletes. Identifying exclusively as an athlete inhibits
the exploration of development skills in college (Sowa & Gressard, 1983), limits the ability of
future career planning for student athletes (Good et al., 1993; Sowa & Gressard, 1983), and
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constrains transition to professional life outside of sport (Navarro & Malvaso, 2015). Individuals
with foreclosed identities have a diminished range of acceptable alternative solutions to
problems, are more likely to dismiss counterarguments (Chartrand & Lent, 1987), have low
levels of autonomy, and have an external locus of control (Brewer & Petitpas, 2017; Murphy et
al., 1996). Restricting possible alternative roles, interests, or values can bias information
interpretation, inhibit career decision making, and limit potential career options after athletic
retirement (Chartrand & Lent, 1987). College undergraduates with foreclosed identities are
associated with dependent decision-making, leaving the responsibility for important decisions
such as career choice to others (Good et al., 1993; Murphy et al., 1996).
Many student athletes have restricted educational and career plans (Murphy et al., 1996).
Student athletes with strong athlete identities and high identity foreclosure have low career
maturity (Brewer & Petitpas, 2017; Murphy et al., 1996). Revenue-generating student athletes
have a high risk of under-developing their career decision-making skills because of their athlete
identity and identity foreclosure (Kennedy & Dimick, 1987; Murphy et al., 1996). Student
athletes may fail to explore non-professional sport career options because this exploration might
feel as though it threatens their athletic identity and these students hold fear of questioning their
dream of playing professional sports (Brewer & Petitpas, 2017; Good et al., 1993; Kennedy &
Dimick, 1987; Murphy et al., 1996).
Revenue-generating student athletes often have unrealistic expectations of a professional
sports career (Kennedy & Dimick, 1987). Kennedy and Dimick (1987) found 48% of football
and basketball players expected, not hoped, to play professionally after college. This is in sharp
contrast to the 1.6% of football players and 1.2% of basketball players who do play
professionally after college (NCAA, 2018a). The consequences of athlete identity and athlete
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identity foreclosure discussed above affect a large number of revenue-generating student
athletes.
Student athletes form their identity in college like other college students. However, they
are challenged by role conflict when their athlete and student roles clash. The clash can limit
time management and study skills, social and career development, career opportunities, and
transition to professional life after college. Student athletes often face identity foreclosure if they
are committed to their athletic identity more than their student identity. Identity foreclosure can
impede cognitive development including decision-making ability, problem-solving skills, and
low levels of autonomy.
The next theme that emerged from the literature was the engagement of student athletes
in college. In the next section, I examine student athletes’ college engagement in five areas used
by the National Survey of Student Engagement (NSSE) measure college student engagement:
overall engagement, active and collaborative learning activities, enriching educational
experiences, faculty interaction, and academic challenge.
Student Engagement
Student development researchers use student engagement as a common measurement of
how college impacts undergraduate education outcomes (Astin, 1984; Kuh, 2003). The literature
revealed multiple, but similar, definitions of student engagement. Kuh (2003) defined
engagement as the amount students participate in educationally effective practices, including
time devoted to learning outside the classroom. Astin (1984) defined student involvement as the
quantity and quality of physical and mental energy students devote to their college experience.
Kuh (2003) and Astin (1984) believed student engagement and student involvement are the same
thing (Alexson & Flick, 2011). Axelson and Flick (2011) defined student engagement as how
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involved or interested students are in their learning and how connected they are to their
institution through classes, faculty, peers, student clubs and organizations, programming, oncampus jobs, and other campus services. Pace (1984) defined student engagement as the
initiative students take to make their college experience valuable.
Student engagement is a distinguishing factor between surface learning and deep learning
(Garrett, 2011). Students learn to test their knowledge and problem-solving skills and form
lifelong learning habits when they are engaged in their college experience (Kuh, 2007).
Examples of student engagement include collaborative study sessions with classmates, time
spent on homework and preparing for class, and interaction with faculty inside and outside of the
classroom (Alexson & Flick, 2011; Kuh, 2003). Participating in study abroad, internships, and
capstone experiences are also examples of student engagement (Kuh, 2007).
College students’ cognitive development and level of learning increase with greater
engagement in academic work and the academic college experience (Pascarella & Terenzini,
2005). Highly engaged students inside and outside the classroom are more likely to graduate
from college, attain highly coveted jobs, and gain admission to graduate school (Harper, 2018).
They learn more, earn higher GPAs, and develop more skills useful in life and careers after
college than less-engaged students (Harper, 2018).
A common measure of student engagement is the National Survey of Student
Engagement (NSSE, 2018). The NSSE was created from Kuh’s student engagement theory
(NSSE, 2018). It measures levels of student engagement shown to correlate with higher
education outcomes (NSSE, 2018; Williams, Sarraf, & Umbach, 2006). While it does not assess
learning outcomes, the NSSE does assess how students use learning resources at their institutions
and how institutions enhance learning (Kuh, 2003). Further, the NSSE measures the amount of
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time and effort students commit to academics and other educationally purposeful activities
(NSSE, 2016a). It measures self-reported gains in intellectual and personal development,
feelings of institutional support, and overall college satisfaction (Williams et al., 2006). The
NSSE also evaluates how institutions augment the undergraduate student experience (Kuh,
2003).
The NSSE measures five areas of college student engagement: overall engagement,
active and collaborative learning activities, enriching educational experiences, faculty
interaction, and academic challenge (Kuh, 2001, 2003, 2005). Each area of engagement is
explored below specifically relating to student athletes. The research returned mixed results
regarding student athletes and student engagement.
Overall Engagement
Being a student and a student athlete has both positive and negative influences on college
outcomes (Comeaux, Speer, Taustine, & Harrison, 2011; Harrison et al., 2009; Yopyk & Pretice,
2005). The literature returned mixed results addressing student athletes’ overall college
engagement. Researchers found participation in college athletics, including Division I football
and basketball, has both positive and negative effects on cognitive development.
Student engagement, as defined by many scholars, is difficult for student athletes because
of the large time demands of athletics. Extensive time participating in sport limits the amount of
time student athletes can engage in “educationally purposeful activities” (Comeaux, 2010;
Comeaux et al., 2011; Gaston-Gayles, 2015; Gaston-Gayles & Hu, 2009a; Martin, 2009).
Student athletes have little time for internships or study abroad because of their athletic schedule
(Depres et al., 2008). Gaston-Gayles and Hu (2009a) used the Basic Academic Skills Study
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(BASS) and found revenue-generating student athletes benefited less from student engagement
than nonrevenue-generating student athletes.
However, Umbach and Kuh (2004) used 2003 NSSE data and found student athletes, in
general, were slightly more engaged in college than nonathletes. Williams et al. (2006), using
the same data, found revenue-generating student athletes were engaged as much or more in
college than nonathletes. Rettig and Hu (2016) found similar results using 2009 NSSE data.
Umbach, Palmer, Kuh, and Hannah (2006) determined the student athlete experience did not
affect student athletes’ engagement levels. Comeaux, Speer, Taustine, and Snyder (2014)
determined engagement variables did not significantly affect student athletes’ academic success.
The studies above yielded conflicting and confusing results regarding student athletes’
overall college engagement. Further research could help clarify whether student athletes,
particularly revenue-generating student athletes, are as engaged in college as nonathletes.
Qualitative research will provide student athletes an opportunity to directly discuss their overall
engagement in college. This could produce clarity around revenue-generating student athletes’
college engagement and any effects it has on their cognitive development.
The research indicated that student athletes in general are more engaged than nonathletes.
However, research focusing on revenue-generating student athletes showed engagement had less
developmental benefits for athletes than nonathletes. A large athletic time commitment might
mean less time for college engagement and therefore lower development. The engagement
levels of all student athletes compared to revenue-generating student athletes remains unclear.
However, the athletic time commitment of Division I football players and basketball players
discussed above makes it difficult for them to glean the same developmental benefits from
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engagement as nonathletes. Next, I examine data addressing the second NSSE measurement of
student engagement—active and collaborative learning activities.
Active and Collaborative Learning Activities
The NSSE (2018) defined active and collaborative learning activities as activities that
allow college students to think about and apply what they learn in different settings. Active and
collaborative learning activities develop collaboration and problem-solving skills necessary to
engage in unexpected and unstructured issues in the world (NSSE, 2018). These activities
measure how often students work on group projects, discuss course material and solve problems
together, and ask classmates for academic help. Active and collaborative learning also includes
how often students interact with people from different backgrounds and life experiences (NSSE,
2018). Interacting with diverse peers positively affects respect for differences and critical
thinking; two cognitive educational outcomes (Whitt, Edison, Pascarella, Terenzini, & Nora,
2001). The NSSE also measures how often students interact with people from different races,
ethnicities, socio-economic classes, religions, and political views (NSSE, 2018).
The literature yielded conflicting results regarding student athletes’ participation in active
and collaborative activities. Umbach and Kuh (2004) and Umbach et al. (2006), using 2003
NSSE data, found student athletes were as likely or more likely than nonathletes to participate in
active and collaborative activities. Williams et al. (2006), using 2004 and 2005 NSSE data,
found revenue-generating student athletes scored significantly higher than nonathletes in active
and collaborative learning activities. Rettig and Hu (2016) used 2009 NSSE data to determine
revenue-generating student athletes and nonrevenue-generating student athletes participate in
active and collaborative learning activities at the same rate. However, Potuto and O’Hanlon
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(2007) surveyed student athletes and found 60% wanted to participate in campus activities such
as speakers, plays, and concerts but could not because of athletic commitments.
Participation in intercollegiate athletics contributes to an increased understanding of
people from different racial and ethnic backgrounds (Potuto & O’Hanlon, 2007). Student
athletes are exposed to racially diverse teammates and other athletes—they often live, work,
study, practice, travel, and compete together (Harris, 1993). Potuto and O’Hanlon (2007) found
student athletes, including revenue-generating student athletes, have more interactions with
diverse peers than nonathletes. Cross-racial interaction can lead to positive leadership skills in
student athletes after college (Comeaux et al., 2014). Comeaux et al. (2014) found interaction
with nonathlete peers from different races was most effective in developing leadership skills
after college.
Comeaux et al. (2014) and Gaston-Gayles and Hu (2009a) found student athletes who
interacted with nonathletes developed greater learning and communication skills and a positive
self-concept. An FBS football player told Hawkins and Cooper (2013) the following about his
interaction with nonathletes: “Most athletes hang around athletes only. Participating in
extracurricular activities gave me a chance to feel like a ‘normal’ student. Positive social groups
on campus contributed to my academic and athletic success in college” (p.177). However,
Gaston-Gayles and Hu (2009a) found revenue-generating student athletes had lower levels of
nonathlete interaction than nonrevenue athletes. Adler and Adler (1987) found the subculture of
Division I college basketball did not encourage social contact with nonathletes.
Some researchers found student athletes participated as much or more than nonathletes in
active and collaborative learning activities. However, Potuto and O’Hanlon (2007) found
student athletes wanted to participate more in active and collaborative activities but could not
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because of their athletic commitments. Participating in college athletics exposes athletes to
diverse peers and cross-racial interaction, but revenue-generating student athletes do not interact
much with nonathletes. It remains unclear whether participation in revenue-generating college
athletics affects participation in active and collaborative learning activities and therefore
problem-solving and collaboration skills.
Enriching Educational Experiences
Enriching educational experiences include learning opportunities outside the classroom
that complement the academic program (NSSE, 2018). Internships, capstone experiences,
service learning, study abroad, and faculty-assisted research are examples of enriching
educational experiences. Once again, the literature revealed conflicting results regarding student
athletes’ participation in effective educational practices. Gaston-Gayles and Hu (2009b),
Umbach et al. (2006), and Wolniak et al. (2001) found student athletes participate in effective
educational practices at the same rate as nonathletes. Rettig and Hu (2016) found student
athletes reported greater levels of enriching educational experiences than nonathletes. Comeaux
et al. (2011) found the types of effective educational practices first-year student athletes engaged
in had a positive effect on their academic self-concept.
However, Potuto and O’Hanlon (2007) found 70% of student athletes could not
participate in internships, research opportunities, and study abroad because of athletic
commitments. Sixty-six percent of student athletes wanted more time to pursue educational
opportunities (Potuto & O’Hanlon, 2007). Harper (2018) found student athletes were unlikely to
be engaged in campus clubs and organizations beyond athletics. They are also unlikely to
participate in study abroad, research opportunities, internships, or apply for graduate school.
Gaston-Gayles and Hu (2009b) found participating in academic related activities such as writing
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papers and completing reading assignments had a smaller effect on learning and communication
gains for revenue-generating student athletes than nonrevenue-generating student athletes.
Some researchers found student athletes participate as much or more in enriching
educational experiences than nonathletes. Other researchers found student athletes’ athletic
commitments did not allow them to engage in enriching educational experiences at all or as
much as they wanted. It remains unclear whether participation in revenue-generating college
athletics affects participation in enriching educational experiences and benefiting from
internships, study abroad, research, or other opportunities at the same rate as nonathletes.
Faculty Interaction
Faculty interaction positively affects cognitive development and growth in college
students (NSSE, 2018). Faculty promote intellectual work and life-long learning, encourage
knowledge and skill attainment, and connect course material to students’ future plans. Essential
knowledge necessary for graduate school admission or success in one’s future career can be
gained through faculty interaction (Harper, 2018).
Researchers found student athlete faculty interaction generally had positive effects on
development. Umbach et al. (2006) found student athletes interact with faculty as much as
nonathletes. Rettig and Hu (2016) and Williams et al. (2006) found student athletes scored
significantly higher than nonathletes in faculty interaction. Comeaux et al. (2011) found 64.6%
of first-year revenue-generating student athletes intended to communicate with faculty regularly
outside of class, compared to 58.8% of first-year nonrevenue-generating student athletes.
Umbach and Kuh (2004) found first-year student athletes interact with faculty more than firstyear nonathletes.
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Gaston-Gayles and Hu (2009a) found student athlete faculty interaction is significantly
and positively related to learning and communication gains for student athletes. Faculty
interaction increases academic success for student athletes (Comeaux et al., 2014), especially
when addressing student athletes’ professional goals (Comeaux, 2005). Faculty interaction
outside the classroom is essential to student athlete academic achievement (Comeaux &
Harrison, 2007). Informal faculty interaction had a more positive effect on student athletes’
educational outcomes than formal interactions (Harrison, Comeaux, & Plecha, 2006). The
quality, not the quantity of faculty interaction is important for football and basketball players.
Researchers found student athletes generally interact with faculty members at a high rate,
often more than nonathletes. Student athletes’ cognitive development and growth is positively
affected by the amount of interaction they have with faculty. Student athletes’ intellectual
development, life-long learning development, and future planning all benefit from their
experience as revenue-generating athletes.
Academic Challenge
Academic challenge assesses students’ ability to apply, analyze, judge, and synthesize
information (NSSE, 2018). It measures the amount students engage in complex cognitive tasks
and challenging intellectual and creative work. Academic challenge also examines how often
students connect classroom learning to their own and others’ experiences, engage in effective
learning strategies (reviewing notes, summarizing course material, identifying key information
from readings), and understand and apply quantitative data (NSSE, 2018).
First-year student athletes enter college feeling optimistic about their academic ability
(Comeaux et al., 2011) and their parents have high academic expectations for them (Martin,
Harrison, & Bukstein, 2010). Rettig and Hu (2016) and Umbach et al. (2006) found student
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athletes, including revenue-generating student athletes, experience equal academic challenge as
nonathletes. Williams et al. (2006) found revenue-generating student athletes scored
significantly higher in academic challenge than nonathletes. However, a majority of the
literature found college athletics had a negative impact on athletes’ academics.
Gayles (2015) found student athletes have low self-confidence about their academic
ability. This was especially true for revenue-generating student athletes. Comeaux et al. (2011)
found 71% of revenue-generating student athletes reported a high school grade point average
(GPA) above 3.0; 90% of nonrevenue-generating athletes reported the same. Forty-eight percent
of revenue-generating student athletes planned to obtain their master’s degree compared to
68.6% of nonrevenue-generating athletes (Comeaux et al., 2011). Fifty-five percent of revenuegenerating student athletes reported a high academic drive compared to 93% of nonrevenuegenerating athletes (Comeaux et al., 2011).
Participating in revenue-generating athletics places student athletes in a subculture with
different academic expectations and practices (Pascarella et al., 1999). Adler and Adler (1987)
found the peer subculture of Division I basketball discouraged academic effort and created study
distractions. Athletic obligations structurally inhibit student athletes’ academic engagement
(Comeaux et al., 2011). Umbach and Kuh (2004) found student athletes reported greater
challenge with reading and writing and time spent studying than nonathletes. Rettig and Hu
(2016) found student athletes diverted effort from academics to athletics if academics became
too difficult.
Division I football and basketball players graduate at significantly lower rates than
nonathletes (Eitzen, 2009; NCAA, 2008). Kleiber and Malik (1989) found 36% of former
revenue-generating student athletes believed their academics could have been more effectively
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executed. Some participants responded, “I would [have] put more effort into education,” and, “I
would do better educational planning” when asked what they would do differently in college
(Kleiber & Malik, 1989).
A majority of the literature revealed that participation in college athletics, especially
revenue-generating sports, has a negative effect on student athletes’ academics. This generates
questions about student athletes’ ability to apply, analyze, judge, and synthesize information and
engage in complex cognitive tasks and challenging intellectual and creative work. There are also
questions about how well student athletes understand and apply quantitative data and connect
classroom learning to their own and others’ experiences. The literature revealed significant
questions about college athletics’ effect on higher education’s primary purpose—to educate.
The research addressing student athletes’ student engagement returned mixed results.
Student athletes are as much or more engaged than nonathletes, but athletic time demands limit
their overall engagement. Student athletes engage as much or more than nonathletes in active
and collaborative activities but benefit less from them. They engage in enriching educational
experiences as much or more than nonathletes but have fewer opportunities to intern, study
abroad, research with faculty, and join clubs and organizations outside of athletics. Student
athletes engage with faculty members more than nonathletes but struggle more than nonathletes
with academic skills such as complex cognitive tasks and applying, analyzing, and synthesizing
information. Student engagement has positive and negative effects on student athletes and their
development.
In the next section, I explore the student athlete experience and its effect on student
athletes’ student development. Specifically, I examine how the student athlete experience
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impacts cognitive development, academic achievement, career development, and college
satisfaction.
Student Development
The growth and development of college students is a central goal of higher education
(Patton et al., 2016). College student development is the cumulative result of academic and
nonacademic experiences over time (Pascarella et al., 1995). Miller and Prince (1976) defined
student development as human development in college settings. College students master
increasingly complex developmental tasks, achieve autonomy, and become independent while in
college. Development includes the interpersonal, intrapersonal, and cognitive changes that shape
adult identity in college students. Rodgers (1990) defined student development as the growth,
progress, or increase in developmental capabilities as a result of attending college. Student
development is a personal transition into a more complex individual experienced by students
while in college (McEwen, 2005). Patton et al. (2016) defined student development as the
positive change in cognitive complexity, self-awareness, racial identity, or engagement that
occurs in students during college. Student development occurs as a result of personal challenges
encountered by students and their ability to cope or respond to those challenges (Sanford, 1966).
Students’ college experiences contribute significantly to their personal development
(Astin, 1993; Pascarella & Terenzini, 2005). Each student has a unique college experience that
includes academic, co-curricular, social, and vocational encounters that affect their development.
Student athletes’ experience in intercollegiate athletics shapes their college experience and
student development differently from nonathletes’ experience. Student athletes experience
challenges that have positive and negative effects on personal, social, academic, and career
development (Despres et al., 2008). Athletic participation has a positive effect on cognitive
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development, academic achievement, career development, and college satisfaction for student
athletes generally (Despres et al., 2008). However, this does not hold true for revenuegenerating student athletes. The next section examines researchers’ findings that athletic
participation has a negative effect on the cognitive development, academic achievement, career
development, and college satisfaction of revenue-generating student athletes.
Cognitive Development
Cognitive development is the change in knowledge and intellectual skills as a result of
the college experience (Rettig & Hu, 2016). Research on cognitive development examines how
students learn, make meaning, and create knowledge (Love & Guthrie, 1999). Cognitive
outcomes include a person’s ability to think, read, learn, remember, reason, and pay attention
(Love & Guthrie, 1999). They involve higher-order thinking like reasoning and logic (Astin,
1993). Complex cognitive skills can be considered indications of a person’s education, intellect,
and personal development (Love & Guthrie, 1999).
Cognitive development can be measured by academic achievement (GPA), standardized
exams scores, critical thinking ability (Astin, 1993), and communication skills (Gaston & Hu,
2009). It is also measured by educational attainment level, income level, job responsibilities,
special awards or recognitions, and other vocational achievements (Astin, 1993). Reading
comprehension, math knowledge, critical thinking, and problem-solving ability are additional
measures of cognitive development (Cruse, Wolniak, Seifert, & Pascarella, 2006).
A significant amount of literature indicates participation in college athletics has a harmful
effect on student athletes’ cognitive development. Pascarella et al. (1995) used the National
Study of Student Learning (NSSL), a longitudinal study of factors that influence learning and
cognitive development in college, to estimate the effects of athletic participation on reading
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comprehension, math, and critical thinking skills. They also used the Collegiate Assessment of
Academic Proficiency (CAAP) to assess skills typically acquired by students in their first two
years of college (Pascarella et al., 1995). Pascarella et al. found football and men’s basketball
players scored lower than nonathletes in reading comprehension and math skills. Male
nonathletes made modest gains in reading comprehension and math in the first year of college.
Football and basketball players showed modest declines in both areas in the first year (Pascarella
et al., 1995). Results remained the same after Pascarella et al. controlled for pre-college reading
comprehension and math levels, age, ethnicity, family social status, NCAA Division level, and
institutional average first-year class reading comprehension and math scores.
Pascarella et al. (1999) found the disadvantages of playing intercollegiate football or
basketball accumulate over time. They found football and basketball players scored significantly
lower than nonathletes in second-year writing skills. Revenue-generating athletes also scored
significantly lower than nonathletes in reading comprehension and critical thinking skills during
their junior year (Pascarella et al., 1999). Pascarella et al. concluded male athletes in revenuegenerating sports do not experience the same cognitive benefits experienced by other male
college students.
Pascarella et al.’s (1995, 1999) studies suggested participation in Division I football or
basketball has a negative effect on cognitive development. The results lead to questions about
the revenue-generating student athlete experience and its effect on cognitive development. What
about being a Division I football or basketball player decreases cognitive development in
college? Does playing Division I football or basketball lower an athlete’s reading, writing, and
critical thinking skills? Do revenue-generating student athletes miss out on important college
outcomes?
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Participation in college sports has been shown to have a negative impact on cognitive
development, particularly in critical thinking related to open-mindedness, inquisitiveness, and
maturity (Gayles, 2009). McBride and Reed (1998) administered the New Jersey Test of
Reasoning Skills (NJTR) and the California Critical Thinking Dispositions Inventory (CCTDI)
to football players, men’s basketball players, and nonathletes at a southern university. The NJTR
and CCRDI measure critical thinking and cognitive skills (McBride & Reed, 1998). McBride
and Reed found student athletes scored significantly lower in critical thinking skills than
nonathletes. Football and basketball players scored significantly lower than nonathletes in
measurements of open-mindedness, inquisitiveness, and maturity (McBride & Reed, 1998).
McBride and Reed (1998) speculated the large time commitment to athletics may
decrease the amount of time student athletes spend on academics. They also considered
environmental factors in the student athlete subculture and its autocratic structure might hinder
aspects of cognitive development. A highly structured environment controlled by coaches and
athletic staff can stifle critical thinking and inquisitiveness (McBride & Reed, 1998). Openmindedness to alternative choices or ways of thinking or acting is not encouraged when decisions
are made by others. A lack of experience in thinking critically, analyzing, and gathering
information may inhibit student athletes’ skills outside of the athletic environment.
Rettig and Hu (2016) measured four college educational outcomes of student athletes and
nonathletes: gains in personal and social development, gains in practical competence, overall
college satisfaction, and grades. Educational outcomes were measured by test score gains, selfreported gains, and actual achievement (Rettig & Hu, 2016). Revenue-generating student
athletes, nonrevenue-generating student athletes, and nonathletes all scored similarly in measures
of personal and social development and practical competence. Rettig and Hu’s (2016) study
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suggests the student athlete experience does not add to athletes’ personal and social develop or
practical competence. Higher education provides personal, social, and practical competence
development outside of college athletics.
Wolniak et al. (2001) concluded participation in revenue-generating sports did not affect
student athletes’ openness to diversity, learning for self-understanding, academic motivation, or
higher order cognitive activities. However, they pointed out that college athletics can create a
peer subculture that negatively impacts student learning and cognitive development (Wolniak,
Pierson, & Pascarella, 2001). Their finding is similar to McBride and Reed (1998) above who
found a subculture in college athletics that hinders cognitive development and Adler and Adler
(1987, 1991) who found a subculture in college basketball that discouraged academic effort,
created study distractions, and discouraged social contact outside of athletics. Rettig and Hu
(2016) concluded revenue-generating athletes do not achieve the same level of educational
outcomes as nonathletes.
The literature suggests that student athletes’ cognitive development is hindered by their
experience as student athletes, especially those participating in revenue-generating sports.
Student athletes’ ability to think critically, perform reading and math skills, show maturity, and
interact with people different from themselves are put in jeopardy by their athletic experience.
Their ability to thrive academically may also be at risk.
Academic Achievement
The primary purpose of higher education is to develop students’ academic and
intellectual skills (Astin, 1993). Academic achievement is the amount of learning a student
experiences and the amount of knowledge acquired in college (Mayhew et al., 2016). It is the
strongest predictor of educational attainment (Pascarella & Terenzini, 2005), retention,
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persistence, and graduation of college students (Mayhew et al., 2016). Traditional letter grades,
grade point average (GPA), and graduation rates are the most common measures of academic
achievement (Astin, 1993; Routon & Walker, 2015).
The literature addressing intercollegiate athletic participation and academic achievement
returned mixed results. Wolniak et al. (2001) and Smith and Dizney (1966) found participation
in revenue-generating sports had no significant negative impact on athletes’ learning orientations
compared to nonathletes. Pascarella and Smart (1991) found athletic participation had a
significant positive effect on academic achievement and bachelor’s degree completion. Student
athletes were significantly more likely than nonathletes to complete their undergraduate degree
(Pascarella & Smart, 1991). Ryan (1989) also found athletic participation was positively
correlated with motivation to complete a bachelor’s degree. Hildenbrand, Sanders, LeslieToogood, and Benton (2009) found student athletes were more likely to graduate and earn higher
GPAs than nonathletes. Umbach and Kuh (2004) found student athletes reported greater gains in
general education than nonathletes. Male student athletes also self-reported greater general
education gains than male nonathletes (Umbach et al., 2006). The NCAA (2016c) found student
athletes reported their athletic experience had a positive impact on their time management and
study skills.
On the other hand, Gayles (2009) found male athletes tend to enter college and perform at
lower academic levels than nonathletes. Athletes who enter college with lower levels of
academic achievement tend to have lower grades in the first year (Gayles, 2009). Umbach et al.
(2006) found male student athletes reported lower grades than male nonathletes. Rettig and Hu
(2016) and Routon and Walker (2015) found revenue-generating student athletes reported lower
grades than nonathletes. Comeaux (2010) found 63% of first-year Division I football players
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studied between one and eight hours per week and only 26% had above average motivation to
achieve academically. Potuto and O’Hanlon (2007) reported 53% of student athletes did not
spend as much time on academic work as they wanted, and 65% believed their GPA would be
higher had they not participated in athletics. However, the majority of respondents accepted the
academic trade-offs of participating in athletics, even those athletes who experienced less athletic
success (Potuto & O’Hanlon, 2007).
In addition, revenue-generating student athletes do not graduate at comparable rates to
nonathletes at the same institution. Southall, Nagel, and Wallace (2018) found FBS football
players graduation rates are an average of 17.4%, lower than full-time male nonathletes at the
same institution. Southall, Nagel, and Wallace (2017) found Division I men’s basketball players
graduation rates are an average of 23.7% lower than full-time male nonathletes at the same
institution. This percentage has gradually increased since 2011 (Southall et al., 2017).
Lederman (1991) found only 42% of college football players and 32% of college basketball
players graduate.
These numbers warrant concern when compared to graduation rate data for all
undergraduate students. The National Center for Education Statistics (NCES, 2017) reported
59% of all undergraduate students and 56% of male undergraduate students graduate from
college. Ingram and Huffman (2017) found Power Five special admit athletes (student athletes
admitted to college under exception to an institution’s admission requirements) graduate at a
lower rate than all Power Five student athletes, all Division I student athletes, and all students
who attend institutions in the Power Five conferences. Also, DeBrock, Hendricks, and Koenker
(1996) found opportunities to play professional sports have a significant impact on student
athlete graduation. DeBrock et al. (1996) suggested the substantial financial benefits of playing
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professional football and basketball negatively affect the graduation rates of college football and
basketball players.
The literature examined here found positive and negative effects of intercollegiate
athletic participation on academic achievement. Some research showed student athletes earn
higher grades, graduate more, and were more motivated to achieve educational gains and
complete their degree than nonathletes. Other research showed male student athletes and
revenue-generating student athletes earned lower grades than nonathletes, had lower academic
motivation, and did not study as much as nonathletes. Student athletes’ academic achievement is
important because greater academic achievement in college increases the likelihood of full-time
employment early in one’s career (Mayhew et al., 2016). Only 1.6% of football players and
1.2% of basketball players play professionally after college (NCAA, 2018a). The vast majority
of revenue-generating student athletes will need skills for a nonathletic career after college.
Career Development
Career development has been defined as a person’s negotiation of their self-knowledge,
aptitudes, abilities, and interests with their knowledge of a career’s requirements, compensation,
opportunities, and conditions for success (Parsons, 1909). It is the combination of one’s
motivation, interests, and competencies with acceptable career options (Meijers, 1998). Career
development includes a person’s career aspirations, expectations, choices, identity, preparation,
self-efficacy, and maturity (Mayhew et al., 2016). A person’s career development begins with an
awareness that they must choose a career. Individuals gather information about career choices,
compare options, begin career planning, and decide on a career (Super, 1955).
Literature addressing student athletes’ career development returned mixed results.
Gallup (2016) found student athletes and nonathletes had similar workplace engagement levels,
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as measured by employment rates. Pascarella and Smart (1991) found athletic participation had
a small but positive effect on occupational status. Athletic participation’s influence on degree
completion and college grades had an indirect, positive effect on occupational status (Pascarella
& Smart, 1991). Potuto and O’Hanlon (2007) found 95% of student athletes believed the skills
and values they developed by participating in intercollegiate athletics would help them get a job.
However, Gayles (2009) found student athletes develop purpose at lower rates than
nonathletes, especially related to career development. Sowa and Gressard (1983) found student
athletes scored significantly lower than nonathletes in developing career plans. Shurts and
Shoffer (2004) found student athletes have lower levels of career maturity than nonathletes.
Kennedy and Dimick (1987) submitted that participating in revenue-generating sports might
result in lower career development than other student athletes. Revenue-generating student
athletes were found to have lower levels of career maturity and less clarity in occupational plans
than nonathletes (Kennedy & Dimick, 1987). Murphy et al. (1996) found participating in
revenue-generating sports impaired career decision-making skills. Wittmer, Bostic, Phillips, and
Waters (1981) found the increased commercialization and hyper-competitive nature of college
sports negatively impact student athletes’ transitioning to the workforce.
Student athletes’ career development is important because 48% of college football and
basketball players expect to become professional athletes (Cummings & O’Boyle, 2015;
Kennedy & Dimick, 1987), however, only 1.6% of football players and 1.2% of men’s basketball
players will play professional sports after college (NCAA, 2018a). The NCAA (2016c) found
revenue-generating student athletes have unrealistic professional expectations, but most student
athletes’ athletic careers end with college. The experience of not playing professional sports can
cause distress for student athletes when their athletic expectations are not met (Cummings &
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O’Boyle, 2015). Division I basketball players expressed a lack of support for their transition
from college and athletics to a career. Participants in this study were also disappointed by the
inability to participate in internships during college because of their athletic commitments
(Cummings & O’Boyle, 2015). This data suggests student athletes may not be developing in one
of the primary reasons for pursuing a college education—preparation for a career after
graduation. Next, I examine student athletes’ overall satisfaction with their college experience.
College Satisfaction
Higher education institutions use college satisfaction as a measurement of student
development (Beltyukova & Fox, 2002). Astin (1993) defined college satisfaction as a student’s
subjective assessment of their college experience and the perceived value of their educational
experience. Measurements of college satisfaction include students’ perception of the quality of
academic instruction, contacts with students, faculty, and administrators, the college curriculum,
the college environment, and overall college satisfaction (Astin, 1993). The Student Satisfaction
Inventory (SSI), administered by Ruffalo Noel Levitz (2017), assesses 11 factors of college
satisfaction. Instructional effectiveness, academic advising, and safety and security produce the
highest satisfaction scores; campus life and student and campus support services produce the
lowest satisfaction scores (Ruffalo Noel Levitz, 2017).
The literature returned varied results addressing student athlete college satisfaction.
Pascarella and Smart (1991) found athletic participation had a positive effect on athletes’ college
satisfaction, overall college experience, and long-term college outcomes. Ryan (1989) and Astin
(1993) found athletic participation was positively correlated with college satisfaction. Potuto
and O’Hanlon (2007) found 90% of student athletes rated their overall college experience as
positive. Astin (1984) found athletic participation was associated with college satisfaction levels
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of the institution’s academic reputation, the intellectual environment, friendships, and
institutional administration.
In more recent studies, however, revenue-generating student athletes reported lower
college satisfaction than nonathletes (Rettig & Hu, 2016; Williams et al., 2006). Umbach et al.
(2006), using 2003 NSSE data, found male athletes reported lower college satisfaction than male
nonathletes. The NCAA (2016c) found revenue-generating athletes reported the lowest
satisfaction rate with college choice. The NCAA speculated this is because of high, unrealistic
expectations of playing professional sports held among revenue-generating student athletes
(NCAA, 2016c). Sowa and Gressard (1983) administered the Student Developmental Task
Inventory to 48 student athletes and 43 nonathletes. They found student athletes had more
difficulty gaining personal satisfaction from their educational experiences than nonathletes.
The research suggests college athletic participation in general has a positive effect on
student athletes’ college satisfaction. However, this does not remain true for revenue-generating
student athletes. Revenue-generating student athletes tend to report lower levels of college
satisfaction. This leads to questions about why athletic participation for nonrevenue-generating
athletes leads to greater college satisfaction, but participation in revenue-generating sports leads
to lower satisfaction. Is the experience of playing Division I football or basketball different than
playing another college sport? If so, what about the revenue-generating student athlete
experience leads to lower college satisfaction?
Participating in college athletics has positive and negative effects on student athletes’
interpersonal, intrapersonal, and cognitive development. College athletics participation has
positive and negative effects on academic achievement, career development, and college
satisfaction. However, participating in football and basketball has negative effects on cognitive
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development, including reading and math skills, critical thinking skills, open-mindedness, and
cognitive skills. In the next section, I examine the tensions and gaps in the literature discussed
above.
Tensions in the Literature
I identified tensions in the literature in two themes: student engagement and student
development. The literature revealed conflicting findings in three areas of student engagement:
overall engagement, active and collaborative learning activities, and enriching educational
experiences. Literature addressing the two remaining areas of student engagement—faculty
interaction and academic challenge—offer conflicting results.
The literature found student athletes are as much or more engaged than nonathletes, but
athletic time demands limit their overall engagement. As a result, revenue-generating student
athletes benefit less developmentally from their engagement. The literature also found student
athletes engage as much or more than nonathletes in active and collaborative activities, but
athletic time demands prevented them from engaging more. Again, student athletes may benefit
less from active and collaborative learning activities because of their athletic commitments.
Similarly, the literature revealed student athletes engage in enriching educational experiences as
much or more than nonathletes but have fewer opportunities to intern, study abroad, research
with faculty, and join clubs and organizations outside of athletics. Student athletes likely benefit
less from enriching educational experiences because their athletic commitments limit their
opportunities to develop from these opportunities.
Another tension in the student engagement literature stems from faculty engagement and
academic challenge. Revenue-generating student athletes engage with faculty members more
than nonathletes but struggle academically more than nonathletes. Student athletes’ future
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planning and intellectual development flourish from their interactions with faculty. However,
revenue-generating student athletes report lower GPAs (Gayles, 2009; Retting & Hu, 2016;
Routon & Walker, 2015; Umbach et al., 2016), lower academic motivation (Comeaux, 2010;
Potuto & O’Hanlon, 2007), and graduate at lower rates than nonathletes (Lederman, 1991;
Southall et al., 2017, 2018). Researchers also found a subculture within athletics that does not
value academic achievement (Adler & Adler, 1991; Pascarella et al, 1999).
The literature also revealed tensions in college athletics’ effect on student athletes’
student development. Specifically, the literature returned conflicting findings regarding the
academic achievement, career development, and college satisfaction of student athletes. Some
research found student athletes earn higher grades, graduate more, and are motivated
academically more than nonathletes. However, the literature addressing revenue-generating
student athletes specifically showed they earned lower grades than nonathletes, had lower
academic motivation, and did not study as much as nonathletes. The literature also returned
mixed results addressing student athletes’ career development. Some researchers found athletic
participation had a small to moderate positive effect on employment status after college.
However, other researchers found student athletes develop career plans at lower rates and have
lower career maturity than nonathletes. Finally, the literature found that participation in college
athletics has a positive effect on college satisfaction. However, this was not true for revenuegenerating student athletes. They reported lower levels of college satisfaction than nonathletes.
Theoretical Framework for Analyzing Existing Scholarship
College student development is well documented in academic literature (Gardner, 2009;
Pascarella & Terenzini, 2005; Patton et al., 2016; Wilson, 2011). Student development theory
addresses the identity development, cognitive and ethical development, interpersonal
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relationships, competence, autonomy, and purpose development of traditional age college
students (Patton et al., 2016). The majority of the literature examined the student athlete
experience using four main student development theories: Astin’s (1984) involvement theory,
Kuh’s (2003) student engagement theory, Chickering and Gamson’s (1987) seven principles of
student learning and personal development, and Chickering and Reisser’s (1993 seven vectors of
identity development. Astin (1984) and Kuh (2003) were used in many studies (Comeaux, 2005,
2010; Comeaux et al., 2011; Comeaux et al., 2014; Gaston-Gayles, 2009, 2015; Gaston-Gayles
& Hu, 2009a, 2009b; Pascarella et al., 1995; Pascarella et al., 1999; Retting & Hu, 2016;
Umbach & Kuh, 2004; Umbach et al., 2006; Williams et al., 2006; Wolniak et al., 2001);
Chickering and Gamson (1987) and Chickering and Reisser (1993) were used less often
(Comeaux, 2010; Comeaux et al., 2011; Comeaux et al., 2014; Despres et al., 2008; GastonGales, 2009; Harris, 1993; Howard-Hamilton & Sina, 2001; Sowa & Gresard, 1983; Umbach et
al., 2006).
In this section, I outline Astin’s (1984) involvement theory, Kuh’s (2003) student
engagement theory, and Chickering and Gamson’s (1987) seven principles of student learning
and personal development. Then I describe the impact this theoretical framework has on the
literature and its findings. Finally, I outline two additional theories: Perry’s (1968, 1981) forms
of ethical and intellectual development and Baxter Magolda’s (1992) epistemological reflection
model. I discuss theoretical frameworks for future research on the cognitive development of
revenue-generating student athletes.
Astin’s Involvement Theory
Astin’s (1984) involvement theory states students learn when they are actively and
meaningfully involved in their undergraduate education. Astin defined involvement as “the
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physical and mental energy a student devotes to the academic experience” (p. 297). Involvement
includes spending time on campus, actively participating in student organizations, and
interacting with faculty and other students.
Involvement is similar to a Freudian concept that people invest energy into objects and
people outside themselves (Astin, 1984). It is also related to the concept of time-on-task; the
time and effort an individual dedicates to an endeavor. Involvement includes actions and
behaviors—it is not only what a person thinks or believes, but it also includes the actions a
person takes.
Astin’s (1984) involvement theory includes five postulates:
1. Involvement is the investment of physical and mental energy into objects. Objects
can include general undertakings such as the college experience or specific tasks like
an exam or written paper.
2. Involvement occurs along a continuum. Different students apply different levels of
involvement to different objects at different times.
3. Involvement is quantitative and qualitative. Student involvement can be measured by
the amount of time spent studying or by whether a student understands a reading
assignment.
4. Student learning and personal development are directly related to the quality and
quantity of student involvement in a particular object.
5. The effectiveness of educational policy or practice is directly related to the policy’s or
practice’s ability to increase student involvement.
Astin’s involvement theory addresses factors that create student development, not factors that
measure student development (Patton et al., 2016). In other words, Astin’s involvement theory
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focuses on how a student develops, not what the student develops (Astin, 1984). It examines
what facilitates student development rather than the skills and abilities the student actually
develops in college.
Astin’s (1984) involvement theory supports the idea that college curricula must require
students to invest significant effort and energy to achieve learning and development. Exposing
students to knowledge, materials, and ideas is not enough (Astin, 1984). Passive participation is
not sufficient for learning—students must actively participate in the learning and development
process. Astin believed institutions and educators must focus on actively engaging students in
learning and development; not on course content, teaching techniques, and other resources.
Kuh’s Student Engagement Theory
Kuh’s student engagement theory builds on the concept of involvement by positing that
engagement in college adds to a student’s foundational skill set for living a productive and
fulfilling life (Kuh, 2003). Students engaged in educationally productive activities develop
habits that increase capacity for life-long learning and development. College students learn more
when they engage in educationally purposeful activities (Kuh, 2003). Educationally purposeful
activities include interaction with faculty inside and outside the classroom, reading and preparing
for class, attending campus programs, events, and speakers, active and collaborative learning
activities, and using services such as tutoring, counseling, academic advising, and career
services.
The NSSE measures five benchmarks associated with Kuh’s (2001, 2003, 2005) student
engagement theory: (1) level of academic challenge; (2) active and collaborative learning; (3)
student-faculty interaction; (4) enriching educational experiences; and (5) supportive campus
environment. The NSSE collects data from college students in their first year and senior year in
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college (Kuh, 2001; NSSE, 2016a). Results are collected and distributed to institutions to
analyze how students spend their time. Institutions can also compare their data with other
institutions who choose to share their data (Kuh, 2003; NSSE 2016a).
Academic challenge. Academic challenge includes activities that promote higher-order
learning, reflective and integrated learning, learning strategies, and quantitative reasoning
(NSSE, 2016b). It measures the amount students apply, analyze, connect, and evaluate,
information and knowledge they learn in class. Academic challenge evaluates how well students
identify key course information, summarize what they learn, and draw conclusions from the
material (NSSE, 2016b).
Active and collaborative learning. Active and collaborative learning includes working
with peers on group projects and presentations, asking peers for help to understand academic
material, helping peers understand course material, and preparing for exams with others (NSSE,
2016b). It also includes the amount students interact across diversity in race, class, faith, and
political views.
Student-faculty interaction. Student interaction with faculty positively impacts student
development through formal and informal settings in which faculty act as intellectual and career
teachers, mentors, and role models (NSSE, 2016b). Student-faculty interaction includes
discussions of academic material, career goals and advice, and joint research projects. It also
includes faculty feedback to students regarding their learning, understanding, and progress
(NSSE, 2016b).
Enriching educational experiences. Campus events, speakers, lectures, and student
clubs and organizations enhance student learning by providing opportunities for students to apply
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and engage in new ideas. Internships and study abroad programs provide experiential settings
for students to learn.
Supportive campus environment. The campus environment includes interactions
students have with other students, academic advisors, faculty, administrators, and other service
personnel (NSSE, 2016b). It includes the ways an institution creates a climate supportive of
student engagement, both academically and socially, and encourages students to use campus
services.
College students learn more when they are actively engaged in college. Students develop
habits for life-long learning and development by engaging in their academics, participating in
active and collaborative learning activities, engaging faculty inside and outside the classroom,
participating in campus life, and using campus resources and services. The research reviewed
above returned mixed results about student athletes and their college engagement. Researchers
agreed student athletes generally engage with faculty more than nonathletes but engage less in
their academics. Researchers found differing results addressing student athletes’ engagement
with active and collaborative learning activities, participation in campus life, and using campus
resources and services. Next, I examine Chickering and Gamson’s (1987) seven principles of
student learning and personal development.
Chickering and Gamson’s Seven Principles of Student Learning and Personal
Development
Chickering and Gamson (1987) identified seven principles of student learning and
personal development that positively impact undergraduate education learning outcomes. The
amount of effort a student invests related to the seven principles is positively related to overall
learning experience and personal development (Chickering & Gamson, 1987). The seven
principles are (1) interaction with faculty; (2) cooperative learning with other students; (3) active
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learning; (4) prompt feedback; (5) time on task; (6) communication of high expectations; and (7)
respect for diverse ways of learning.
Interaction with faculty. Student-faculty interaction is the most important factor in
student motivation and involvement (Chickering & Gamson, 1987). It includes interaction with
faculty inside and outside the classroom. Knowing faculty members enhances intellectual
commitment and encourages students to consider their values and future plans. Examples
include office hour visits, in class discussion, research projects, and independent studies.
Cooperative learning with others. Cooperative learning makes education a collective
and collaborative experience and increases involvement in learning (Chickering & Gamson,
1987). Sharing one’s ideas and considering others increases understanding and critical thinking
skills. Examples include group presentations, team research activities, learning communities,
peer tutors, and student-led classes.
Active learning. Active learning involves talking and writing about what is being
learned, relating it to past experiences, and applying it (Chickering & Gamson, 1987).
Challenging class discussions, team projects, internships, peer critiques, and lab sessions are
examples of active learning.
Prompt feedback. Prompt feedback is assessing students’ progress while they learn
(Chickering & Gamson, 1987). It allows students to monitor what they learn and what they need
to learn. Exams, written assignments, scaffold assignments, quizzes, and other assessments are
examples of prompt feedback.
Time on task. Time on task is the amount of time and energy a student devotes to
learning (Chickering & Gamson, 1987). Time management skills are crucial to setting and
achieving learning priorities. A student learns more when time is prioritized to learning.
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Communicating high expectations. Communicating high expectations is the
institution’s expectations that students perform well (Chickering & Gamson, 1987). The
presence of tutoring services, bridge programs, honors programs, and academic policies are
examples of how institutions communicate high expectations.
Respect for diverse ways of learning. Respect for diverse ways of learning is
accommodating students’ race, gender, class, sexual orientation, religion, ability, and learning
style (Chickering & Gamson, 1987). Each student brings unique backgrounds, life experiences,
perspectives, and learning styles to college, which effects how they learn. All students learn
more when institutions accommodate and accept diversity. Individual degree programs, contract
learning, online courses, diversity programming, and self-paced learning are examples of
respecting diverse ways of knowing.
Chickering and Gamson’s (1987) seven principles of student learning and personal
development are positively associated with undergraduate education learning outcomes. The
seven principles include interaction with faculty, cooperative learning, active learning, prompt
feedback, time on task, communicating high expectations, and respect for diverse ways of
learning. Previous research indicated student athletes interact well with faculty and have a high
rate of interaction with students who are different from themselves. The research also found that
student athletes struggled with prompt feedback and time on task learning priorities. The
research reviewed above returned varying results addressing student athletes’ cooperative
learning, active learning, and the use of services and resources associated with communicating
high expectations. In the next section, I summarize the similarities in Astin’s, Kuh’s, and
Chickering and Gamson’s theories and address the limitations of quantitative research.
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Methodological Implications and Theoretical Limitations
Astin’s (1984) involvement theory, Kuh’s (2003) student engagement theory, and
Chickering and Gamson’s (1987) seven principles of student learning and personal development
are similar theories. Each theory explores how much college students actively participate in
various aspects of undergraduate education. Many factors of learning and development are
present in two of the three theories. Astin (1984) and Chickering and Gamson (1987)
emphasized time on task. Kuh (2003) and Chickering and Gamson (1987) addressed studentfaculty interaction, active and collaborative learning, and support for high expectations. Astin’s
(1984) term involvement and Kuh’s (2003) term engagement have similar definitions and one
might argue they could be used interchangeably.
All but one study I found used quantitative research to draw conclusions about student
athlete development. Many researchers used NSSE data—a quantitative survey—to examine
student athlete development. Others used the CIRP or the NSSL; also quantitative surveys.
Quantitative surveys like the NSSE focus on how college students develop and how institutions
support student development. These surveys do not provide data about specific college
outcomes or what students learn in college. Instead, they measure factors shown to benefit
student development and the amount of time students spend participating in or practicing those
factors.
Quantitative surveys like the NSSE require accuracy of self-reporting. It requires
students to interpret terms like student-athlete to mean a varsity student-athlete, not an athlete
who plays club or intermural sports. It requires students to interpret fraternity to mean a social
fraternity in the Interfraternity Council, not an academic or scholastic fraternity. A quantitative
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survey item that uses the term “entire college experience” can be interpreted differently by
different students.
Quantitative surveys like the NSSE do not ask students what contributed to their level of
college satisfaction. Data regarding student athletes’ day-to-day schedule, views about athletic
time commitment, or desires to participate in study abroad, internships, student organizations,
and campus events cannot be gathered. Lessons and skills student athletes learn from their
athletic experience versus their academic experience cannot be sorted out. Knowing what
revenue-generating student athletes learn will shed light on athletic participation’s effect on
college outcomes.
Gap in the Literature
A main gap in the literature is a lack of qualitative studies of the NCAA Division I
revenue-generating student athlete experience. Adler and Adler (2005) conducted an extensive
qualitative study of NCAA Division I basketball players. This study, however, was the only
qualitative study of revenue-generating student athletes I found. Future research should include
qualitative studies of revenue-generating student athletes’ experiences focusing on student
engagement and development.
Given this gap, I used qualitative research methods to understand how NCAA Division I
football players and men’s basketball players are affected by the dichotomy of education and
revenue generation in higher education. Specifically, I sought to answer the following research
questions:
•

How do NCAA Division I football players and basketball players experience and
make meaning of their college student experience?
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•

How are NCAA Division I football and basketball players’ perceptions of their
cognitive development affected by their college student experience? Specifically,
o

How are NCAA Division I football and basketball players’ methods of
generating knowledge affected by their college student experience?

o How are NCAA Division I football and basketball players’ perceptions of
their intellectual development, critical thinking skills, and reasoning skills
affected by their college student experience?
o

How are NCAA Division I football and basketball players’ perceptions of
their autonomy, self-identity, and values affected by their college student
experience?
Theoretical Framework for Study Design

A qualitative study of revenue-generating student athletes’ experiences can shed more
light on how it affects college outcomes. A qualitative study can focus on the specific factors of
the student athlete experience that enhance or hinder student development. Two theoretical
frameworks are useful for a qualitative study: Perry’s (1968, 1981) forms of intellectual and
ethical development and Baxter Magolda’s (1992) epistemological reflection model.
Perry’s Forms of Ethical and Intellectual Development
Perry’s (1968, 1981) scheme consists of nine stages of cognitive and ethical development
called Positions. Each Position outlines a way of making meaning—knowledge, values, selfidentity—in the world (Patton et al., 2016; Perry, 1968, 1981). Each Position in Perry’s
development scheme is static; development occurs in the transitions between Positions (Patton et
al., 2016; Perry, 1968, 1981). A student processes information and experiences from their
current Position in the scheme. If that process creates dissonance, the student develops a new,
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more complex method of making sense of the information or experience (Patton et al., 2016;
Perry, 1968; 1981). Positions build upon earlier Positions in the scheme, beginning with duality
of meaning-making (Positions one and two), then multiplicity (Positions three and four), and
finally relativism (Position five).
Positions six through nine of Perry’s scheme explore the concept of commitment (Patton
et al., 2016; Perry, 1968, 1981). A person’s cognitive structures do not change in these Positions
(Love & Guthrie, 1999; Patton et al., 2016). Positions six through nine describe ethical
development more than cognitive development of an individual (Love & Guthrie, 1999; Patton et
al., 2016). In Positions six through nine, students contemplate and then make active decisions
based on the relative approach to knowledge and meaning-making developed in Position five
(Patton et al., 2016; Perry, 1968, 1981).
Position One: Basic duality. Students in Position one of Perry’s (1968, 1981) scheme
perceive knowledge and meaning in the world as a duality; knowledge and meaning are good or
bad, right or wrong, or we versus them (Love & Guthrie, 1999). Absolute and finite knowledge
for everything is known by authorities (Love & Guthrie, 1999; Perry, 1968) who’s responsibility
is to teach (Perry, 1981). Students in Position one believe knowledge can be accessed through
hard work and obedience (Love & Guthrie, 1999)—reading all books assigned by an authority
word-for-word (Perry, 1968, 1981). Self-controlled obedience is learning to be independent
when asked by an authority (Perry, 1968).
Few students begin college in Position one (Perry, 1968, 1981). Interaction with peers
and society outside of the home introduce a plurality of knowledge and meaning (Love &
Guthrie, 1999; Perry, 1968, 1981). Diverse peers hold legitimacy and introduce new knowledge
and meaning. Authorities state truth is separate from and binding to themselves (Perry, 1968,
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1981) and some authorities disagree with each other (Love & Guthrie, 1999). These interactions
create a realization of multiple truths (Perry, 1968, 1981).
Position Two: Multiplicity pre-legitimate. Multiplicity, the acknowledgment of
multiple answers, truths, ideas, and perspectives, is first recognized by the student in Position
two but not accepted (Love & Guthrie, 1999; Perry, 1968, 1981). Students in Position two will
perceive multiplicities as complexities or needless complications to the truth or knowledge that is
still finite and known by authorities (Love & Guthrie, 1999; Perry, 1968, 1981). Students might
account for multiplicities as coming from a poorly trained authority or an exercise solely for
students to learn the right answers for themselves (Love & Guthrie, 1999; Perry, 1981). The
transition to Position three results from the realization that authorities do not have all of the
answers (Love & Guthrie, 1999) and the students themselves must search for answers (Perry,
1968, 1981).
Position Three: Multiplicity legitimate but subordinate. Students discover the
legitimacy of multiplicity during their own search for answers (Perry, 1968, 1981). Students and
their peers find different answers than the authority and the certainty of knowledge, truth, and the
authority itself are initially questioned (Love & Guthrie, 1999; Perry, 1968, 1981). The value of
hard work, obedience, and rightness also become uncertain in Position three, but this uncertainty
is perceived as temporary (Love & Guthrie, 1999; Perry, 1968, 1981). Students are no longer
evaluated by the amount of work they do, but by the quality of their abstract thought (Perry,
1968, 1981). Students perceive inconsistency in how their abstract thoughts (or lack thereof) are
evaluated and begin a search for “what they want”—what the authority is looking for—to resolve
their uncertainty (Love & Guthrie, 1999; Perry, 1968, 1981). Position three is often marked by
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feelings of frustration and cynicism as students struggle to distinguish between complex, abstract
thought and opinion (Perry, 1968, 1981).
Position Four: Multiplicity correlate or relativism subordinate. Students begin
Position four accepting multiplicity but have difficulty distinguishing between opinions when
authorities do not know the answer (Perry, 1968, 1981). Perry splits Position four into two
subcategories; two separate pathways students take through Position four (Love & Guthrie,
1999; Perry, 1981). The first is Position 4a, multiplicity correlate (Love & Guthrie, 1999; Perry,
1981). Students in Position 4a believe everyone has a right to their opinion and every opinion is
valid when authorities do not know the answer (Perry, 1968, 1981). Knowledge and meaning are
still dualistic in Position 4a; however, it is divided into the known (by authorities) and unknown
(by authorities). Everything unknown by authorities is free to be explained by any opinion
(Perry, 1968, 1981). This dualism of thought contains both the dualism of knowledge and
meaning (known by authorities) and the openness to knowing the unknown (Perry, 1968, 1981).
Students in Position 4b, relativism subordinate, begin to use context and rules of evidence
to analyze and compare ideas (Love & Guthrie, 1999). They recognize diversity, ambiguity, and
multiple perspectives (Love & Guthrie, 1999). Knowledge and meaning are judged as better or
worse rather than right or wrong (Love & Guthrie, 1999). These are characteristics of relative
thinking; however, relative knowledge is considered secondary to the multiplicity of knowledge
through which students in Position 4b view the world (Love & Guthrie, 1999; Perry, 1968).
Transition to Position five occurs when students begin to weigh competing opinions or
truths (Love & Guthrie, 1999; Perry, 1968, 1981). Students modify their search from what
authorities want to what authorities want them to work on—how to weigh multiple factors when
developing their own opinion. Students are forced to think about their thinking in the process
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(Perry, 1968, 1981). This concept is called meta-thought (Perry, 1968) or meta-cognition (Love
& Guthrie, 1999). The student is now becoming the maker of meaning (Perry, 1981). This is the
foundation of relativism (Perry, 1968, 1981). However, it is important to note students are doing
this out of a desire to conform to what the authority wants them to work on (Love & Guthrie,
1999; Perry, 1968, 1981).
Position Five: Relativism. Students in Position five begin to accept and expect
knowledge and meaning to be complex (Love & Guthrie, 1999; Perry, 1968). Simplicity (or
dualism), if it exits, is an exception or a special case. This is the opposite of Position two where
complexities are the exception and simplicity is the rule (Perry, 1968). Knowledge and meaning
are discovered contextually in Position five (Love & Guthrie, 1999; Perry, 1968). Students in
Position five analyze knowledge in context, compare it to other knowledge and contexts, and
make their own meaning (Perry, 1968). The student assumes the responsibility and initiative for
knowledge and meaning that belonged to the authority in dualism and multiplicity (Perry, 1981).
The student is detached and objective; able to make their own meaning in a relative world (Love
& Guthrie, 1999; Perry, 1968; 1981). Students typically enter relativism with anxiety, unsure
how or if they should make a decision or form their identity based on relative knowledge that
may have different meanings in different contexts (Love & Guthrie, 1999; Perry, 1968, 1981).
The student first contemplates the commitments they will make about their identity, values, and
personal philosophy based on their new outlook of meaning-making (Perry, 1968, 1981).
Position Six: Commitment foreseen. Commitment in Perry scheme is a person’s
actions of choice in a world where knowledge and meaning are relative (Perry, 1968, 1981).
Commitment extends beyond the obligations a person has in life; it includes the active moral and
ethical decisions for which a person initiates, makes, and takes responsibility. These actions and
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decisions define a person’s identity (Perry, 1968, 1981). A person’s commitments places a selfdefining stake in the ground in the world of relative knowledge and signals an investment in it
(Love & Guthrie, 1999; Perry, 1968, 1981). Examples of commitments are values, career
choice, or friendship or dating choices (Perry, 1981). Students in Position six understand
commitments will be necessary but have not yet made or experienced a commitment (Love &
Guthrie, 1999; Perry, 1968). Students in Position six understand that truth will come from within
themselves—something they believe in and are willing to act upon (Perry, 1968, 1981).
Positions Seven, Eight, and Nine: Initial commitment, orientation in implications of
commitment, and developing commitments. Position seven in Perry’s scheme is the initial act
of making a commitment (Love & Guthrie, 1999; Perry, 1968, 1981). The student decides to
take action based on their values formulated in the world of relative knowledge and meaning
(Love & Guthrie, 1999; Perry, 1968, 1981). Tentativeness about commitments is realized in
Position eight (Perry, 1968, 1981); students remain committed to their truth but is simultaneously
open to new truths and knowledge should they arise (Perry, 1968). The student is not necessarily
looking for new meaning but is open to it if sufficiently supported. A sense of anxiety emerges
over this paradox as commitments change, clash, and reform due to the complexity of knowledge
(Perry, 1981). Students learn to prioritize and balance their commitments in Position nine; lifestyle, identity, and community form around the worldview defined by the continual
commitments they make (Love & Guthrie, 1999; Perry, 1968, 1981).
Deflections from growth. Perry recognized that cognitive development is not a linear
process (Patton et al., 2016; Perry, 1968, 1981). His scheme includes three types of development
deflections or regressions—periods when student development is interrupted, paused, or
reversed—temporizing, retreat, and escape (Love & Guthrie, 1999; Perry, 1968, 1981).
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Temporizing is a pause in student growth (Patton et al., 2016), typically for a full academic year
(Perry, 1968, 1981). Temporizing can be a stalling of development, a developmental resting
period, or a time for lateral growth; a student feeling more comfortable with how they make
meaning in their current development Position (Patton et al., 2016; Perry, 1968, 1981). The
student typically knows about the transition ahead but is unwilling to make it (Love & Guthrie,
1999).
Retreat occurs when a student is overwhelmed by changing meaning-making processes
and temporarily regresses to dualism for comfort (Patton et al., 2016). There is less ambiguity in
dualism; the world is more simplistic without plurality of knowledge (Love & Guthrie, 1999).
Retreat is a defensive rejection of growth’s implications for knowledge and meaning in the world
(Perry, 1968). Escape is the choice not to recognize and make commitments based on relativism
developed in Position five (Love & Guthrie, 1999). Escape is the avoidance of the responsibility
for making commitments in relativism beyond Position five (Love & Guthrie, 1999). This type
of escape is called disassociation (Perry, 1968). Students experiencing escape might also engage
in encapsulation—placing responsibility for commitments on authorities in a dualistic manner
(Perry, 1968).
Positions, not stages. Perry (1981) emphasized his scheme consists of Positions, not
stages (Love & Guthrie, 1999; Patton et al., 2016). Stages are static structures or patterns of
making meaning (Love & Guthrie, 1999; Patton et al., 2016; Perry, 1981). Perry’s Positions
imply no minimum or maximum time durations (Love & Guthrie, 1999; Patton et al., 2016). The
term Position implies a vantage point or perspective from which a person considers knowledge
or meaning (Love & Guthrie, 1999; Patton et al., 2016). Students generally begin college at
Position two or three (Love & Guthrie, 1999; Perry, 1981; Rapaport, 1984); few enter college at
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Position one (Perry, 1968). Positions build upon previous Positions and development occurs as
students transition from one Position to the next (Love & Guthrie, 1999; Patton et al., 2016).
Student’s in Perry’s original study graduated at Position six, seven, or eight (Perry, 1968); few
graduated at Position nine (Perry, 1968, 1981).
Baxter Magolda’s Epistemological Reflection Model
Baxter Magolda’s (1992) epistemological reflection model assesses student’s cognitive
development. Epistemological reflection is defined as “assumptions about the nature, limits, and
certainty of knowledge” (Evans, Froney, Guido, Patton, & Renn, 2010, p. 125; Patton et al.,
2016, p. 362). The model explains how college students generate knowledge in relationship to
the social context of learning (Bock, 1999). Baxter Magolda (1992) originally developed the
epistemological reflection model to examine cognitive development differences in men and
women. However, Baxter Magolda stipulated the patterns she discovered are not genderexclusive (Bock, 1999; Evans et al., 2010; Patton et al., 2016). Men and women develop
knowledge in both patterns within each stage of the epistemological model.
Baxter Magolda’s (1992) model is based in six assumptions: (1) the stages of knowing
and the patterns within them are socially constructed; (2) ways of knowing are best studied
qualitatively; (3) students’ reasoning patterns are fluid; (4) patterns are related to but not caused
by gender; (5) students’ stories and experiences are contextually bound; and (6) ways of knowing
appear as patterns (Bock, 1999; Evans et al., 2010; Patton et al., 2016). The epistemological
reflection model contains four stages of cognitive development: absolute knowing, transitional
knowing, independent knowing, and contextual knowing. Two patterns of gender-related
thinking exist in the first three stages (Evans et al., 2010; Patton et al., 2016).
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Absolute knowing. The first stage of Baxter Magolda’s (1992) epistemological
reflection model is absolute knowing. Students view knowledge dualistically in the absolute
knowing stage; knowledge is certain, right or wrong, good or bad, true or untrue. Knowledge is
possessed and passed on by an authority, specifically the teacher (Baxter Magolda, 1992; Bock,
1999; Evans et al., 2010; Patton et al., 2016).
Two learning patterns emerge for students in the absolute knowing stage: receiving
knowledge and mastering knowledge (Baxter Magolda, 1992). Receiving knowledge is a
passive and internal approach to learning. It relies on minimal interaction with instructors,
relationships with peers, and sufficient time to demonstrate understanding (Bock, 1999; Evans et
al., 2010; Patton et al., 2016). Mastering knowledge is a verbal approach to learning which relies
on logic, objectivity, and competition (Bock, 1999; Evans et al., 2010; Patton et al., 2016). It
allows for interaction with instructors and peers with no consequence to the relationship (Bock,
1999; Evans et al., 2010; Patton et al., 2016).
Transitional knowing. The second stage of the epistemological model is called
transitional knowing. Students in the transitional knowing stage accept that some knowledge is
uncertain (Baxter Magolda, 1992; Bock, 1999; Evans et al., 2010; Patton et al., 2016).
Transitional knowers realize teachers and authorities do not have every answer and expect the
authority to facilitate an experience leading to understanding and application of knowledge.
Interpersonal knowing and impersonal knowing are the two learning patterns within
transitional knowing. Interpersonal knowing focuses on gathering and sharing ideas with peers
(Bock, 1999; Evans et al., 2010; Patton et al., 2016). Students value a rapport with the instructor
and classmates to facilitate greater understanding. Impersonal knowing values debate with peers
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and the instructor to facilitate understanding. It relies on fairness, practicality, logic, and the
authority to resolve uncertainty.
Independent knowing. The third stage of Baxter Magolda’s (1992) epistemological
reflection model is called independent knowing. Independent knowers view knowledge as
uncertain. Students in the independent knowing stage value autonomous thinking, the process of
discovering knowledge, the free exchange of opinion, and instructors who provide a context for
learning (Baxter Magolda, 1992; Bock, 1999; Evans et al., 2010; Patton et al., 2016).
Independent knowing students believe their views should not be penalized for diverging from the
instructor or other authority.
Interindividual knowing and individual knowing are the two learning patterns within the
independent knowing stage. Interindividual knowers value their own and others’ ideas equally.
They favor connection to others to explore and generate knowledge (Bock, 1999; Evans et al.,
2010; Patton et al., 2016). Individual knowers value their own ideas above all others and favor
exploring knowledge separate from others. They default to their own interpretation of
knowledge when uncertainty arises.
Contextual knowing. Contextual knowing is the final stage of Baxter Magolda’s (1992)
epistemological reflection model. Contextual knowers believe knowledge must be legitimized
contextually. An idea must be supported by evidence within the context it is presented or
generated (Baxter Magolda, 1992; Bock, 1999; Evans et al., 2010; Patton et al., 2016). Students
in the contextual knowing stage look to the instructor to create a learning environment that
supports critical analysis, the evaluation of perspectives, the contextual application of ideas, and
critiques from students and instructors. This type of learning environment improves students’
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decision-making abilities and supports a communal responsibility approach to learning. There
are no learning patterns associated with the contextual knowing stage.
Methodological Implications
Perry’s (1968, 1981) forms of ethical and intellectual development provide a perspective
to evaluate student athletes’ perception of knowledge, meaning-making, identity development,
and value development. Perry’s (1968) original research gathered qualitative data from college
students through interviews. Interviewing student athletes about their athletic and academic
college experience can shed light on their view of authority, knowledge, truth, context, and these
concepts’ relationships with each other. Perry’s scheme can help determine if student athletes’
ways of understanding the world are affected by their college experience as a student and a
revenue-generating athlete. Coaches often create a dualistic environment of right and wrong,
good and bad, that might affect athletes’ knowledge making ability.
Baxter Magolda’s (1992) epistemological reflection model provides a similar theoretical
lens through which to consider the types of knowing and meaning making revenue-generating
student athletes use. Interviewing student athletes about their athletic and academic college
experience will uncover factors of their college experience that influence how they learn. Baxter
Magolda’s theoretical lens can help determine if student athletes are challenged intellectually by
their sport.
Applying Perry’s (1968, 1981) forms of Ethical and Intellectual Development and Baxter
Magolda’s (1992) Epistemological Reflection Model in a qualitative study created rich and
insightful data regarding how the revenue-generating student athlete experience affects cognitive
development. It led to a better understanding of factors experienced by a subpopulation of
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college students who experience different pressures and demands than other traditional age
college students.
The next chapter explains the research methodology I chose for this study. I chose a
qualitative phenomenology study consisting of one-on-one, in-person semi-structured interviews.
I provide a brief explanation of qualitative research and phenomenology. Next, I discuss how I
recruited research participants and the steps I took to ensure anonymity and confidentiality.
Then, I explain my approach to data collection, data analysis, and data interpretation. I conclude
by discussing steps taken to ensure a credible and valid research study.
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CHAPTER THREE: METHODOLOGY
This chapter explains the current study’s methodology, which used a qualitative
phenomenological approach consisting of one-on-one, in-person semi-structured interviews.
This chapter begins with a brief explanation of qualitative research and phenomenology. It
continues by outlining how participants were recruited and steps taken to ensure their anonymity
and confidentiality. Next, I provide an overview of how the data were collected, analyzed, and
interpreted. This chapter concludes by outlining the study’s credibility and validity.
Qualitative Research
The philosophical foundation of qualitative research lies in the belief that reality is
socially constructed (Merriam & Tisdell, 2016). Husserl (1931) said “natural knowledge begins
with experience and remains within experience” (p. 51). Individuals create subjective meanings
from their experiences by interacting with others in social, historical, and cultural contexts
(Creswell, 2013). These contexts influence how individuals interpret their experiences and
assign meanings to them (Merriam & Tisdell, 2016).
Qualitative research involves describing the meaning individuals or groups attribute to a
human or social problem (Creswell, 2007; Merriam & Tisdell, 2016). It prioritizes the voice of
the research participants, allowing them to directly define their experience (Creswell, 2007;
Merriam & Tisdell, 2016). The researcher is the primary research instrument in qualitative
inquiry (Merriam & Tisdell, 2016), placing themselves in a natural setting to the individuals
experiencing the phenomenon, collecting data through observation, interviews, face-to-face
interactions, and document collection (Creswell, 2007; Merriam & Tisdell, 2016). The primary
source of data in qualitative research is words, including quotes from interviews, documents, and
field notes (Merriam & Tisdell, 2016).
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The qualitative researcher inductively constructs increasingly complex concepts, patterns,
categories, and themes from data gathered directly from participants in the natural setting
(Creswell, 2007; Merriam & Tisdell, 2016). The researcher interacts with the study participants,
allowing them to tell their story, giving the researcher rich data about their experience (Creswell,
2007). The researcher’s primary goal is to convey the meaning participants assign to a specific
phenomenon, experience, social problem, or issue (Creswell, 2007; Merriam & Tisdell, 2016).
This qualitative study examined the college experience of NCAA Division I football and
basketball players to determine whether their student athlete experience affected their cognitive
development; an important outcome of higher education. The NCAA made over $1 billion in
revenue in 2017, mostly from Division I football and basketball (Bauman & Davis, 2018).
Football players in the FBS spend an average of 42 hours per week on athletics; Division I
basketball players spend an average of 34 hours per week on athletics (NCAA, 2016c). This
could result in a large quantity of time taken from college students’ weekly schedule that could
be spent studying, participating in clubs and organizations, or other activities that increase
cognitive development. This qualitative study explored the pressures and time demands faced by
NCAA Division I football and basketball players to determine whether or not participation in
college athletics has an effect on their cognitive development.
Phenomenology
Phenomenology is a qualitative research method that explores the meaning several
individuals assign to a shared lived experience (Creswell, 2013; Moustakas, 1994).
Phenomenology involves the study of people’s common, conscious experience of a particular
phenomenon (Merriam & Tisdell, 2016; Moran, 2000). Phenomenological research seeks to
describe the essence of a specific human experience—what it is like to experience a specific
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phenomenon (Creswell, 2013; Husserl, 1931; Moustakas, 1994). Husserl (1931) defined essence
as “that which is common or universal, the condition or quality without which a thing would not
be what it is” (p. 43). A phenomenological account of knowledge must remain true to the
experienced evidence (Moran, 2000). Perception is regarded as the primary source of knowledge
in phenomenology (Moustakas, 1994).
A phenomenological researcher brackets themself out of a study by stating their personal
experience with the phenomenon (Creswell, 2013; Merriam & Tisdell, 2016). Bracketing means
removing oneself from the study to ensure the researcher does not include their own experience
and assumptions in the study, but solely the experiences of the study participants (Creswell,
2013; Husserl, 1931; Merriam & Tisdell, 2016). This process is also called epoché; removing
judgement and everyday understanding to view the phenomenon from a fresh, unbiased
perspective (Merriam & Tisdell, 2016; Moustakas, 1994). Moran (2000) defined epoché as the
suspension of natural attitude; “all scientific, philosophical, cultural, and everyday assumptions
must be put aside” (p. 11). The essential feature of epoché is to remove assumptions about the
world and the phenomena being studied (Moran, 2000). However, it is important to note that
qualitative research also includes the notion that it is impossible to remove the self completely
from the researcher and the research (Husserl, 1931; Moran, 2000; Merriam & Tisdell, 2016;
Moustakas, 1994).
I conducted a pilot study in the spring of 2016 focusing on the cognitive development of
four NCAA Division III football and basketball players. The purpose of the pilot study was to
sample qualitative questions to determine the type of responses and data they would generate.
Division III athletes were chosen from convenience sampling—I work at a NCAA Division III
institution and had access to senior football and basketball players.
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A phenomenological study typically involves interviewing individuals who directly
experience or have experienced a chosen phenomenon (Creswell, 2013; Merriam & Tisdell,
2016; Moustakas, 1994). The researcher gathers data from in-depth interviews, documents, and
field notes, codes them, and writes observer notes and memos. The researcher then combines the
codes into themes to describe what the participants experience and how they experience it, and to
convey a general essence of the phenomenon (Creswell, 2013; Husserl, 1931; Merriam &
Tisdell, 2016). The essence of the phenomenon can be described as a composite of the
participants’ experiences focusing on the commonalities experienced by all participants. The
essence also includes the phenomenon’s underlying structure. The assumption that there is an
essence to a shared experience is the defining characteristic of a phenomenology (Husserl, 1931;
Patton, 2015).
I conducted in-depth interviews with 19 NCAA Division I football and basketball players
for this phenomenological study. Interviews focused on participants’ college experience while
participating in football and basketball at the highest intercollegiate level. I explored
participants’ day-to-day life as Division I football or basketball student athletes and their
perceptions of its effect on their cognitive development. The purpose of multiple, in-depth
interviews was to understand the essence of being a NCAA Division I football or basketball
student athlete and determine whether or not these experiences have any effect on their cognitive
development.
Institutional Review Board
The Institutional Review Board (IRB) is a committee within higher education institutions
or other research organizations that reviews and approves proposed research to guarantee
researchers comply with ethical and legal standards (Bogdan & Biklen, 2011). They also review
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proposed research studies for potential risk or harmful effects to study participants (Creswell,
2013). The primary focus of the IRB is to protect human research participants from danger from
participating in research and ensure participants give informed consent (Bogdan & Biklen,
2011). Informed consent is informing participants of the study’s purpose, how the information
will be used, and that the interview is being recorded (Cypress, 2018).
The purpose of the University of St. Thomas’ IRB is to assess proposed research studies
for possible threats to human participants’ health, safety, and welfare (University of St. Thomas,
2018). Student athletes are not a vulnerable group; this phenomenological study received
expedited approval.
Participant Criteria and Selection
I recruited NCAA Division I football and men’s basketball players to participate in the
study after receiving IRB approval for this research study. I used non-probabilistic, purposeful
sampling for my qualitative study (Merriam & Tisdell, 2016). Purposeful sampling is used in
research studies designed to discover and understand a particular experience or phenomenon
(Bogdan & Biklen, 2011; Creswell, 2013; Merriam & Tisdell, 2016). Information-rich cases are
purposefully chosen to learn the most about the issue being studied (Patton, 2015).
This study used a criterion-based sample selection process. A criterion-based selection
process purposefully narrows the sample selection to examine the specific phenomenon targeted
by the study (Merriam & Tisdell, 2016). Student athletes are allowed to compete in athletics for
a maximum of five years. These five years are commonly referred to as eligibility. I recruited
study participants in their final year of NCAA eligibility or within one year of completing their
NCAA eligibility to allow participants maximum cognitive development. This criterion ruled
out lower measurements of cognitive development due to age and higher measures of cognitive
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development because of maturity after college as assessed in Perry’s (1968, 1981) forms and
Baxter Magolda’s (1992) model.
The sample in qualitative research is generally nonrandom, purposeful, and small
(Merriam & Tisdell, 2016). I recruited 19 current and former Division I football and basketball
players from multiple sources. I worked with football and basketball coaches at my employing
institution who had networks that included possible participants. I also worked with former
students at my employing institution who also had networks that included possible participants.
I also contacted potential participants through social media and email. I searched football and
basketball rosters of institutions from the 2018-2019 academic year. I determined who exercised
their final year of NCAA eligibility in 2018-2019 and searched social media sites such as
Facebook, Twitter, Instagram, and LinkedIn and university webpages for a way to contact them.
I sent possible participants emails or direct messages through social media sites (see Appendix
A).
These methods of recruiting study participants are known as convenience sampling;
selection based on time, location, availability, and willingness to participate (Merriam & Tisdell,
2016). Using convenience sampling alone reduces the study’s credibility and validity. To
counter this effect, I also used snowball sampling. I asked study participants for referrals to other
potential participants who met the study’s criteria.
The current study’s original sample included 19 NCAA Division I football and men’s
basketball players. The audio files of two participant interviews were damaged during data
collection, reducing the sample to 17 participants; 10 football players and seven basketball
players. Participants represented 12 institutions in the United States. Eight football players
competed in the FBS and represented three of the Power Five conferences. All seven basketball
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players competed at different institutions in different conferences. Each participant was in their
final year of NCAA eligibility or within one year of completing their eligibility. Table 1
overviews information about the 19 study participants.
Table 1
Study Participants
Alias

Sport

Conference

A.S.

Football

Pac 12

Alex

Basketball

SEC

Bradley

Basketball

Missouri Valley

Chris

Basketball

Big 10

Cooper *data excluded

Football

Pac 12

Doug

Football

MAC

Frank

Football

Big 10

G

Basketball

West Coast Conference

Grant

Football

SEC

Holbrook

Football

SEC

Jeff

Basketball

Colonial

John

Football

Big 10

Kevin

Football

Missouri Valley

Mike

Basketball

Atlantic 10

Noah

Football

Big 10

Sam

Football

Big 10

Shoebacher

Football

SEC

Smith

Basketball

Summit League

Todd *data excluded

Football

Pac 12

I obtained informed consent from each research participant in person, prior to the
interview. I verbally explained the details of the research study, its purpose, and how the
gathered information would be used to each participant before the interview began. I asked each
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participant to sign a copy of the University of St. Thomas consent form prior to each interview,
requesting their willing participation (Appendix B). I also ensured participants knew the
information they revealed would be kept confidential and anonymous. Ensuring confidentiality
of the information participants provided improved the likelihood they would be honest and
forthcoming (Bogdan & Biklen, 2011). I allowed each participant to choose an alias/pseudonym
and provided them with a promise of confidentiality form similar to the one found in Bogdan and
Biklen (2011; see Appendix C).
Data Collection
Data collection includes the activities used to gather information to answer a study’s
research questions (Cypress, 2018). I determined person-to-person interviews were the best way
to generate rich data addressing football and basketball players’ cognitive development.
Interviews discover meaning and understanding of an individual’s experience and reveal relevant
insights into a phenomenon (Merriam & Tisdell, 2016; Moustakas, 1994). Dexter (1970) and
Cypress (2018) defined an interview for a qualitative study as a conversation with purpose.
Interviews are used to learn about things we cannot observe, such as thoughts, feelings, and
interactions (Patton, 2015). An interview allows the researcher to enter another person’s
perspective to determine how they interpret the world around them and make meaning (Creswell,
2013; Patton, 2015). Interviews also offer an unimpeachable data source (Cypress, 2018).
My goal was to capture the experience, or essence, of participating in Division I football
or basketball while in college to determine what effect, if any, this participation has on cognitive
development. I conducted semi-structured interviews—broad, open-ended questions focused on
relevant issues that address the Division I football or basketball college experience and cognitive
development. Marshall and Rossman (2015) and Moustakas (1994) call this phenomenological
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interviewing; focusing on the lived meanings an experience has for an individual, assuming the
meanings guide actions and interactions. I also asked a series of structured questions to gather
general sociodemographic information about each participant including age, race, hometown,
and years of experience playing football or basketball (see the pre-interview survey in Appendix
D).
I interviewed participants in a coffee shop, restaurant, or bar they chose and were
comfortable with and felt relaxed in. This removed participants from an athletic and academic
environment and put them in a setting where they might open up and feel at ease giving honest,
authentic responses. Moustakas (1994) said it is the interviewer’s responsibility to create a
comfortable climate for participants to elicit honest and comprehensive answers.
Phenomenological interviews often begin with a brief meditative activity aimed at creating a
relaxed and trusting atmosphere (Moustakas, 1994). Before the interviews began, I gave the
participant a guided reflection form (see Appendix F). The guided reflection is an exercise to
activate the participant’s thoughts about their student athlete experience. I gave the participant
five minutes to silently reflect on the questions listed on the guided reflection form.
I audio recorded each interview using an audio recording application on my phone.
Recording interviews ensures the data gathered are preserved for analysis (Merriam & Tisdell,
2016). Recording interviews also offers the greatest fidelity; the ability to exactly reproduce the
data presented to the researcher in the field (Lincoln & Guba, 1991). Recording the interviews
allowed me to focus on the participant’s response and make observer notes about their answers.
Recording allowed me to engage more in the interview. A colleague transcribed my recorded
interviews for data analysis after signing a confidentiality agreement. Merriam and Tisdell
(2016) believe transcribing interviews produce the best database for analysis. I kept copies of
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the audio recordings and their transcriptions in cloud storage provided by my employer which is
secure and only accessible by me. This preserved the confidentiality of the information gathered
from participants. I employed a second, back-up audio recorder after the audio files of two
interviews were damaged during data collection.
Data Analysis
Qualitative design is emergent, inductive, and comparative (Creswell, 2013; Cypress,
2018; Merriam & Tisdell, 2016). I engaged in data collection and analysis separately. I
analyzed data after completing interviews with all participants. I summarized each interview in
the immediate days following the interview and emailed it to participants for feedback and
confirmation of accuracy.
Data analysis involves making sense of the data collected —exploring, describing,
interpreting, and understanding them (Cypress, 2018; Merriam & Tisdell, 2016). Analysis of
qualitative data includes preparing, organizing, reading through, coding, consolidating and
reducing, interpreting, and visually representing the data. I coded data generated from the
interview transcripts and created categories and themes from the codes (Creswell, 2013; Cypress,
2018; Moustakas, 1994) to develop findings that answered the research questions (Merriam &
Tisdell, 2016) stated above.
Coding is the core element of analyzing qualitative data (Creswell, 2013; Cypress, 2018;
Merriam & Tisdell, 2016). Coding is the process of assigning designations to data segments
important to my understanding (Bogdan & Biklen, 2011; Merriam & Tisdell, 2016; Moustakas,
1994) of participants’ student athlete experience and its effect on cognitive development. Codes
can be words, phrases, ideas; anything that designates important ideas (Bogdan & Biklen, 2011;
Creswell, 2013; Merriam & Tisdell, 2016). I read interview transcripts multiple times, labeling
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key data units that stood out based on perspectives from the literature reviewed above (Bogdan
& Biklen, 2011; Creswell, 2013; Cypress, 2018; Moustakas, 1994) and the study’s theoretical
frameworks (Merriam & Tisdell, 2016): Perry’s (1968, 1981) forms of ethical and intellectual
development and Baxter Magolda’s (1992) epistemological reflection model. Numerous codes
emerged from the data that described the essence (Creswell, 2013) of participants’ experiences
and its effect on cognitive development.
Next, I grouped codes into five focused themes that describe the basic structure (Bogdan
& Biklen, 2011; Creswell, 2013; Merriam & Tisdell, 2016) of participants’ college experience
and its effect on their cognitive development. Categories or themes are broad units of
information containing several grouped codes to form ideas (Cypress, 2018). Husserl (1931)
called these formal regions. I reviewed my codes, memos, and observer comments from
interview transcripts and grouped similar items into themes (Merriam & Tisdell, 2016). Themes
are patterns revealed in the data; abstract ideas that became my study’s findings or answered my
research questions (Merriam & Tisdell, 2016). I used complex reasoning skills to continuously
check my developed themes against my data. (Creswell, 2007).
Next I interpreted my data. Interpreting the data involves making sense of the themes
based on the literature reviewed and the study’s theoretical framework (Bogdan & Biklen, 2011;
Creswell, 2013; Merriam & Tisdell, 2016). I made judgements about my developed themes
during analysis through the lens of the reviewed literature and Perry’s (1968, 1981) forms of
ethical and intellectual development and Baxter Magolda’s (1992) epistemological reflection
model (Cypress, 2018; Merriam & Tisdell, 2016).
I read the transcription of the first interview multiple times to immerse myself and make
sense of the data, writing notes and memos. Next, I openly coded the data, writing codes in the
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margins next to significant statements about the participant’s college experience and cognitive
development that emerged from the data. I repeated this process for all participant interviews,
identifying 25-30 characteristics that describe the participants’ college experience and how being
a Division I football or basketball player shaped aspects of their cognitive development.
Next, I reviewed all codes, notes, and memos and began reducing them into themes;
defining characteristics of participants’ college experience and its effect on their cognitive
development. I reviewed codes within each and created sub-themes. I began the interpretation
process after completing all interviews and determining appropriate themes and sub-themes.
I began the data analysis process by remembering the purpose of my study: to understand
how NCAA Division I football players’ and men’s basketball players’ cognitive development is
affected by the dichotomy of education and revenue generation in higher education.
Specifically, to investigate how participants’ ways of generating knowledge, making meaning,
and intellectual development are affected by their dual roles of student and revenue generator. I
also examined how participants’ critical thinking skills, reasoning skills, sense of autonomy, selfidentity, and values were affected by their college experience.
Keeping this in mind, I analyzed the data from a phenomenological perspective,
attempting to understand how participants experienced college and how it affected their
cognitive development. I looked for clues from Perry’s (1968, 1981) forms of ethical and
intellectual development. I searched for ways participants perceived knowledge, truth, authority,
meaning-making, ideas, and opinions and their relationship to these concepts. I also considered
Baxter Magolda’s (1992) four stages of cognitive development in her epistemological reflection
model. I found evidence of absolute, transitional, independent, or contextual knowing.
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Credibility and Validity
The validity of research is assessed relative to the purpose and circumstance of the study
(Merriam & Tisdell, 2016). According to Moustakas (1994), a valid phenomenology creates
knowledge through a description of data that forms an understanding of the essence of a
phenomenon. The purpose of this study was to understand how NCAA Division I football
players and men’s basketball players are affected by the dichotomy of education and revenue
generation in higher education. This study examined how participants’ reality construction
(measured by knowledge interpretation methods, critical thinking skills, and decision-making
strategies), is affected by their college experience as revenue-generating student athletes. It
explored how their worldview was affected by their experience playing the highest competitive
level of intercollegiate athletics while pursuing higher education simultaneously.
There are two types of validity: internal validity and external validity (Merriam &
Tisdell, 2016). Internal validity is dependent upon the meaning of reality (Merriam & Tisdell,
2016). Qualitative research assumes reality is multidimensional and constantly changing.
Internal validity assesses how well the data support the conclusions drawn by the researcher and
how accurately the research findings reflect reality. The researcher must interpret data credibly
to draw valid conclusions (Merriam & Tisdell, 2016). The conclusions must be believable to the
reader given the data collected and the theoretical framework used to interpret it.
This study used four types of internal validity: triangulation, member checks, peer
examination, and an audit trail. First, I used triangulation from multiple data sources.
Triangulation from multiple data sources means collecting data from participants in different
places or with different perspectives (Merriam & Tisdell, 2016). I interviewed NCAA Division I
football players and basketball players from 12 different institutions. Nine of the 10 football
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players competed in the FBS and represented three of the Power Five conferences; one football
player competed in the FCS. All seven of the basketball players played at different institutions
and competed in different conferences. This allowed me to gather data from revenue-generating
student athletes who have different college experiences based on the institution they attended.
Using triangulation increased the study’s credibility because findings were generated from
revenue-generating student athletes across the country from different institutions and different
athletic conferences.
I also used member checks to increase the study’s credibility. The process of member
checking involves soliciting feedback about preliminary findings from some participants
(Merriam & Tisdell, 2016). I emailed my preliminary findings to participants and asked if my
interpretations of the data were plausible or accurate from their experience as revenue-generating
student athletes. Eight participants agreed to provide feedback about my findings; I received
feedback from seven participants. Each participant agreed with the findings that pertained to
their student athlete college experience. Participants determined the data supported my findings
and accurately reflected their reality. This reflected the credibility of my data interpretation and
findings.
This study was also peer-examined. Dr. Jayne Sommers, my dissertation advisor who
was knowledgeable about my methodology, reviewed my findings to ensure they were consistent
with the data collected. Dr. Sommers ensured data were interpreted credibly to draw valid
findings that were believable to the reader.
Finally, I kept an audit trail throughout the data gathering and data analysis processes.
An audit trail is a detailed history of how the data were collected, how categories were
determined during data analysis, and how other decisions were made throughout the study
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(Merriam & Tisdell, 2016). I wrote a journal about how I received participants, where and when
I conducted interviews, my reflections of each interview, how I decided on codes and themes in
my data analysis, how I arrived at my interpretations of the data, and other decisions or issues I
encountered. The journal detailed the study’s rigor.
External validity addresses how well findings can be applied to other settings (Merriam
& Tisdell, 2016). External validity assesses how generalizable or transferable the findings are to
other situations. Generalizability or transferability of findings are determined by the research
consumer. However, the researcher can extrapolate their findings to other situations.
Extrapolating means to speculate about the applicability the findings might have in different
settings (Merriam & Tisdell, 2016). I speculated about implications the current study’s findings
have for professionals who work directly with revenue-generating student athletes.
Finally, the credibility and validity of research are determined by how ethically sound the
study is conducted (Merriam & Tisdell, 2016). I conducted ethical and trustworthy practices
throughout the study. I practiced relational ethics with each participant, taking care not to harm
participants and being mindful of questions and answers that might trigger bad memories or
other mental health issues. I protected each participants’ privacy by masking their name and
institution and received informed consent from each participant, making sure I did not deceive
participants or gatekeepers about the purpose of the study. I was mindful of my biases during
data collection and did not exclude any data.
Summary
This chapter outlined a credible, valid, and reliable research study. It began with a
description of qualitative research and phenomenology; my chosen research method. Then, I
described my participant recruitment, using convenience and snowball sampling through
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colleagues, emailing faculty athletic representatives, and contacting participants through social
media. Next, I described the data collection process: one-on-one, semi-structured interviews that
were recorded, transcribed, and kept secure and confidential. Then, I outlined the data analysis
process—openly coding interviews and developing themes. Finally, I outlined six forms of
validity practiced that ensured a credible, rigorous, and ethical study. Triangulation, member
checks, peer examination, and an audit trail are forms of internal validity and generalizability and
extrapolation are forms of external validity used during this study. The next chapter outlines my
findings in five themes identified in the data.
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CHAPTER FOUR: THEMATIC ANALYSIS
I interviewed 17 NCAA Division I football and men’s basketball players in their last year
of eligibility or within one year of finishing their college career. I asked questions about their
college experience, how they generated knowledge, how they made decisions, how they
approached unfamiliar or uncertain situations, student services they used, influential faculty
members, where they lived, etc. The purpose of the interview questions was to answer the
following research questions:
•

How do NCAA Division I football and basketball players experience and make
meaning of their college student experience?

•

How are NCAA Division I football and basketball players’ perceptions of their
cognitive development affected by their college student experience? Specifically,
o How are NCAA Division I football and basketball players’ methods of generating
knowledge (learning) affected by their college student experience?
o How are NCAA Division I football and basketball players’ perceptions of their
intellectual development, critical thinking skills, and reasoning skills affected by
their college student experience?
o How are NCAA Division I football and basketball players’ perceptions of their
autonomy, self-identity, and values affected by their college student experience?

Several themes emerged from participant interviews regarding their college experience
and development. First, athletics was prioritized before academics throughout participants’
college experience. Athletics influence where participants attended college, what they majored
in, how often they went to class, where they lived, who they lived with, who they interacted with,
and how others interacted with them. Athletics shaped participants’ entire college experience.
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Another theme to emerge was participants’ most influential faculty member during
college. Eleven participants identified instructors as their most influential faculty member; six
identified coaches or someone from the athletic staff. Each participate identified someone who
had a significant impact on their personal development—not their athletic development.
Participants identified individuals who cared about the person they became outside an athletic
context by motivating them academically and putting athletics into perspective within their life.
Another theme that emerged was various methods participants identified as contributing
to effective learning in college. Participants discussed practical, hands-on, and applied methods
of learning. Participants also discussed feeling comfortable or feeling uncomfortable when
learning best. Some participants enjoyed writing and learned effectively from it; other
participants did not enjoy writing to learn. These methods contributed to participants’
knowledge generation, intellectual development, critical thinking skills, reasoning skills,
autonomy, and self-identity.
The next theme to emerge was the various methods participants used to analyze
information, think critically, and reason through decisions and unfamiliar situations. Participants
discussed doing their own research, thinking analytically, thinking critically and creatively, and
weighing pros and cons. They also engaged in future thinking, considering the impact on self
and others, seeking advice from others, and trusting their instincts. These methods reflect their
critical thinking and reasoning skills and impacted their knowledge generation, intellectual
development, autonomy, and self-identity.
The final theme to emerge was the student services participants engaged with during
college. Participants primarily engaged with two services: tutoring and academic advising. A
majority of participants reported receiving tutors and academic advisors from the athletic
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department rather than services provided by the university or an academic department. Tutors
and academic advisors assisted participants with academic planning, study skills, time
management, intellectual development, learning, and autonomy. They also helped participants
balance their academic and athletic responsibilities. I begin by exploring the first theme,
athletics as a priority.
Athletics as a Priority
The first theme to emerge was athletics as the centerpiece to participants’ college
experience. Athletic commitments and responsibilities were prioritized before academics,
impacting participants’ college choice, what they majored in, and how often they attended class.
Athletics influenced where participants lived, who they lived with, who they interacted with, and
how students and faculty interacted with them.
Athletics also influenced participants’ self-identity. Their athlete identity and
commitments often conflicted with their academic identity and responsibilities, including their
college choice, classroom experience, and academic major choice. Some participants discussed
their athletic responsibilities becoming repetitive and mundane, temporarily decreasing their
motivation. Participants’ athletic identity influenced where they lived, with whom they lived,
with whom they interacted, and how others interacted with them. Each participants’ favorite
college memory was directly linked to their student athlete experience.
Athletics and Academics Conflict
Participants’ athletic and academic commitments and responsibilities conflicted often,
impacting their college experience, autonomy, and intellectual development. Many participants
identified athletics as the primary reason for choosing which institution to attend and whether to
transfer institutions while in college. Athletic commitments influenced participants’ classroom
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experience by impacting their academic motivation and class attendance. Athletics also
influenced participants’ academic major choice in college.
College choice. Athletics was a major factor for participants when deciding where to
attend college. Factors like coaches, facilities, and athletic program reputation impacted
participants’ decision and influenced their college experience. Many participants experienced a
coaching change while in college. A coaching change was an immediate reason to consider
transferring to another institution. Athletics, among other factors, was a major influence in
participants’ decision to stay or transfer institutions, influencing their college experience.
Kevin discussed the factors he considered when deciding where to attend college.
Athletic factors far outweighed others. “I got recruited to play football from a few different
schools and deciding where to go was probably the biggest decision I made at that point in my
life,” Kevin said. He considered “a lot of different factors, like location and coaches, facilities,
things like that—just trying to weigh the benefits and the cons of each place.” Kevin said
academics factored into his decision, but football was the primary factor.
I would say the biggest thing is just what was going to be the best fit for me was the
transition from high school football to college football, was that going to be too big if I
went to a bigger school or a smaller school, things like that. There were some factors of
academics that went into it, but when you’re getting recruited to play football, you’re
there for football. The biggest thing I remember is I didn’t want to go somewhere that I
was just another number on the roster. I wanted the coaches to know my name, other
players, everybody to know you. So that was kind of the bigger factor going into it.
Athletics was the clear driver in Kevin’s college choice. Being recruited to play college football,
for Kevin, meant his college choice would be where he benefited most as a football player. His
college experience was shaped by athletics before deciding which institution to attend.
Coaches put pressure on Kevin to choose a particular institution. “I remember being
stressed out about it a few times just because … I was always getting texts or direct messages
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from coaches and things like that,” Kevin said. “And so, having that, as an 18-year-old and
you’re supposed to figure out what you’re supposed to do was kind of difficult.”
Kevin’s college experience was significantly influenced by football before he decided
which institution he would attend. The most significant factor in his college choice was his fit on
the football team and his transition from high school to college football. Coaches, facilities, and
being known by name on the football team were also important factors in Kevin’s college choice.
Academics were a factor, but football was the primary reason for choosing which college to
attend. This was also evident by the pressure he received from coaches. Football, not
academics, was the central factor in shaping Kevin’s college experience.
Multiple participants experienced a coaching change during their college career, which
caused significant dissonance about whether to transfer to another institution. Alex considered
transferring to another institution after his basketball team had a poor season his first year. “A
really important decision I had to make was at the end of my freshmen year I was considering
transferring. Basically, we were doing really poorly on the court, we were losing a lot of
games,” Alex said. “We finished the season with like eight wins. I was highly considering
transferring. We had a new coach coming in. My plan was if things wouldn’t work out, I was
going to go someplace closer to home,” Alex explained, “a little bit smaller where I’d probably
get more playing time.” Alex’s athletic experience caused him to second guess his original
college decision and consider transferring to another institution.
Frank had a similar experience. “Probably one of my most important decisions was the
decision to stay here [original institution],” Frank said. “During my time here, we had a lot of
different coaching changes. There was a lot of hard times, honestly. I had a lot of different
opportunities if I wanted to transfer to go to different places.” Losing a coach was a significant
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experience for Frank. “It was difficult. It’s kind of like losing your father in a way because that’s
kind of what a coach is. I’m away from my family and they’re kind of like my new family.”
Frank’s athletic experience significantly influenced his overall college experience and his college
choice.
John considered transferring to another institution when his original coach was fired.
“Playing college sports, a big decision for me was when we had a coaching change,” John said.
“I’m on full scholarship and that’s something that, you know, is really important to me, that I’ve
worked hard for, but when you have a coaching change it’s really hard on the players,” John
said, “and you just don’t really know what to expect is going to come next. So, when we went
through the coaching change, I was thinking about actually leaving [original institution] and
going to transfer to a different school.” A head coaching change was a significant factor for John
to consider changing where he attended college.
Smith also considered transferring to another institution after his coach was fired during
his first year. “A pretty important decision I had to make was actually probably after my
freshmen year at college,” Smith said. “My head coach who had recruited me here when I was a
freshman, he got fired. So, I had to make a decision if I wanted to stay here or transfer
somewhere else,” Smith said. “I was really mad that my coach had gotten fired. I didn’t really
know what was going to happen and I had built a really good relationship with him, he was the
one that brought me here,” Smith explained. “I had other schools reaching out and kind of
wanting me to come to their school.” Smith’s primary reason for choosing his original
institution was because of athletics; his coach. The coach’s departure was enough for Smith to
consider altering his college experience.
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Alex, Frank, John, and Smith each decided to stay at their original institutions. Some
stayed for athletic reasons and others stayed for academic and personal support reasons. Alex
stayed because he met the new coach and liked him. According to Alex, “What kind of pulled
me to stay was that the new coach coming in I felt good about our chances of winning with him
and he brought in some really good recruits,” Alex explained, “so that kind of was a light at the
end of the tunnel. You know, this could turn around.” Athletics was the primary reason Alex
decided to stay at his original institution.
A mixture of athletics, academics, and non-athletic career opportunities kept Frank at his
original institution. “What ultimately kept me here was probably my teammates and just this
school in general. I wanted to get my degree from the business school here. It was kind of
always a goal of mine to get my masters [degree],” Frank said. “And then I didn’t want to leave
my teammates. Do you know what I mean? We were kind of all going through those hard times
together,” Frank explained, “so it was something that I kind of felt like I needed to be there for
them and support them, rather than leave them.” Athletics (his teammates) remained a
significant influence in Frank’s decision and his college experience. “The job market in [original
institution’s city] in general, just being able to connect with different professionals and have a lot
of different opportunities after college.” A combination of academics, athletics, and a strong job
market kept Frank at his original institution.
A combination of factors also contributed to John’s decision to stay at his original
institution. John’s personal support network was one factor. “I like being here at [original
institution]. I had already kind of established myself. I have a bunch of friends and teammates
and people I cared about that were already a big part of my life,” John said. Athletics was also a
significant factor for John. “I felt like my spot on the football team was pretty secure. So, I
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really kind of weighed the options of opportunity and if I should stay here or go somewhere
else.” But John’s support network influenced his decision the most. “And, ultimately, what
made me stay was just … because it was close to home,” John said. “I have a very strong
support system and friends and family that are heavily involved in my life, so I didn’t want to go
somewhere far away and leave that,” John explained. Athletics, however, was a strong runnerup. “And then I also didn’t want to leave a [Conference] institution because I would not have
been able to transfer to another [Conference] school,” John explained. “My dream was always to
get a good degree and have something to fall back on but give the NFL an opportunity,” John
continued. “So, you know, leaving a [Conference] school which has a lot of attention on that
kind of program, leaving that might kind of steer me away from that goal.” Academics and
athletics were strong influences on John’s decision to stay. However, his personal support
network was the most influential factor.
Smith also stayed at his original institution for a combination of athletics, academics, and
personal support. “I did some research and looked at certain things, looked at other schools, the
new coach’s track record,” Smith explained. “But, yeah, he ultimately convinced me to stay, he
wanted me to be an important part of the program and we have the same ideas of who we wanted
to be,” Smith said about the athletic factors that influenced him to stay. “I was able to do a lot of
things with basketball. I think I finished fourth all-time leading scorer here,” Smith said. Smith
also cited his personal support network as a reason to stay, “I created a lot of relationships here
with a lot of people that will last a long time.” Smith also discussed academic reasons for
staying, “I’m going to get my degree from this university and it’s a really good school
academically. I like the location here a lot, the area and the people remind me of home, which I
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liked.” Athletics contributed the most to Smith’s decision to stay; academics and his personal
support network also influenced his decision.
Participants’ college choice had a significant impact on their college experience.
Athletics was a strong factor influencing participants’ college choice. It was the most influential
factor for participants who discussed their college choice. A head coaching change—another
athletic factor—was a significant enough factor for participants to consider transferring to
another institution. Athletics, among other factors, was a strong contributor to whether or not to
transfer institutions, thus influencing their college experience. Next, I explore how athletic
factors influenced participants’ classroom experience.
Impact of athletics on classroom experience. Athletics had a significant impact on
participants’ classroom experience. Exhaustion from athletic commitments affected participants’
learning and influenced whether they attended class. Traveling for away competitions, early
morning workout sessions, and practice schedules made it difficult for participants to stay
focused and motivated academically. However, participants developed strong time management
skills from balancing athletic and academic commitments, positively impacting their autonomy.
G recalled struggling to attend class after returning from road trips. “I remember
definitely the most significant times are like after you get back off the road. You get back in at
two or three in the morning and you’ve got an 8am class.” G continued,
I just remember all my roommates, I lived with three other guys and everybody is kind of
going through the same thing and you walk in the hallway and you’re like, “Are you
going? If you’re going to class, I kind of have to go to class, I can’t be the only one not
there.” I really did not enjoy being in class a lot … That was probably the biggest thing
from a discipline standpoint because it was important for me and for our team that guys
didn’t get punished for me not going to class. But yeah, definitely after road trips was
always the toughest.
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G considered multiple factors when deciding whether to attend class; all of them athletic factors.
“If we had practice, if I thought it was going to be a hard practice, if I felt like I needed an hour
or something to nap, if my body was feeling up to it,” G said. “Sometimes you just want to lay
there in bed.” G’s exhaustion from basketball commitments impacted his motivation to attend
class, his academic experience, and ultimately his college experience.
Early morning workouts impacted participants’ focus in class. Smith recalled being tired
for a class he had right before team workouts. “The one I was in last year was usually right
before workouts so I was kind of sleepy and then I would have to rush home and eat really quick
before going to work out,” said Smith. “So, yeah, I just remember being tired.” John recalled
going to class right after his early morning workouts. “I’d usually be coming from working out
to practice and I’d be tired because I’d been up since 5am or whatever maybe,” John said. Noah
talked about falling asleep in class after his early morning workouts. “I remember being really
bored and falling asleep half the time. We had some other teammates in there who … whenever
I wasn’t asleep, I was goofing around with them,” Noah said. “I feel bad about taking advantage
of that situation, but it would be right after we had lifting,” Noah continued, “we used to lift at
5:30 in the morning and that was an 8:00am class, so it was like I’m going to be sleepy in this
class.” Participants were tired from waking up early in the morning for athletic workouts. It
caused them to be less alert in class, impacting their academic experience and overall college
experience.
Athletics impacted participants’ motivation to learn. G talked about challenges he
encountered in a writing intensive course and his athletic schedule. “I didn’t enjoy writing.
You’re writing a paper every other day, and then with traveling … I think I dropped the class
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three or four different times,” G said, “before I finally was like, ‘All right, I have to take this to
graduate, so I’ve got to do it at some point.’” G continued,
But, yeah, it was just tough because, again, there’s so much writing … you’re writing a
five-page paper once or twice a week and it was just like you have other classes going on,
you’ve got weights, you’ve got practice, you’re working on your own, you’ve got to go in
for treatment and so it was just finding time to … it’s doable, but at the time when you’re
having to do it, it was like, “I don’t have time. I don’t want to do this.”
G’s motivation to complete the writing intensive course was low because athletic commitments
competed for his time and energy. He enrolled and dropped the course multiple times, impacting
his college experience.
Mike also struggled to focus in class because of athletics. He discussed his mindset
during a class that met right before practice.
This class was right before my practice, so I felt like I was thinking more about
basketball than I was thinking about school … Knowing we have a game on a Friday, so
if I have class on Thursday and I know that practice is very important to know the game
plan and stuff, I would definitely just not remember any information from that class and
almost feel like I didn’t even go.
Mike focused on basketball during class instead of the course material.
Mike discussed the impact missing class for basketball had on his learning. “I was just
barely keeping my head above water. Especially because it was second semester last year, so we
won the [conference], made it into the tournament,” Mike said, “so I was gone from a
Wednesday to a … I was gone 13 days straight, so I missed four classes.” Mike felt disoriented
when he returned to classes.
I came back from that and I was like I don’t know what I missed but I just felt like I was
so far behind. And so, I was almost like in a fog, you’re sitting there, you can hear the
professor talking, and you were just like dazed out of it. You’re like, “I can get my
writing done and I can turn those in, whatever, but I don’t feel like I’m learning what I’m
supposed to be learning.” I just felt like I scraped by and got it done.
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Mike’s learning was compromised from missing class for basketball. Athletics negatively
impacted his academic college experience.
On the other hand, participants developed strong time management skills while
attempting to balance athletic and academic responsibilities. “It was a lot of work,” Frank said.
“I had to balance that [core courses] with football too. People in the class were struggling, so it
was even worse for me because I had to balance that with five hours of football a day.” Frank
managed his time well to stay caught up with academics.
Grant discussed his struggles balancing athletics and academics. “With the early
workouts, early practices, and then the study halls, school and the crazy schedule and classes, I
really had to buckle down and get my time management better,” Grant said. Sam also discussed
the necessity of effective time management. “For a student athlete, our free time is definitely a
premium, you don’t get a whole lot of free time in your day and you need to really learn how to
have good time management skills,” Grant explained. Balancing two large commitments—
athletics and academics—forced participants to develop strong time management skills.
Athletics impacted participants’ classroom experience in multiple ways. Exhaustion
from early morning workouts, traveling, and constant practice and competition had a negative
impact on participants’ academic focus and motivation to attend class or complete requirements.
However, the responsibility of both athletic and academic commitments had a positive impact on
participants’ time management skills and their autonomy. Athletics had both a positive and
negative impact on participants’ college experience. Next, I turn to athletics impact on
participants’ major choice.
Impact of athletics on major choice. Athletics had a significant impact on how
participants chose which major to study in college. The academic commitments, academic rigor,
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or course schedules of some majors discouraged participants from pursuing the majors they
wanted to study. This impacted participants’ college experience and autonomy.
Testing requirements for an actuarial science major required too much time conflict with
basketball for Bradley. “With playing basketball I realized taking actuarial exams would be
tough to focus on because they required 100-200 hours of studying for each one,” Bradley
explained. “So, I looked into that but then I realized statistics is pretty similar but you don’t have
to take those exams.” Bradley chose a statistics major because extra exams required for his
original actuarial science major meant too much time away from basketball. This decision
affected Bradley’s academic college experience and autonomy.
G had a similar experience. “At first I was in graphic design and then I had to … change
majors because there was so much art stuff that I had to do in graphic design that I just didn’t
really have time for with basketball.” G’s basketball commitments did not allow him to pursue
his original major choice of graphic design. This decision affected G’s academic college
experience and autonomy.
Mike was forced to choose between a major he wanted to study and basketball. “I came
in wanting to be a sports psych[ology] major and so a lot of our sports psych[ology] classes are
at night and because of that we practice in the afternoons,” Mike said. “It came down to did I
want to miss a lot of practices in my first year or did I want to switch my major?” Mike
continued, “I talked to my parents, I talked to my coaches, and I ended up switching my major to
soc[iology].” Mike’s basketball commitments were a higher priority than his original major
choice of sports psychology. His decision to pursue a sociology major instead affected his
academic college experience and his autonomy.
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Some majors’ academic rigor influenced participants’ major decision. “Although there
was a bit of stress, I feel, on me with deciding on what exactly I wanted to do,” Doug explained,
“I don’t want to do anything too hard or that I’m not going to enjoy because I still want to focus
on football.” Doug continued, “I need to focus on my school because if I don’t do well in the
classroom, I can’t play my sport, so why would I not just pick something easy.” Doug did not
choose a challenging major because he wanted an easier path to remaining eligible to play
football. This decision affected his academic college experience and his intellectual
development.
Noah decided on his major for a similar reason. “Choosing my major, I wanted to choose
something that wouldn’t be too overbearing but would give me the knowledge and support my
future careers. My major is business marketing … it was kind of the easiest load,” Noah said.
Noah chose a business marketing major because it presented the least amount of academic rigor
to support his career after college. This decision affected his academic college experience had
his intellectual development.
Noah and Doug both discussed a perceived inability to choose more rigorous majors
because of their football commitments. “A lot of football players when they come to school,
they either choose kinesiology or business marketing or youth studies,” Noah said. “One
because those are … kinesiology is a little bit harder but business marketing and youth studies,
those are the easier majors.” Doug said, “That’s why you get so many guys picking a major they
don’t actually want to do, they just know it’s going to be easy.” Doug added, “It’s rare to find a
guy who is on scholarship who is actually testing himself, at least that’s what I’ve noticed out of
my friends. Which I understand, because it’s stressful.” Football commitments were a priority
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over choosing a rigorous major for Noah and Doug. This affected Noah and Doug’s academic
college experience and their autonomy.
Sam, on the other hand, chose a rigorous major, operations and supply chain
management; one that challenged him to learn skills useful after football. “One of the things that
really shaped my initial interest of seriously considering the major, that it wasn’t just a major that
I could easily slide through and get good grades and have a degree at the end of it,” Sam said.
He continued,
It was a major that you’re forced to really learn the material and learn how it can apply to
life in business outside of school. One of the reasons why I came here was to play
football but more importantly I came here for an education and I came here to build
something that can help me sustain a really happy and good life after I’m done playing
football whether that be once college ends or if I get a chance to play professionally then
someday I’ll have to go work. Just kind of going through the thought process of deciding
what I wanted to do to kind of set myself up for life after sports and just making sure it
was something that I was really passionate about and really enjoyed doing.
Sam balanced a rigorous major with his football commitments by considering the skills he
needed after football. His athletic commitments did not impact his academic college experience
or his intellectual development.
Athletic commitments influenced participants’ major choice. Extra exam or class
requirements, class schedules, and academic rigor shaped participants’ major choices. Athletic
commitments were generally prioritized over academic requirements of some majors. This
influenced participants’ academic college experience, their autonomy, and the direction of their
intellectual development.
Participants’ college experience, autonomy, and intellectual development were impacted
when athletic and academic commitments and responsibilities conflicted. Participants identified
athletics as the primary reason for choosing which institution to attend and whether to transfer
institutions while in college. Athletic commitments influenced participants’ classroom
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experience by impacting their academic motivation and class attendance. Athletics also
influenced participants’ major choice in college, impacting their autonomy and intellectual
development. Next, I explore how college athletic became a job for some participants, impacting
their college experience, autonomy, and self-identity.
Athletics as a Job
Some participants talked about their sport becoming a job. Multiple athletic
commitments became mundane and repetitive resulting in a temporary decrease in motivation.
This affected their college experience. One participant learned about his role in the college
sports enterprise, which impacted his college experience, autonomy, and self-identity.
Participants discussed times when their athletic experience became monotonous and dull.
“Sometimes playing Division I basketball can feel like a job, a grind, just something you kind of
trudge through,” Bradley said. “You’re going to hit a lot of walls,” Alex explained, “especially
playing college sports. There’s going to be times where it’s not going to be fun anymore. A lot
of people will tell you growing up when it stops being fun you should stop doing it.” But Alex
motivated himself through these difficult times, “If you said that about any other job, which
that’s what college sports is, it’s a job, you would think that’s the worst employee you’ve ever
interacted with. If the second their job stopped being fun, they quit.” The long and repetitive
commitments of college sports can pose mental and physical challenges for college athletes,
impacting their college experience.
Holbrook told a story about when he realized college football is a business. He had a
close relationship with his position coach.
I felt close to him, we all felt close to him. And then after that third year, him and a few
other members of the staff left to take a lesser job and he didn’t even tell us he was
leaving, he just didn’t show up to practice one day and our head coach walked in … he
tells us that our [position] coach took a job somewhere else for less pay in a shittier
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conference for a reason that he didn’t feel necessary to explain to us. And so, we were
fucking upset, we were mad, angry, guys were sad. I mean people punched holes in
walls, cried, did shit like that. I was just in disbelief. I was like this guy has had us over
to his house every Wednesday night of the week, we’d hang out with his kids, his wife all
the time. We felt like we were family. And then the second he felt like he had something
better, he dips, and that really, really sucked for us and it kind of made me realize that
this game … it’s a business, exactly. That was kind of a moment that I think I really,
really realized it. I was like, “Wow, so much more than the shit that they’re telling us.”
We were really naive for believing it was different just because of what he said, what he
did, how he acted. It was just him doing his job that he did in every other place before. It
doesn’t mean that the experience wasn’t necessarily real at times, but … I got a phone
call from him two weeks later and by then I had kind of calmed down. I’d come to terms
with the fact that the reason he made that decision was for his best interest and the real
thing that we were naive about was that the only people on the team are the players. The
coaches are not on the team. The coaches may create the environment, the coaches
enforce the team, they’re not a part of it. It’s about money and most coaches, whether
they admit it or not, are in it for the money and for the opportunity. I mean, how can you
not be when you get paid $400,000 to coach a game, how can you not be? Everything is
about … any coach that says it’s not just about winning and losing is lying to himself or
is really fucking bad at his job.
Holbrook learned about the business nature of college sports. He was hurt when his position
coach left for another job without saying goodbye—something Holbrook felt he deserved
because of their close relationship. This experience impacted Holbrook’s autonomy and selfidentity. He understood his role as a football player to be more central to the team than the
coaching staff. The economics of college sports created a divide between coaches and players in
Holbrook’s mind; players are the team, coaches only facilitate.
College sports’ long and repetitive commitments can result in a decline in athletic
motivation. Adding academic commitments to athlete’s schedule can result in a challenging
college experience. Exposure to coaching changes or athletic restructuring teaches college
athletes they are part of a business enterprise—something that shapes their college experience,
self-identity, and autonomy. Next, I discuss participants’ experience with the student athlete
stereotypes.
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Student Athlete Stereotype/Identity
Participants encountered the student athlete stereotype from faculty and other students.
They were stereotyped as “dumb jocks” and assumed to be in college to play sports, not to learn
in the classroom. Participants’ experience with the student athlete stereotype shaped their selfidentity, impacted their autonomy, and affected their college experience.
Sam encountered the student athlete stereotype from instructors. “There was a handful of
teachers that I had throughout college that their whole idea and concepts of student athletes was
really skewed,” Sam said. “There are some bad stereotypes of the typical Division I football
player out there; that they slack off, they don’t do the work they need to do.” Sam’s experience
of being stereotyped as a student athlete who does not work hard academically impacted his selfidentity—he was not taken seriously as a student. This also has a direct impact on his college
experience.
Chris spoke about his experience with the student athlete stereotype:
I don’t know, just kind of how other people interact to me or when they find out, “Oh, he
can’t really read or spell as well as everyone else,” and they kind of get the stereotype of
the dumb jock.
“I don’t think I’m stupid, I’m pretty intellectual, pretty smart, but they just throw that stereotype
out there right away when they find that out,” Chris said. “It’s just weird how … or I think it’s
different just how you see just people interact with you once they have that stereotype in their
head.” People interacted differently with Chris because he played college basketball. They
assumed he had lower intelligence because he was an athlete. This has a direct impact on Chris’
self-identity, autonomy, and college experience.
Noah talked about his experience with the student athlete stereotype and how he tried to
break it. “With football players, the stereotype is if you had one in your group, they wouldn’t do
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any work,” Noah explained. “I would try to break that stereotype … many people used to give
me some feedback and say, ‘you’re one of the hardest working students in class who is a football
player.’ And I was like, ‘yeah, I like to break stereotypes.’” Noah continued, “Stuff like that,
that would get kind of annoying in college, but I used to just work as hard as I could and try to
break those stereotypes.” Noah was acutely aware of how others treated him when they knew he
played football. It motivated him to work hard to prove people wrong. This impacted his
autonomy and self-identity.
Mike encountered a different version of the student athlete stereotype after some
teammates were accused of sexual assault. “Just having to deal with all the flak from the other
students,” Mike said. “You’d walk through campus and we wear basketball stuff all the time and
that was not going to fly because you were going to get looked at, heckled, teachers weren’t very
happy with you,” Mike explained. “We had done nothing wrong. The ones that were still here
had done nothing, we weren’t even out that night. I remember calling home a lot and just being
like, ‘this is not where I need to be.’” Mike’s encounter with the student athlete stereotype
negatively impacted his college experience and autonomy. He felt unfairly targeted as a bad
person.
Alex accepted the student athlete stereotype before college. “In high school I didn’t
really try,” Alex said. “By the time I actually stepped in our high school … I already had a DI
offer. So, my mentality was I don’t need to try that hard, I’ve already been accepted to college.”
Alex continued, “I didn’t do math homework once my whole four years of high school. I’d kind
of embraced … tried to be funny, make fun of myself for being dumb.” It also had a negative
impact on his self-identity and autonomy.
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Participants were stereotyped as “dumb jocks” by faculty and other students because they
were student athletes. Being stereotyped negatively impacted their college experience, their selfidentity, and their autonomy. Playing college sports carried a stigma that participants were less
intelligent or complicit with actions of a teammate or other student athletes. Next, I explore
athletics impact on participants’ living situation.
Impact of Athletics on Living Situation
Many participants lived only with teammates or other student athletes during college.
Participants benefited by forming closer bonds with teammates and building larger networks of
student athletes. However, living only with teammates and student athletes limited their
exposure to nonathlete students. This impacted participants’ self-identity, autonomy, and college
experience.
Frank lived with teammates each year of college. “I’ve lived with probably a different
person every year,” Frank said. “With a lot of the coaching changes that we had, there was a lot
of turnover in players so towards the end of my career there wasn’t a whole lot of people left in
my class,” Frank explained. “I had a new roommate almost every year. I got to meet a lot of
different younger kids on my team that way, through living and stuff like that,” Frank said. He
was also surrounded by mostly athletes. “In terms of the people that are around us, most of the
time I lived in almost all athlete dorms … well, they weren’t all athletes but mostly,” Frank
explained, “so you got to connect with people from other teams and when they opened the new
complex we were around each other more so we got to know each other that way too.” Frank
said he did not spend much time around nonathletes. “I don’t think I really connected with a ton
of just normal students that way, but it was more just getting to know the other athletes.” Frank
lived exclusively with teammates and lived around mostly other athletes. He was isolated from
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interacting with nonathletes at his institution. This impacted his college experience and selfidentity.
Grant also lived with teammates throughout college. “The first year I got here, or the
first summer, we lived in one of the dorms on campus,” Grant explained, “we all kind of hung
out with each other and made the best we could out of it. We all got pretty close and it was very
family tight.” More specifically, Grant lived with teammates who all played the same position.
“My roommate my first year there, actually even at the first dorms, there was four of us and we
all played offensive line. That was really nice, we were all in the same class so we also got close
together,” Grant said.
Then at the new apartments, we also lived together there for freshman and sophomore
year. And then junior year, the other two moved out so it was just me and my other
roommate … we’ve been together pretty much all four years.
Grant’s apartment was in a building with his teammates. “I guess living there with all … there
was a bunch of football players that lived there … It really helped us grow as a team, most of us
living in the same area,” Grant explained. Grant formed strong bonds with his teammates,
especially those who played his same position. This impacted Grant’s college experience and
self-identity.
Kevin and Smith also lived only with teammates. “I lived off campus. I’ve had an
average of four roommates, there’s five of us. They’ve all been teammates,” Kevin said. Smith
had a similar experience, “We’re all teammates so we kind of have to get along.” Smith said
living together is “like being part of a team, you've got to clean your shit, take care of your stuff
and clean your stuff, and then just kind of help out where you can.” Kevin and Smith spent a lot
of time with their teammates. Like Grant, this helped facilitate closer team bonds, which
impacted their college experience and self-identity.
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Mike lived with teammates and other student athletes in an “athlete village.” “I lived
with a teammate … and then I lived with a men’s soccer player, and I currently live with a
baseball player,” Mike explained. “I was able to meet all the soccer team last year and I’m
hanging out with all the baseball guys this year, so just building a bigger community.” Mike
enjoyed building a larger social network with other student athletes. This impacted Mike’s
college experience and self-identity.
Not all participants lived exclusively with teammates or other athletes. Bradley lived
with a teammate his first year, then lived with nonathletes after that. Chris also lived with a
mixture of teammates and nonathletes throughout college. However, he prioritized living near
the athletic facilities. Bradley and Chris had more exposure to nonathlete students than other
participants in their living situation, impacting their college experience, autonomy, and selfidentity.
Most participants lived with teammates and other student athletes during college. They
benefited by forming strong bonds with their teammates and building networks of student
athletes at their institution. However, their living situation isolated them from nonathletes. They
had little interaction with nonathletes in their living situation, which influenced their college
experience and self-identity to focus on athletics. Next, I examine participants’ favorite college
memory and its impact on their college experience and self-identity.
Favorite College Memory
Every participant asked to describe their favorite college memory described an event
directly tied to their athletic experience. It was clear their athletic experience was the centerpiece
of their college experience. None of the participants discussed a memory around nonathlete
friends, classroom experiences, experiences abroad, with student clubs and organizations, or any
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other part of their college experience. The significance of their favorite memory being tied to
their athletic experience also reinforced their student athlete self-identity. Bradley described his
favorite college memory:
For sure, when we were in the NCAA tournament playing [opponent] and we’re up by
two with 30 seconds left. They came down, had a shot and they tied with like three
seconds left on the clock … We threw it in and [a teammate] had a half-court shot to send
us to the next round of the tournament. I just remember that moment, me and the guys,
we thought we were going to overtime and then when you see the shot fall in, we’re all
celebrating. In the back of my mind it’s like, “this is on national television, we’re all . . .
we just pulled off a huge, well not a huge upset, but we’re the underdog and we beat this
team.” It was my first ever NCAA tournament game, so all that coming together. All the
hard work you put in; you finally just see it pay off. That was really incredible.
This was the pinnacle of Bradley’s college experience. It shaped how he thought about his time
in college and what college meant to him.
G described his favorite college memory,
Definitely making it to our school’s first NCAA tournament. I can’t remember … 2016
maybe. It was just so cool to see how the community rallied around that and how the
school and then the city and even the entire state … so that was really cool, just an
awesome experience for us all to experience that together, a first. All our teammates
were so proud of it. It was really just kind of a special year at our school. I think that
year we had four teams go to the NCAAs in their sports, all four won their conference.
So, it was just really, really special and fun to be a part of. Everybody was knowing
everybody else’s names, everybody supporting each other, and then they were winning
too, so it was a ton of fun. And then we were the last ones, we were the last team out of
the four because basketball goes all the way into spring. So, we just kind of capped it off
with the schools’ first NCAA basketball tournament. It was special, it was just fun to be
a part of. I think this was my second year, so my first year … or I red-shirt … so, my
third year on campus and second year of playing, my first two and my last one there, just
that year, everything felt different. Walking around campus, the sun shined brighter, the
air tasted better, smelled better, everything about that year was just … it was special, it
was magical almost. Really, everything felt different from that year compared to the
other ones. It was great; everybody was having fun. You’d see the other teams on
campus saying, “Hi, what’s up?” Asking them about who you guys play next versus
years where we might not be as good and other teams might not be as good. That year
was crazy, it was a ton of fun.
Making the NCAA basketball tournament had a significant impact on G’s college experience. It
also solidified his self-identity as a student athlete.
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Kevin’s favorite college memory was “definitely winning national championships …
because you see where all that time and the hard work that you’ve done throughout the whole
summer and all the off-season stuff, you see it pay off,” Kevin explained, “and then you’re
experiencing it with guys that either you live with or you’ve been with for the majority of five
years. It’s pretty special … probably because of those relationships it makes it a little bit more
special,” Kevin said. Winning multiple national championships was a centerpiece of Kevin’s
college experience. Tying it to his relationships with his teammates indicated it also had a
significant impact on his self-identity as a student athlete.
Mike’s favorite college memory was,
When we won the conference championship last year for basketball, hands down. Just,
I’ve had to watch the video a lot, from CBS, and our team’s video and stuff, just because
I pretty much blacked out … we were up by one and the kid takes a three in the corner
and it just clangs off the back rim. The next thing I know, I was on the dog pile, that’s
just the next thing I remember. I’ve had to watch that to re-live it over and over again.
And then the first thing that I remember also was the parents right behind our bench,
there was about four minutes to go and we’re up by 8. I look at my mom and I’m just
smiling ear to ear because I came to a Division I school to play in the NCAA tournament.
It’s the only reason I wanted to do DI, I wanted to play in the NCAA tournament … And,
realizing I was that close and then to have it almost taken away at the last second … the
hug with my parents after the game was just intense. It was amazing.
Playing in the NCAA basketball tournament was the showpiece of Mike’s college experience.
Tying it to his relationships with his teammates and parents reinforced his self-identity as a
student athlete.
Football or basketball was clearly the cornerstone of participants’ college experience.
Each participant asked about their favorite college memory recalled a specific moment tied
directly to athletics as their favorite memory from their entire four- or five-year college
experience. Their athletic experience was the most powerful and formative influence of their
college experience and their self-identity.
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Athletics had a clear impact on participants’ overall college experience, self-identity, and
autonomy. Athletics affected participants’ college choice, their classroom experience, and what
major they chose. Athletics sometimes became repetitive and mundane, decreasing participants’
athletic motivation. Athletics impacted where participants lived in college, how they interacted
with other people, and how people interacted with them. Finally, each participants’ favorite
college memory was directly related to their athletic experience, significantly impacting their
college experience and solidifying their identity as a student athlete. The next theme I explore is
who participants identified as the most influential faculty member in college and their impact on
participants’ college experience and development.
Most Influential Faculty Member
The next theme to emerge was the individual participants identified as the most
influential faculty member to their college career. Faculty have an important impact on students’
college experience and cognitive and intellectual development. Eleven participants identified
instructors as the most influential faculty members to their college careers; six identified coaches
or someone from the athletic staff. The person each participate identified had a significant
impact their cognitive development—not their athletic development—whether the person was an
instructor or an athletics staff member. Participants identified individuals who cared about the
person they became outside an athletic context by motivating them academically and putting
athletics into perspective within their life.
Instructors
Eleven participants identified an instructor as the most influential faculty member to them
in college. Participants identified individuals who demonstrated care for their learning,
intellectual development, autonomy, self-identity, and values by inspiring passion, changing their
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outlook on work and career, teaching the value of risk-taking, and challenging and motivating
them academically.
Bradley identified a statistics instructor as the most influential faculty member of his
college career because of the passion he brought to the classroom. “Just the passion he brings
every day. He tells us how he applied statistics in the medical field to save lives. It really makes
you feel like you’re able to make a difference with what you’re doing,” Bradley explained. “It
just made me more passionate about doing that and applying that later in life.” Bradley’s
statistics instructor impacted his self-identity, autonomy, and values by inspiring him to approach
statistical work with passion and the ability to make a difference in the world.
Bradley also discussed his statistics instructor’s care for each students’ learning. “I felt
like he was a professor who really … made sure all the students were on pace with what was
going on … and sometimes whenever I would struggle with stuff, he would make sure he was
available to help me out,” Bradley said. “So, in terms of learning, he just made sure everyone
was caught up and that really helped me and other students.” Bradley invited his statistics
instructor to be honored at a basketball game each year. “We honor faculty members that each
athlete picks that they think has made a difference, so I brought him to a few basketball games
for that honor.” Bradley’s instructor had a significant impact on his intellectual development and
knowledge generation by demonstrating care for his students’ learning.
Frank’s entrepreneurship instructor had a similar influence. “I think it goes back to
decision-making,” Frank said of his instructor’s impact on his learning, “If you love something
and you love to do something, just go do it. As an entrepreneur you have to take a lot of risks
and it’s not comfortable at all.” Frank’s instructor taught him the value of taking risks and being
uncomfortable to learn and grow. “Just stepping out and taking a step a day and just going with
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whatever your heart is feeling and whatever you love to do and do it,” Frank said about what his
instructor taught him. Frank’s entrepreneurship instructor affected his knowledge generation and
autonomy by teaching him about decision-making and risk-taking.
Frank’s entrepreneurship instructor also changed the way he thinks about his vocation
and career. “I think he changed the way I thought about a job, because even now … I have a
really good job and I’m happy with my life and my job,” Frank explained, “but I can see how
comfortable you can get with it and it’s something you could just … like I could do it forever,
but not necessarily completely love it, if that makes sense.” Frank continued,
I do like it, but I could also fall into this trap of just doing routine work over and over. I
think it’s just taking steps of faith to do what you love and continue to do that throughout
your life.
Frank’s entrepreneurship instructor had a positive impact on his self-identity and values by
influencing his perspective on work.
Kevin’s instructor taught him the value of taking risks and being uncomfortable in order
to learn. “The learning part, I would say, the self-awareness, that’s probably the biggest thing.
Being outside of your comfort zone … I guess those kind of can go into the life lessons as well,”
Kevin said. “Even though I’m not in classes with her anymore, I put myself in situations that
might be a little bit uncomfortable and be aware of how I am around other people and then the
social self-awareness aspects,” Kevin said. Kevin’s instructor also cared about student success.
“That was probably the biggest thing about her is that she had the best interest of her students in
mind.” Kevin’s instructor impacted his knowledge generation, intellectual development,
autonomy, and self-identity by encouraging him to take risks and experience discomfort in order
to develop.
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Sam discussed an instructor who also cared about students’ wellbeing. “It was pretty
cool to have a teacher where you could just really clearly see how much … they care about the
students’ success and that it wasn’t just about getting a grade and moving through,” Sam said.
“It was making sure you’re building those connections with people and the class and people
outside of the class, and making sure that you’re figuring out the best ways to absorb the
knowledge and apply it …” Kevin continued, “I could always reach out to her and send her an
email and she’s always willing to help or talk or anything like that. She was definitely a big role
in kind of shaping my college degree.” Kevin’s instructor showed care for student success and
learning. She impacted Kevin’s knowledge generation and intellectual development by ensuring
he could apply new concepts in practical settings. She impacted his autonomy by encouraging
professional networking inside and outside of class.
Holbrook told a story about a political science instructor who noticed he was giving little
effort in class.
Once again, [I was] playing big-shot guy, wanted to live the life, class was just a thing we
were obligated to go to. I think before the mid-term there was probably 20 classes and I
missed at least half of them, just no-show … I got like a 43% [on my midterm] and
plummeted my grade, absolutely plummeted … I wrote a really good paper [before the
midterm] and it was intelligent and he recognized that. I think I got 100% on that and
then two weeks later, I get a 43% on the mid-term. And so he’s like, “You’re not an
idiot.” He brought me in and was like, “You’re not an idiot, you’re not fucking trying.”
He was like, “You’re not going to pass my class if you don’t try.” And something that
day, I was just like, “Wow, I could really fail out of this fucking place and this guy really
doesn’t care that I play football, he doesn’t give a shit at all. He wants me to know this
stuff and care about school.” Because of that test, I had to get 100% on the rest of my
grades in that class to pass, and I did. He was like, “I’m not going to cut you any breaks,
nothing like that.” I had to bust my ass in that class and me and him became friends and I
really respected him for it. He’s the reason I’m in the grad school I’m in now … [He]
probably saved me from failing out of undergrad.
Holbrook’s political science instructor impacted his intellectual development by motivating him
to give more effort in class.
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Holbrook’s political science instructor changed his perspective on academics. He
motivated Holbrook to take academics seriously. Holbrook took a class from the same instructor
the following semester.
In the second class … I’d probably get there 10 minutes early every day and we’d walk
somewhere in that time frame and we’d just talk a little bit. Really, that’s when I started
to talk about not just politics, but actually political science and political theory, how to
form an argument, what methods you study with, what theories are good, what theories
are bad and how you even just build a theory. And that’s really where I started to get into
actual political science.
Holbrook’s instructor affected his values by motivating him to take academics seriously. He also
shaped Holbrook’s intellectual development and knowledge generation by teaching him to
evaluate and formulate his own political theories.
Holbrook’s political science instructor added to his knowledge generation and intellectual
development by teaching him to identify and formulate strong arguments. “Learning is not a
pick and choose thing, especially when you’re studying a topic that you want to be an expert in,”
Holbrook said about the impact his instructor had on his learning. “You have to learn the body
of literature before you make an argument. You can’t just come forward confidently and say,
‘This is the way it is because …’” Holbrook continued, “You have to understand every single
argument out there to be able to confidently stand there and say, ‘This is the best one because of
this. This is where this one falls short; this is where this falls short.’” This lesson had a
significant impact on Holbrook’s knowledge generation and intellectual development.
Holbrook’s instructor also taught him how to read academic literature effectively.
“When you see a word you don’t know, you need to stop there, you need to go find the definition
… He was professionalizing me, and really our whole class, to do academic-level work.” This is
another example of Holbrook’s instructor’s impact on his intellectual development and
knowledge generation.
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Holbrook’s instructor had an impact on his personal development too. He taught
Holbrook to reflect on the impact of his actions versus the intent of his actions. He also taught
Holbrook how to have empathy.
I think I learned a lot about … how you act and your intentions with your actions, even if
you feel like they’re harmless, they might not be harmless to other people … I thought by
not giving a fuck in class, he shouldn’t care that I don’t give a fuck because it’s not his
life. But, he’s a professor more than just for himself, he likes seeing kids grow … When
you have someone sit in your class and not give a fuck at all, one, that’s your life work
that you’re up there every day presenting to people, and this fucking football player
sitting here not giving a shit, he’s sitting in here throwing in the towel in class every day,
sitting in the back. When he is in class, he’s on his computer, headphones in, and it’s just
got to be … I started to put myself in his shoes and was just like that’s got to be a shitty
feeling to watch how I acted at the beginning of his class. He really never said anything
about that, but I always felt bad about it and I felt that he really … I always try to
consider how my actions affect other people.
Holbrook’s instructor impacted his autonomy, self-identity, and values by teaching him empathy
and self-reflection.
Participants identified instructors who significantly impacted their development,
especially their intellectual development, knowledge generation, autonomy, self-identity, and
values. Next, I discuss the athletic staff participants identified as the most influential faculty
member in college and the impact they had on participants’ development.
Athletic Staff
Some participants said the most influential faculty member they encountered in college
was a coach, an athletic academic advisor, or another athletics staff member. The intent of the
interview question was to assess participants’ interactions with their instructors and gauge the
impact these individuals had on participants’ development. However, some participants
interpreted their coaches, athletic academic advisors, or other athletics staff to be faculty
members. I decided not to correct participants who identified non-faculty members to gain a
better understanding of who impacted their college experience and development. Participants
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identified athletic staff who also cared about their wellbeing. They identified athletics staff who
motivated them academically, influenced their intellectual development, and shaped their
autonomy, self-identity, and values.
Alex identified his athletic academic advisor as the most influential faculty member
during college. “She was one of the first people I remember that … made me feel smart … I
remember I got here and she would be like, ‘You know, you’re doing really well, you’re actually
a smart kid,’” Alex explained. “She actually made me believe I could handle difficult courses
and actually interact with these people like an intelligent human being,” Alex said. Alex’s
athletic academic advisor made him feel he belonged at the university for his intelligence, not his
athletic ability. “I don’t think I’d be doing the profession or degree path that we planned without
her,” Alex said. “I think she kind of made me a little bit more extroverted because I had more
confidence in the classroom to raise my hand and answer a question because I didn’t feel dumb.”
Alex’s athletic academic advisor significantly influenced his autonomy, self-identity, and
intellectual development by valuing his academic ability.
A.S. and Chris both identified an assistant coach as most influential. Their assistant
coaches demonstrated a focus on their personal development. A.S. said his position coach taught
him patience, “how to be a better overall person, be a better teammate, [and] be a better
individual.” Chris also learned about being a better person from his assistant coach. “The
impact he’s probably had on my life is just do the right thing, stay out of trouble, don’t hurt other
people emotionally, physically, mentally,” Chris said. “Just be a good person and if you’re a
good person, good things are going to happen to you, good things are going to come back
around,” Chris continued. A.S. and Chris identified coaches who impacted their self-identity by
emphasizing their personal development.
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Chris’ assistant coach also affected his intellectual development. “He’s big into
academics, he really pushes me. He wants me to make academic all-[conference] even though
I’ve never made that. But he stays on me, he makes sure that I’m getting my work done and
stuff.” Chris’ coach had an impact on his intellectual development by motivating him
academically.
Doug’s assistant coach impacted his self-identity and autonomy by giving him
confidence to approach those who hold positional power over him. Doug told a story about a
summer internship he was offered in another country that was valuable to his career after college.
However, Doug would miss summer football workouts to hold the internship. He needed to tell
his head coach he would miss summer workouts to complete the internship. Missing workouts,
even optional workouts in the summer, pushes against the culture of college football. “No
Division I football player is telling their coach, ‘Hey, coach, I’m going [overseas] for four weeks
so [I’m going to miss workouts],” Doug said.
Doug’s assistant coach advised him, “he’s [head coach] just a person and you can stand
up to this guy and he’s going to respect you as long as you do it right.” He helped Doug
determine the best way to approach his head coach. He told Doug, “Don’t tell him until it’s
ready to go. Don’t ask him: tell him, ‘here’s what I’m doing.’ … this opportunity may be worth
more money for you in the end than the rest of your college.” Doug’s assistant coach helped him
put the internship opportunity in perspective with football and helped Doug advocate for his best
interest. Doug was successful approaching his head coach, was able to take the internship
overseas, miss summer workouts, and keep his starting position. Doug’s assistant coach
significantly impacted his autonomy and self-identity by putting football in perspective and
giving him confidence to approach his head coach.
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Noah discussed how his athletic academic advisor helped put football in perspective in
his life. “Football is just football,” she told Noah. Noah explained,
You needed to care about football, but you couldn’t care too much because football isn’t
the end all, be all … I mean, football is going to end one day … it’s temporary. Life in
general is temporary, but football is especially temporary and you need to focus on
what’s really important. Football is important, don’t get me wrong, but what’s really
important is you; your mental health, people you care about, family, spiritual life, all that.
That’s really important. And so, don’t let that one thing, which is football, compromise
everything else; your family, your faith, your relationships.
Noah’s athletic academic advisor helped him put football in perspective in his life, which
impacted his self-identity and values.
Some participant identified instructors as their most influential faculty members in
college; other participants identified athletic staff. Participants identified individuals who
significantly impacted their development, whether they were instructors or athletics staff.
Faculty and athletics staff motivated participants academically, put athletics into perspective, and
valued their academic abilities. They increased participants’ intellectual development and
shaped their self-identity and values. They each cared about who participants would become
after college. The next theme I discuss is methods and experiences participants identified that
contributed to effective learning.
Contributing to Effective Learning
The next theme to emerge was the various methods participants identified as contributing
to effective learning in college. Participants discussed practical, hands-on, and applied methods
of learning. Participants also discussed feeling comfortable or feeling uncomfortable when
learning best. Finally, some participants enjoyed writing and learned effectively from it; other
participants did not enjoy writing to learn. These methods contributed to participants’
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knowledge generation, intellectual development, critical thinking skills, reasoning skills,
autonomy, and self-identity.
Practical, Hands-on, and Applied Learning
Participants discussed an appreciation for practical, hands-on, and applied learning
methods. Such learning methods included learning to apply course concepts in real life settings,
working an internship, completing a real consulting project, and choosing their own writing
topics. Participants were also more engaged in an interactive classroom. These methods
positively impacted their knowledge generation, intellectual development, critical thinking skills,
and reasoning skills.
Frank discussed a business faculty member who taught him how course concepts applied
in real-life business settings. “He was really influential because he kind of brought that fresh
perspective of actually what business looks like from a business standpoint rather than what a
textbook says,” Frank said. “He took the whole course and flipped it on its head and just
recreated and did it like ‘Hey, this is what real life actually looks like.’” Frank reflected on how
this impacted his learning. “I think he definitely taught us how to apply what we’re learning in
the classroom to actual real life rather than just learning concepts,” Frank explained. “But,
actually asking for real-life examples, like how does this actually apply to what I’m going to do
in the future?” Frank learned how to ask focused questions in class to help him learn. “I think
learning how to ask the right questions when you’re in class if you have a professor that’s just
lecturing all the time, but to actually ask questions like, ‘Hey, how does this actually apply?’”
Frank appreciated the opportunity to learn how classroom concepts applied in real settings. It
positively affected his knowledge generation, intellectual development, critical thinking skills,
and reasoning skills.
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Bradley also discussed a business instructor who taught him how to connect course
concepts to real life situations. “Everything I’ve been learning is applicable and I can apply it as
I’m doing it,” Bradley said. “Just having that passion every day and learning that what you’re
doing makes a difference. In high school and middle school, sometimes you learn stuff and
you’re like, ‘When am I ever going to use this,’” Bradley explained. “And then just seeing what
he’s doing and how big of a difference it can make in life, saving people’s lives. It just made me
more passionate about doing that and applying that later on in life,” Bradley said. Learning how
classroom concepts apply in real life settings impacted Bradley’s knowledge generation and
intellectual development.
Chris learned the practical skills of athletic event planning through his internship. “It
really affirmed that what I want to do is be an athletic director after my playing career. I learned
how to put on these events, do the finances for that kind of stuff,” Chris said. “I think it was a
really successful experience for me because … that’s kind of what I wanted to go into. I want to
be involved with athletics; I want to do that kind of stuff.” Learning how to create athletic
events and experiencing the work of an athletics department reaffirmed Chris’ chosen
professional field. His internship experience impacted his autonomy and self-identity,
reaffirming his chosen career field.
Sam was involved in a business consulting project for his senior capstone course. He
participated in a five-member consulting group that advised a small business on inventory and
expansion issues. He talked about the positive learning experience of assisting a real business
with real issues. “Now it’s pretty cool that we’re actually seeing some of his products pop up in
a lot of stores in the area. It's cool just to see just a little project like that can actually help people
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quite a bit,” Sam said, “and just getting that experience of working hands-on with a business is
really, really cool.” Sam added,
I think, as you’re going through college, really anytime that you can get experience where
it’s not just strictly in a classroom or using a textbook, but truly being in a situation where
it’s hands-on and you’re forced to apply what you’re learning through school and put that
to work in a real-life setting. I think that’s really when a class or an organization like that
can really be successful and impactful.
Sam experienced optimal learning when he applied his knowledge to a real business and
experienced real outcomes with the business owner. This experience impacted his knowledge
generation and intellectual development.
Sam and Shoebacher discussed their appreciation for an interactive classroom
environment. “It was a class where you were never thinking, like, ‘Man, I’m just dreading going
to that class,’” Sam said about his senior capstone class. Sam continued,
It was always an environment where you really looked forward to going there just
because it wasn’t just like your typical sit down and get lectured every single day. It was
very interactive and it was just a very encouraging and supporting environment, which
going through college, I came to find that I think more classroom settings need to be like
that; just really help encourage learning. There are so many situations out there where
it’s just so cut and dry of here’s the textbook … where you just sit there and you don’t get
to interact. I think a lot of kids out there really struggle with that. The class definitely
helped me see the value in just having an interactive environment.
Sam’s learning and intellectual development thrived in an interactive and experiential
environment.
Shoebacher discovered the value of an interactive classroom environment early in his
college career. He took a management course he enjoyed because of the instructor. “Learning
was interesting because that was the first time I had a professor that was really interactive with a
class.” Participating in an interactive classroom positively impacted Shoebacher’s knowledge
generation and intellectual development.
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Participants found the ability to choose their own topics for writing assignments or
projects contributed positively to their learning. John talked about a creative writing class he
took.
What I liked about it was you just had the freedom to write what interests you and I think
a lot of times in school when students have to write about topics or write information that
they’re not interested in researching or looking at, then they can struggle with that
because … they’re not motivated. But, in this class, every assignment we did, there
would be a topic but you could choose what you wanted to write about. So, you could
pick a topic that you were interested in and passionate about and I think just that freedom
of just letting whatever weighs heavy on your heart that you want to write about made it
easy to get assignments done … I think the fact that, that class gave me the freedom to
write about what interests you and what your passionate about, I think it kind of helped
me.
Choosing his own writing topic motivated John to learn better and engaged him more in the
learning process. It affected his knowledge generation, intellectual development, critical
thinking skills, and reasoning skills.
G discussed an instructor he had that allowed students to choose their own project topic
and how it impacted his learning. “So, if there was something that someone was really interested
in, he would let them kind of take that angle with a project. That was cool for me because that
helped me kind of develop my writing a bit,” G said. Kevin talked about a media writing course
he took. “I was allowed to write about things, for the most part, that I enjoy or like, so that part
of it was good, I liked it,” Kevin shared. G and Kevin were motivated to engage in learning
more when they were allowed to choose their own writing topics, positively impacting their
knowledge generation and intellectual development.
Two participants described how classroom discussions contributed to their learning. A.S.
talked about his African American Studies course. “It was just about real-life situations,
stereotypes, and social issues. But just the Black community and what really goes on in the
media and stuff like that,” A.S. explained. “Just being in there and feeling like we’re talking
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about real stuff that I actually want to learn about. Just cool connection and conversations, real
conversations,” A.S. added. Conversations about real issues that impact real people connected
A.S. to the class material more, positively impacting his knowledge generation, intellectual
development, critical thinking skills, and reasoning skills.
Smith recalled a class that incorporated guest speakers who initiated classroom
discussions about current social topics. “I liked having all the guest speakers, just because they
were going through it and experiencing it. So, learning from their experience and hearing the
things they had to say,” Smith explained. “I remember being excited for guest speakers and
things like that. I just remember mostly just being engaged and excited to learn new things,”
Smith said. He added,
I really liked the teacher and just learning about something that’s happening now … just
having something that was really real and going on and not like history. I think that was
the most beneficial. It was really cool to learn about.
Classroom conversations about social issues impacted Smith’s learning and intellectual
development.
Participants identified several practical, hands-on, and applied learning strategies that
engaged them best in learning. Optimal learning methods included applying classroom concepts
to real life settings, working an internship, participating in a real consulting project, and choosing
their own writing topic. Participants also engaged in learning best while in an interactive
classroom environment. These methods positively contributed to participants’ knowledge
generation, intellectual development, critical thinking skills, and reasoning skills. Next, I discuss
participants learning in comfortable and uncomfortable environments.
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Comfort vs Discomfort
Participants reported learning best when they felt comfortable. A comfortable learning
environment allowed participants to focus on and explore course material. Other participants
said they learned best when they were uncomfortable. They realized personal growth when
forced to be vulnerable or do something unusual. Both environments impacted participants’
knowledge generation, intellectual development, critical thinking skills, reasoning skills,
autonomy, and self-identity.
Comfortable. Some participants learned best when they felt comfortable. John
remembered feeling relaxed in a writing intensive course he took. “I honestly … I felt
relaxed. Some classes in college weren’t, in my opinion, weren’t very interesting to me and it
was hard to stay focused,” John said. “But going to this writing class, it was just … I felt really
relaxed and at ease. I felt focused every day.” Grant also remembered feeling comfortable in his
English class. “It was a good environment and the professor was very relaxed, he wasn’t like a
normal English teacher would seem like to me. The overall environment was great,” Grant said.
John and Grant felt easy in the classroom, allowing them to focus on learning.
G talked about feeling comfortable in his Introduction to Public Speaking course, a
course that led him to his communications major.
That’s a class that everyone has to take and for some reason, nobody likes it, and I really
enjoyed it. I just enjoyed it because it was kind of easy, for me at least. I know some
people are uncomfortable … I think that’s the biggest thing about it is, that people are
uncomfortable getting in front of people and talking and for whatever reason I was fine
with it. I’ve always been OK with speaking in front of people. I would go up there and
just kind of have no idea what I was going to talk about; and then go up there and say
something and the teacher would give me an A. That was memorable for me because …
the teacher had told me, “You’re really good, I can tell that you’ve practiced a lot. You
should consider something where you’ll end up …” And, that kind of led me in the
direction of communications. She helped me realize that I was pretty good at public
speaking and then pointed me towards communications as a major.
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G was comfortable in a class other people found uncomfortable. Public speaking came naturally
to him. He enjoyed his experiences in class, making learning easy for him. He chose to major in
communications after taking the public speaking course.
Uncomfortable. Other participants learned best when they were uncomfortable. Kevin
discussed a group project he did with a teammate that required him to teach classmates how to
dance. He learned, “being outside of your comfort zone probably isn’t the worst thing. Nothing
is learned or no growth happens when you’re stuck in there.” Kevin continued, “I never would
have learned how to do that or been in that situation if I hadn’t had to do this project. That’s
probably the biggest thing is to step outside a little bit from what I’m used to and what I want to
do.” Kevin learned the benefits of challenging himself to do something he usually does not do—
dance. He learned how to be vulnerable in front of people and thrive. Being uncomfortable had
a positive impact on Kevin’s learning.
Sam discussed his marketing responsibilities for a business he consulted during class,
rather than designing the logistical elements he usually focused on. “Some of the projects I
worked on through there definitely forced me to step outside my comfort zone and really forced
me to think differently and kind of just changed my entire approach towards problem solving,”
Sam explained. “It’s not so systematic like what you need in supply chain and kind of thinking
in a more creative aspect; like what you need for a branding position.” Sam learned new ways of
analyzing information by working on parts of a project to which he usually was not exposed. It
impacted his knowledge generation, intellectual development, and critical thinking skills.
Frank talked about his study abroad experience. “We were really uncomfortable there,
honestly, but that also made it fun and made it enjoyable and helped us learn because we were
more aware of things,” Frank said. Being in a new country with a new culture and a different
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language forced Frank to engage with his surroundings in a new way. It had a positive impact on
his intellectual development and critical thinking skills.
G felt vulnerable in a class when he was forced to post his writing on the board. “I think
a lot of people, like when you were posting it – you're writing it down, you’re kind of making it
real, it’s out of your head and you’re putting it out there,” G said. “So, that was probably the
biggest thing I remember from the group side of things is that exercise. It was different. I’d
never done anything like that before.” This experience positively impacted G’s learning,
intellectual development, autonomy, and self-identity.
Some participants learned best when they were comfortable in class. It allowed them to
better focus on learning the material. Others found they learned best when they were
uncomfortable. They discovered personal growth when forced out of their comfort zone, forced
to be vulnerable, or did something they had little experience doing. Both environments impacted
participants’ knowledge generation, intellectual development, critical thinking skills, reasoning
skills, autonomy, and self-identity. Next, I explore how participants’ development was impacted
by writing.
Writing
Some participants enjoyed writing in college. Other participants did not enjoy writing.
Writing improved some participants’ critical thinking and reasoning skills. It gave other
participants a tool to practically apply what they learned to real life settings. Writing came easier
than other methods of learning for some participants. Other participants did not enjoy writing.
One participant found writing too abstract to engage with the material. Another participant
found athletics interfered with the time he needed to complete writing assignments.
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Alex enjoyed writing. Writing improved his critical thinking and reasoning skills. “I
actually really liked it. My uncle is an English teacher and he would always talk to me about
literature and it always really interested me, so that’s kind of why I wanted to take it,” Alex said.
“It made me enjoy reading a little bit more and then also it made me kind of … you know, when
you watch a TV show or movie, I catch myself looking for the deeper meaning,” Alex added.
Grant also said writing improved his analytical skills. “It [class] really helped because I was
never a very good writer. And, analyzing different advertisements—videos and just picture
ads—it helped me become more analytical,” Grant said. Writing helped engage Alex and Grant
to analyze the world around them. It had a positive impact on their learning, intellectual
development, critical thinking skills, and reasoning skills.
Holbrook excelled in writing. “My writing has always been my strongest suit. I’m not
exceptionally good at math, not exceptionally good at science, writing has always been my
strong suit,” Holbrook said. “I’ve always loved it. I told my advisor all the time, ‘Sign me up
for writing intensive, it’s easy, I like it.’” Kevin also enjoyed writing. “I enjoy writing, I don’t
mind it. Probably because I’m a little better at that than I am at math and all those things,
sciences.” Holbrook and Kevin enjoyed writing to learn because it came easier to them than
other subjects or methods of learning. Writing positively affected their learning and intellectual
development.
Sam enjoyed writing in his senior capstone course because it was applicable to real life
business settings. “It’s not like you’re just writing random research papers on topics you don’t
really care about. All the writing assignments we did were all very practical towards our major,”
Sam explained. “I think that was a really good thing for me just to see how you can apply
writing so that it’s not just strictly academic, that it can be very practical in business too,” Sam
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added. Sam continued, “putting together a report of addressing a problem and giving the
research and the data behind it that can help solve the problem …” Sam engaged in the writing
process because he learned to apply it in practical, real-life settings, positively affecting his
knowledge generation and intellectual development.
Other participants did not enjoy writing in college. Frank discussed the writing he did in
a leadership course. “I didn’t like it … it was all essays based on how we can fix a real-life
problem. It was an ongoing project and we just kept writing about it rather than actually trying
to practically implement it,” Frank explained. “I didn’t enjoy it because one, I’m not a huge
writer because I’m into numbers … it was kind of a fantasy project, it wasn’t anything that we
were going to take a step to actually do.” Frank found it difficult to learn through writing
because he could not engage hands-on with the material that interested him. Frank did not
believe writing impacted his knowledge generation or intellectual development.
G also struggled with a writing class. His athletic responsibilities did not allow him
enough time to focus on the amount of writing he needed to complete. G explained,
I didn’t enjoy writing. You’re writing a paper every other day, and then with traveling …
I think I dropped the class three or four different times before I finally was like, “All
right, I have to take this to graduate, so I’ve got to do it at some point.” It was just tough
because, again, there’s so much writing … you’re writing a five-page paper once or twice
a week and it was just like you have other classes going on, you’ve got weights, you’ve
got practice, you’re working on your own, you’ve got to go in for treatment and so it was
just finding time to … it’s doable, but at the time when you’re having to do it, it was like,
“I don’t have time, I don’t want to do this.” I just didn’t enjoy that one.
G found writing a time-intensive method of learning that often interfered with his athletic
responsibilities.
Some participants enjoyed writing to learn while other participants did not enjoy it.
Writing improved participants’ learning, intellectual development, critical thinking skills, and
reasoning skills. Others found writing too abstract and time-intensive and did not believe it
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impacted their learning. Participants discussed various methods that contributed to effective
learning in college. Some participants enjoyed engaging in practical, hands-on, and applied
methods of learning. The experience of applying what they learn in a real-life setting solidified
new knowledge. Other participants talked about feeling comfortable or feeling uncomfortable
while learning. Feeling comfortable allowed them to focus on the material best; feeling
uncomfortable forced moments of personal growth. Finally, participants who enjoyed writing
improved their knowledge generation, intellectual development, critical thinking skills and
reasoning skills, and found an effective method of applying knowledge. Other participants
struggled with writing and found it a difficult method for learning.
Participants identified various methods that contributed to effective learning in college.
Participants discussed practical, hands-on, and applied methods of learning. Participants also
discussed feeling comfortable or feeling uncomfortable when learning best. Finally, some
participants enjoyed writing and learned effectively from it; other participants did not enjoy
writing to learn. These methods contributed to participants’ knowledge generation, intellectual
development, critical thinking skills, reasoning skills, autonomy, and self-identity. The next
theme I discuss is the various methods participants used to learned and analyzed new
information.
Analyzing Information and Synthesizing Knowledge
Another theme that emerged was the various methods participants used to analyze
information and synthesize knowledge. I asked participants about their decision-making process
and how they engage in unfamiliar or uncertain situations. The purpose of the questions was to
determine how participants analyze information, think critically, and reason through decisions
and unfamiliar situations. Multiple subthemes emerged about how participants analyzed
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information, including participants doing their own research, thinking analytically, thinking
critically and creatively, and weighing pros and cons. Other subthemes included future thinking,
considering the impact on self and others, seeking advice from others, and trusting their instincts.
These methods reflect their critical thinking and reasoning skills and impacted their knowledge
generation, intellectual development, autonomy, and self-identity. I begin by describing how
participants did their own research to analyze information.
Does Own Research
Participants analyzed information by doing their own research. Participants said they
gather as much information as possible before making a decision or when presented with an
uncertain or unfamiliar situation. Participants stressed the importance of gathering information
from multiple, credible sources. They also ask many questions to obtain focused information.
Researching information about a decision or an unfamiliar or uncertain situation impacted
participants’ critical thinking and reasoning skills. It also influenced their autonomy and how
they generate knowledge.
Participants reported learning to gather as much information as possible when doing their
own research. “I think the first thing you’ve got to do is gather as much information as possible
and then analyze information, think about it,” John said, “and then … I try to wait as long as I
can to make a decision, just because it gives you enough time to think on the information and
maybe come across more information or data along the way.” Sam expressed a similar idea
about his decision-making process.
Just gathering as much data and information as you can. To me, that’s one of the big
things is just making sure you’re collecting all the information that you need to make a
big decision … because there’s a chance you might not be happy with it down the road
but at least you can say you did your research and you were able to really just make sure
you were making a decision that seemed right for you at the time.
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John and Sam said they preferred making decisions with the most information possible. This
impacted their critical thinking and reasoning ability and influenced their autonomy.
Participants also cited the importance of considering multiple sources when analyzing
information. Sam discussed gathering different types of information when making decisions.
“I’ve definitely learned to do my due diligence and to do some research on my own to learn … to
look at all types of different things in making decisions,” Sam said. Frank learned to analyze
information effectively in a writing intensive leadership course he took. “You have to take a lot
of different research into account and kind of verify the sources … you'll see a bunch of different
opinions about it, so just kind of learning how to find primary sources of research,” Frank
explained, “and then kind of filtering out the opinions, I guess, of people and kind of focusing on
the facts and then kind of coming up with your own opinion of it.” Considering multiple sources
impacted Sam and Frank’s critical thinking and reasoning skills. It also influenced their
autonomy and knowledge generation.
Jeff discussed a writing course that taught him how to look for multiple sources. “I kind
of look for more than one example now and kind of look for things to be explained in great detail
due to that class,” Jeff explained, “and kind of not just going off one point, kind of expecting
more information, or look for more information if it’s not provided … not just going off of one
thing, kind of just doing more research on my own.” Jeff credited his writing course for
developing awareness of multiple sources. “I think that class helped me a lot with that. Because
one source could say one thing and then another source could say something totally different.”
Jeff considers multiple sources when he encounters unfamiliar situations. “I would look at about
five different sources,” Jeff explained. “If two conflict one another, kind of, I would say, go with
the majority and see which ones are more credible because that class taught me about credible
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sources; you have to differentiate credible sources from non-credible sources,” Jeff added. Jeff
learned Google is not always a credible source, so he seeks out scholarly websites. Considering
multiple sources and multiple perspectives while examining source credibility impacted
participants’ critical thinking and reasoning skills and influenced their autonomy, intellectual
development, and knowledge generation.
Participants discussed the importance of asking questions when analyzing information. G
asks several questions when presented with an unfamiliar situation. He asks, “what’s going on,
how did I end up in this situation, what can I do to get myself out of it, what are the choices that I
would have to make?” G also asks, “what are the changes I would have to make, directions I
would have to go in? … just trying to work through whatever it may be that I’m uncomfortable
about or whatever it may be that I’ve got going on.” Shoebacher asks “why” questions when
seeking advice from others. “I think ‘why’ questions are the biggest. You start asking, ‘Why do
you think that?’ And you start getting into their thought process on the situation regardless if
they agree with you or disagree with you,” Shoebacher explained. “You just start asking why to
whatever their statements may be. Once you understand why, you can understand where they’re
coming from and then you can start taking in what they’re saying.” Asking questions about a
decision or unfamiliar or uncertain situations impacted G and Shoebacher’s critical thinking and
reasoning skills. It also influenced their autonomy and knowledge generation.
Participants said they analyze information by doing their own research. They gather as
much information as possible from multiple, credible sources when making decisions or
presented with unfamiliar situations. They ask questions to gather more information about the
decision or circumstance. These research strategies impacted participants’ critical thinking and
reasoning skills and influenced their autonomy, knowledge generation, and intellectual
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development. Next, I discuss participants who identified themselves as analytical or process
thinkers.
Analytical/Process Thinker
Participants discussed various ways they engaged in analytical and process thinking to
synthesize knowledge. Some participants engaged in strategic thinking by considering the big
picture and evaluating efficiency. Other participants broke things into smaller, more manageable
parts that increased their focus. Some wrote down and mapped out their thoughts and plans.
Other participants were forced to develop independent analytical skills because of missed classes
due to athletics. Each method of analytical and process thinking contributed to participants’
intellectual development and knowledge generation.
Frank identified himself as an analytical and process thinker. “I’m very analytical and I
kind of think … I’m a process thinker, if that makes sense, that’s why I majored in accounting
and I work in accounting,” Frank said. He continues to be an analytical thinker in his accounting
career. “When I’m faced with a decision about a client … I have to see how that applies to the
Internal Revenue Code and a lot of that is not … clear because the Internal Revenue Code is …
it’s more broad,” Frank explained, “it’s kind of defined in some areas, but it’s very broad … So,
you have to first look at the facts of your client and then you have to look at the facts of the
Internal Revenue Code.” Frank said he applies his analysis of the Internal Revenue Code to the
facts his clients present to make financial decisions. His ability to analyze information and apply
it is a reflection of his critical thinking and reasoning skills. Frank also tied his identity to his
process and analytical thinking skills.
Holbrook is also an analytical thinker. “I think about cause and effect a lot, probably a
lot more than most people,” Holbrook said. He analyzes his interactions with other people. “I
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try to, especially in my interactions with people, how I say things, when I do things, why I did
things,” Holbrook said. “I try to think about why other people do or say the things that they do
so I can determine what kind of person they are …,” Holbrook explained. Holbrook also thinks
strategically. “I like to look at systems and processes and determine if they’re efficient, if I like
the way they work, if I would do it a different way … those are the kind of things I think about a
lot,” Holbrook said. “Whatever I’m involved in heavily, I always think about the system and the
institution itself; does it function the way it’s designed to or intended to,” Holbrook added.
Holbrook thinks critically about personal interactions, processes, and systems he engages with
from an efficiency perspective. It is a reflection of his critical thinking and reasoning skills. He
also tied his identity to his analytical thinking skills.
Sam learned about strategic thinking from participating in a consulting organization
associated with his university. He learned, “thinking of things strategically and thinking of how
you can take a client’s question and kind of build your goals out of the question,” Sam said, “and
then put together that list of options and recommendations and your data and information to back
that up. So, kind of just learning that entire process and how to navigate through.” He applied
analytical and process thinking at his internship. “I would start by sitting down [at] the white
board at my desk I would map out kind of the flow of how I wanted to tackle finding the solution
… just noting the process I wanted to follow,” Sam said. He continued,
Research methods, where I’m going to look for information, certain contacts I could use
to help answer questions, and … putting together an effective plan to answer the question
and make sure that it’s fulfilling what is needed to be done.
Sam strategically mapped out plans to approach tasks and research at his internship. This
reflects his intellectual development, critical thinking skills, and reasoning skills.
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Doug, John, and Sam discussed their process of analytical thinking by dividing tasks,
thoughts, or decisions into smaller parts. Doug broke down his classes and coursework into
smaller, more manageable parts. “I need to focus and just really do my best in each one of these
classes and break them down and look at exactly what I need to do to get that A,” Doug said.
Dividing his coursework into smaller, manageable parts help him to focus on his academics
clearly and impacted his learning and intellectual development.
John and his classmates divided their group project into manageable parts for each
member. “We broke the project down into different parts and each person had to work on a part
and we’d throw it all together,” John said. John also applied this philosophy in his individual
courses. “Just really trying to focus on the things within a class that interest me or just allow me
to work harder honestly and get more efficient work done,” John said. “Instead of looking at the
big picture, it helped me focus on a smaller picture and just taking it one step at a time for
whatever it is that the assignment had us doing,” John explained. “I was focusing on knocking
out one assignment at a time and just getting things done, really focusing on trying to get
organized,” John said. John’s process of dividing things into smaller parts impacted his learning
and intellectual development.
John applied the same strategy to recovering from injury later in college. “I looked at it
like a process and once I got really going with rehab on one shoulder and started feeling good
and I was able to move on to the next shoulder,” John said. John explained his thinking like this:
“It’s just kind of helped me focus on, like I said, the small picture, just focusing on having
ultimately a long-term goal but setting many short-term goals that you have a lot of confidence in
reaching.” John added, “Because I think when you reach those short-term goals it builds
confidence, it’s encouraging, continues to keep you motivated working at whatever it is that
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those goals are.” John broke his academics and injury recovering tasks into smaller parts to help
himself focus and build confidence. This strategy impacted John’s autonomy.
Sam preferred to write things down. It helped him remember ideas and document his
thought process. Sam explained,
I’ve grown more and more accustomed as I’ve probably gotten older of really sitting
down and writing things down. When I was younger in college or in high school, I’d
have a thought and I’d be like, “Oh, I’ll for sure remember that.” And then you’d never
end [up] remembering it. So, really just writing things down and sitting down with a pen
and a pencil and notepad and really just putting thoughts on paper and just kind of
documenting your train of thought and just kind of making sure you’re noting how you’re
feeling at different times throughout the decision-making process.
Sam applied this strategy when choosing where to attend college. “You kind of have to sit down
and map out a plan,” Sam said. “That was really one of the first decisions in my life where I sat
down and I drew out a plan of how I wanted to attack this and how I wanted to go about it.” Sam
also applied this type of analytical and process thinking in a consulting project he did for class.
Sam explained,
Just really kind of mapping out the timing of [the client’s] supply chain, the location of
where he was ordering his product from and how long it takes to get to his warehouse,
and then how often he’s filling the orders for his vendors. So, kind of mapping out that
whole timeframe of when he needs to reorder, at what point his inventory needs to be at,
just kind of balance keeping enough project in stock but then also not sitting on too much
of a cost of how much inventory you’re carrying. So, just kind of that whole process.
Writing down his thoughts and mapping his timeline and plans helped Sam think clearly about
his problem-solving and learning. It helped him think critically and reason through problems,
influencing his learning and autonomy.
Mike was forced to become an independent, analytical thinker because he missed class
frequently for basketball. “I would say that it made me analyze [course material] more on my
own, not in the classroom, because I was doing so much work outside of class trying to just keep
up with the class,” Mike explained. “Normally I’m very good about taking notes in class and
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doing all that, but I would find myself at times even trying to write the one-page reflections
while I was in class just trying to keep ahead.” Mike was forced to analyze course material
independently because of athletic interference in his class attendance. It impacted his learning
and intellectual development.
Shoebacher discussed the importance of independent thinking. “You shouldn’t take
someone’s word. You're the one that needs to listen to what they’re saying and go with it. So,
you need to be able to think and … having that ability to think is going to help.” This statement
reflects his critical thinking skills, his ability to reason, and his strong sense of autonomy.
Participants engaged in strategic thinking, planning, mapping, and independent analysis
to synthesize knowledge and information. Participants applied analytical thinking to various
aspects of college life including their course work, internships, social life, and academic
planning. Each method of analytical and process thinking positively impacted participants’
knowledge generation, intellectual development, critical thinking skills, and reasoning skills.
They also influenced participants’ autonomy and self-identity. Next, I examine how participants
used critical thinking skills to learn and synthesize knowledge.
Critical Thinking
Some participants engaged in critical thinking to synthesize knowledge and learn. Most
participants applied critical thinking in class. Course material sparked them to think deeper
about the world around them and consider different perspectives. This had a positive impact on
participants’ knowledge generation, intellectual development, autonomy, and self-identity.
Bradley learned to think critically in college. “I just learned [in college] to analyze stuff
more and be more skeptical about what people are telling me,” Bradley said. His humanities
instructor challenged his beliefs about the Catholic Church. Bradley explained,
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I kind of came in with the blind notion that Catholicism and Christianity were right, I
never really had that challenged for me and this professor kind of told me stuff that the
Catholic Church does not tell its followers about their history and some of the stuff they
did in the past that’s frowned upon. I really liked that class because it made me think and
it kind of showed me that what I was brought up with wasn’t … not right, but it shouldn’t
be the only way that people see the world. It also taught me to be more skeptical about
what I’m learning and what … kind of challenged my beliefs and made me think more
about things instead of just listening to what I’m told and believing it.
Bradley learned new things about the Catholic Church he did not know before. “I grew up
Catholic, and [the instructor] … in his lecture, he told us about how Catholics persecuted Jews
way before Nazi Germany did and how Catholics put Jews in the ghettos,” Bradley said. “I had
never heard stuff like this and so just hearing that … it just kind of taught me to really do
background checks and stuff and really just analyze and be more skeptical to what I’m listening
to,” he continued. Bradley learned to think critically in college, impacting his learning and
intellectual development.
Bradley then began to question other things he thought he knew. “That’s what really
made me kind of question what my parents were telling me … not question but look deeper
rather than just accepting what they say at face value,” Bradley said. “It really just kind of
opened my eyes up to there’s a whole other side of the world that I didn’t get growing up in a
private high school and private middle and elementary school.” Bradley’s worldview expanded
in college. It caused him to think critically about what he learned in the past, impacting his
learning and intellectual development.
Doug learned to think critically about poems and stage plays he read in theater class.
Doug said,
I read a poem three years ago, Death be not Proud, by John Donne, and basically the
entire poem sounds like he’s talking about his lover, his lover died. And we’re all talking
about it … I had first thought this as well and it sounds like his lover is dead and that sort
of stuff, and then our teacher stops us and goes, “No, he’s not talking about his lover,
he’s talking about his twin children that died three years before and he’s not talking about
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death, he’s talking to death and he’s telling death he’s a piece of shit for doing what he’s
done.” We said, “Well what makes you think that?” And then we looked back at the
history of it, well the year before this play was written his twin children died and then
you read the poem again and you’re like, “Holy shit.” He talked about kids in it; you
start to see these things and these things start to make sense. So, over time, seeing all
these things and how they kind of come together has helped me relate back to other
aspects of my life …
Doug learned to think about and analyze poems and stage plays differently in college. He
learned to consider more about the poet or playwright, their history, and a deeper meaning to the
story. This impacted his learning and intellectual development.
Doug also applied critical thinking on the football field. “I watched a lot of film … I’d
rather be prepared for every situation than not be prepared when something happens,” Doug said.
He studied film of the opposing team and it led him to take a split-second risk during a game.
Doug explained,
I watched that exact guy on that exact play and every tendency he ever did and I always
knew that he always came out and he always came out here every time. So, I just
watched him, I caught the ball and looked at him. That was the first thing I looked at.
You see it in the film … I felt the ball in my hand, as soon as I catch it I looked at this
guy on my way across. I didn’t even look downfield or at the ball. I looked at that guy
and he turned like that and then I ran … As soon as I rolled out, I watched one guy do the
wrong thing on the other team. As soon as he did the wrong thing, I committed …
Doug analyzed his opponent’s movements on film. He noticed a deviation in his opponent’s
movement on the field and he knew he could take the risk. He succeeded in converting the play.
His critical thinking skills impacted his autonomy to act.
G took a diversity course that sparked him to think more critically about events
happening in the world around him. “I think before [the class] I didn’t care, more than anything
… like, the news is on and I happened to turn it on and see something or read something and just
be like, ‘All right, whatever.’” But the diversity class changed G’s perspective on what is
happening in the world. “I look at it more like, ‘What does this really mean? What are some
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underlying themes that might be there or what are some things that might be said but they’re not
overt?’ Just things of that nature.” G continued, “We looked at so many different things that I
think just changed the perspective I have when digesting information.” G’s changed perspective
caused him to think more deeply and critically about the world around him. It impacted his
learning and intellectual development.
Frank and John applied creative thinking during a group project they did together abroad.
Frank and John’s group assignment was to create an idea people and small businesses could use
to improve the urban farming industry in the Central American country they studied in. Farming
technology and transportation infrastructure in the country are inferior to what exists in the
United States. The country also faced water shortages, a lack of fertile farmland, and other
agricultural challenges. “There was a lot of information we had to gather about a country that we
didn’t necessarily know a lot about,” John said. “We had to be really creative,” Frank said. “We
actually invented these structures, they were tee-pee type things and you grew it on there so it
kind of maximized the surface level that it had.” John said, “[The Central American country] has
very limited space to grow food so they should focus more on vertical infrastructure because a
lot of their food is grown within a city.” Frank and John presented their idea to a group of small
business entrepreneurs in the Central American country. Frank explained, “We pitched that and
they ended up actually really liking it and I think they actually implemented it.” Frank and John
thought creatively about the information they gathered and developed an innovative solution to
urban farming in the Central American country. It impacted their learning and autonomy.
Participants learned to think more deeply and critically about what they learned in
college. They learned to consider information from a new perspective and think about the world
differently. It had innovative results in the classroom and on the athletic field. It had a positive
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impact on participants’ knowledge generation (learning), intellectual development, autonomy,
and self-identity. Next, I discuss participants who weighed multiple factors and pros and cons to
synthesize knowledge and make decisions.
Weighing Multiple Factors/Pros and Cons
Participants said they considered multiple factors when analyzing information and
synthesizing knowledge. They weighed pros and cons when making decisions. These
considerations impacted their intellectual development, critical thinking skills, reasoning skills,
and autonomy.
A.S. considered numerous factors when deciding where to attend college. He chose a
school that “was just the best fit for me overall, where can I get the best benefit for myself, and
academically, socially, and football, of course … Just a place where I can benefit academically
… and physically as far as football.” He chose an institution that met a combination of his
academic, athletic, and personal growth needs. “Just academic and football wise. It’s just a
great opportunity and it’s also a great school. It’s far away from home … it’s not that far but it’s
good enough for me to get away and grow myself, honestly,” A.S. explained. A.S. said he
analyzes multiple factors when approaching uncertain situations. He analyzes, “Setting, what’s
going on, the gist of things, how things look, how I feel, what’s important.” A.S. considers
multiple factors when making important decisions and when entering unfamiliar situations. This
is a reflection of his intellectual development, critical thinking, and reasoning skills. It also
influenced his autonomy.
Kevin had a similar experience choosing where to attend college. He considered,
“location and coaches, facilities, things like that, just trying to weigh the benefits and the cons of
each place … I would say I’m a very analytical person,” Kevin explained. “That decision-
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making, being as big as it was, was the epitome of who I am as an analytical person … I guess
that has had some effect on how I make decisions now,” Kevin said, “making sure you’re
thinking of the pros and the cons of everything, not just kind of acting on a whim.” Kevin
considered multiple factors in his college decision and weighed the pros and cons of each choice.
This is a reflection of his intellectual development, critical thinking, reasoning skills, and
autonomy. It also influenced his self-identity.
Frank also considered multiple factors when deciding where to attend college. “Just
taking all the factors into consideration and not just thinking about one thing … there’s really
probably five main factors that I took into consideration; school, football, my faith, my friends or
community, and life after football, my career,” Frank explained. “So just think about all the
factors that the decision is going to affect and then, like I said, just make the decision.”
Weighing multiple factors in his decision-making process is a reflection of Frank’s intellectual
development, critical thinking, and reasoning skills. It also influenced his autonomy and selfidentity.
Bradley learned to consider multiple factors when analyzing information from a group
project he did in his statistics major course.
That was kind of the first project I did where I applied my statistical knowledge and I just
learned that even … there is some stuff that you don’t think will be significant but it will.
Any factor currently affects a situation mathematically, as long as you have data on it you
can always check and see if it actually makes a difference or not.
Bradley learned any factor can make a statistically significant difference and should be
considered when analyzing information. This impacted his intellectual development, critical
thinking, and reasoning skills.
G discussed weighing drawbacks and benefits when making decisions. “Weighing the
pros and cons more than anything … weighing what am I going to get from this versus what am I
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going to get if I don’t do this,” G explained about making decisions. He weighed the pros and
cons of attending class. “I think a huge takeaway is just knowing that if I am present it’s easier
to build a relationship than if I’m not there when I’m supposed to be there.” Learning to weigh
pros and cons of a decision impacted G’s intellectual development, critical thinking, reasoning
skills, and autonomy.
Jeff discussed weighing the pros and cons of undergoing surgery early in his college
basketball career. “We kind of broke down the pros and cons of each decision, but ultimately it
was my decision to want to get the surgery or to not want to get the surgery,” Jeff said. “I
learned not to rush a decision but to break down the pros and cons of what goes into your
decision and think more long-term rather than the present,” Jeff continued. “I think I made
sound decisions, informed decisions, through thinking about the pros and cons of the situation,”
Jeff added. Weighing pros and cons of a decision reflects Jeff’s intellectual development, critical
thinking, reasoning skills, and autonomy.
Mike also discussed weighing pros and cons and thinking about the future when
presented with an unfamiliar situation. “I take some time and really think about pros and cons of
what could happen, based on whatever the situation would be,” Mike said. “And then I’d think
about five years down the line, if it’s a big decision, like five years down the line, if I do this
what’s going to happen or if I do this what’s going to happen.” Mike’s ability to weigh pros and
cons of a decision and consider the future reflects his intellectual development, critical thinking,
reasoning skills, and autonomy.
Participants often weighed multiple factors and considered pros and cons when making
important decisions or encountering unfamiliar situations. These considerations helped them
analyze information and synthesize knowledge, impacting their intellectual development, critical
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thinking, reasoning ability, and autonomy. Next, I discuss how participants thought about the
future when making decisions.
Future Thinking
Participants considered the future when making important decisions. Some participants
considered their future after sports when choosing their major. Other participants considered
their future health when deciding whether to undergo surgery to heal from injury. The decisions
participants made were influenced by their critical thinking and reasoning skills and impacted
their autonomy.
Sam, Doug, and Mike considered their future when deciding their college major. “It’s
one of the first decisions in my life that I kind of forced myself to think really big picture,” Sam
said. “It was more than just a right now, in the moment decision. It was something that really
can shape things down the road,” Sam added. Doug considered his life after football when
deciding his major. “The biggest thing was what am I going to do for work if I don’t become a
football player. What’s the best thing that will come up on my resume that I know that I can do
well,” Doug said. Mike considered his life after basketball when deciding his major. “I wanted
to know what I was going to be able to do with my life after basketball was over because I’ve
always wanted to work in athletics,” Mike said. “I wanted to make sure I had something I could
use in case I didn’t find a coaching job or something so I could be around athletics,” Mike added.
Mike said he always considers the future, “five years down the line,” when making important
decisions. Sam, Doug, and Mike each considered their future after athletics when deciding what
to study in college, reflecting their critical thinking, reasoning ability, and autonomy.
Shoebacher and Jeff considered the future when deciding whether or not to undergo
surgery for an injury. Shoebacher had the opportunity to become a starting player if he did not
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undergo surgery. “I ultimately decided it would be best for my future to get the surgery,
because, you know, at the end of the day, football is only going to be here for a short period of
time,” Shoebacher said, “and so I was trying to look 30 years down the road and how this would
affect me …” Shoebacher later added, “Now I know it’s the right decision; then I was like I’m
just doing it for my future health.” Shoebacher weighed his future health against the opportunity
to be a starting college football player. He chose his future health and time informed him it was
the right decision. Considering his future is a reflection of Shoebacher’s critical thinking,
reasoning ability, and autonomy.
Jeff considered his future health in a similar decision about whether to have surgery.
“From a long-term perspective, I looked at it as a benefit at the time … I just wanted to be able to
do more things long-term and the injury I had could cause further damage if I didn’t get the
surgery,” Jeff explained. “From my perspective, everything is temporary. If you look at it as
temporary, then how would you feel four or five years down the line from the decision that
you’re making now.” Jeff weighed playing time against his future health. His perspective on the
fleeting nature of basketball swayed him to undergo surgery, a reflection of his critical thinking,
reasoning, and autonomy.
Participants considered their future when making important decisions like their college
major or whether to undergo surgery. They considered their life after sports and made their
decisions accordingly. Their decisions were a result of their critical thinking and reasoning skills
and impacted their autonomy. Next, I discuss how participants considered the impact on self and
others when making decisions and encountering uncertain situations.
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Considers Impact on Self and Others
Participants considered the impact their decisions had on themselves and on other people.
They learned to factor this impact into their decision-making process. Considering their impact
on others showed positive development of critical thinking and reasoning skills and influenced
their autonomy.
Sam learned how to consider others in his decisions during college. “One thing that
someone taught me was when you’re going through a decision-making process, you have to
think about more than just yourself, you have to think about who else can be affected,” Sam
explained. “Think of things kind of in terms of who’s mad and how mad are they and who’s
glad and how glad are they … just kind of thinking more whole mindedly of how certain
decisions affect more than just yourself,” Sam added. Sam learned to factor the effects of his
decisions on other people in his decision-making process, reflecting his critical thinking,
reasoning ability, and autonomy.
Shoebacher said similar things about decision-making. “I think the big thing that you
evaluate is how it’s going to affect your life, other people’s lives, and you go from there,”
Shoebacher said. The impact his decisions have on himself and others is his first consideration.
Bradley said he considers himself and other people in a moral sense. “I ask ‘will it hurt anyone?’
Just the morality of it … If I get personal gain, but it hurts my friends or family, it’s not worth
it.” Chris summarized the idea well:
You’ve got to think about what your actions are doing, what’s that going to cause other
people to do or how they’re going to feel; put yourself in their shoes, and just kind of go
from there … Instead of being impulsive or just acting on a whim, it’s better to get the
facts and make sure you’re making the best decision, not only for you but the people it
impacts.
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Shoebacher, Bradley, and Chris considered the impact of their decisions on themselves and
others, reflecting their critical thinking, reasoning skills, and autonomy.
Participants considered themselves and other people when making decisions. It
demonstrated positive development in critical thinking and reasoning skills and influenced their
autonomy. Next, I discuss participants’ desire to seek advice when making important decisions
or encountering unfamiliar situations.
Seeks Advice
Participants said they seek advice from other people when making important decisions or
presented with an unfamiliar or uncertain situation. They seek advice from people they believe
have applicable experience or knowledge. Seeking advice from others demonstrated
participants’ critical thinking and reasoning skills and positively impacted their autonomy.
Smith said he seeks advice from other people when presented with unfamiliar or
uncertain situations. “My instinct would probably be to reach out to someone else and ask for
advice. If it’s something I have no idea about, I’m probably going to ask someone else …”
Smith said. Similarly, Bradley said he “seek[s] out the advice of someone who has been through
the experience or something similar, someone I think has the answers.” He seeks advice from
multiple individuals. “I don’t like to rely on one person, so even if I ask my parents, I’ll
probably still ask a friend or two just to be safe …” Bradley said. Sam said he also seeks advice
from individuals he perceives to be smarter than him. “The logical thing I want to say is figure
out what someone smarter than me did.” Sam explained he attempts “to figure out how people
who are much smarter than me processed these complex thoughts.” Smith, Bradley, and Sam
said they seek advice from people who had similar experiences or who they perceive might give
insight into the unfamiliar situation, demonstrating their critical thinking and reason skills.
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Shoebacher said he has a process for seeking advice:
I have a couple rules. I’ll see people who I truly trust, I’ll see people who disagree with
me, and I’ll pray … I’ll see people who disagree with me because sometimes we think
we’re open-minded but we’re truly not about certain situations. And so, if something is
thrown my way, I’ll see people who disagree with me because I want to see their
perspective. You’ve got to listen to their perspective and be like, “Maybe they’re right.”
Shoebacher seeks out multiple individuals when making decisions: those he trusts and those who
disagree with him. He seeks to understand his decision from multiple perspectives before he
commits to it. This reflects Shoebacher’s critical thinking, reasoning skills, and knowledge
generation ability.
Participants said they seek advice from other people when making important decisions or
presented with an unfamiliar or uncertain situation. They seek advice from those they trust,
those who have similar experiences to their dilemma, and those who disagree with them.
Seeking advice from others demonstrates positive critical thinking and reasoning skills and
positively impacts their autonomy. Next, I discuss participants’ tendency to trust their instincts
when making important decisions and analyzing information.
Trust Their Gut
Seven participants discussed trusting their instincts when making decisions or analyzing
information. They trust their initial feeling or allow their life experience to inform their decision.
Their instincts contribute to their critical thinking and reasoning skills and impact their
autonomy.
Jeff said he trusts his instincts when making decisions: “I tend to lean on my gut feeling,
because I think your gut feeling is the correct feeling, whether you want to believe it or not.”
A.S. said, “God gives you signs, you also give yourself signs, you know, if you’re smart and
really thinking things through with detail.” A.S. said he trusts his life experience to guide him.
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“Just overall life experience is what was fed into my head, that’s how I analyze a lot of things. If
I get a red flag or something, I kind of want to fall back, ease off,” A.S. said. Jeff and A.S. trust
their instincts when making decisions, reflecting their critical thinking skills, reasoning ability,
and their autonomy.
Bradley said he trusts his gut to tell him whether his decision is right. “To know if
something is right, it’s just one of those things where you can feel it in your heart,” Bradley said.
“For me … my head might try to justify something that’s wrong but deep down I feel like I have
a pretty good sense of morals and I can tell when something is right or something is wrong,”
Bradley added. Bradley’s reliance on his instincts is a reflection of his critical thinking,
reasoning, and autonomy.
Holbrook trusts his gut and is willing to suffer the consequences if he is wrong.
If I can’t look at it with ease or quickly determine what the for-sure correct decision is, I
go with my instinct. I say this a lot: do the crime, do the time. I’m willing … every
decision I make, I’m willing to live with the consequences. And so, part of that is
learning to trust my gut and shit, sometimes it bites me in the ass, but I’ve found that I
trust myself generally. So, go with my gut and live with it and see what happens after.
Holbrook’s reliance on his instincts is a reflection of his critical thinking, reasoning, and
autonomy.
Several participants said they trust their instincts when making decisions or analyzing
information. They go with their initial feeling or they follow their heart. They allow their life
experience to inform their decision. Their instincts contribute to their critical thinking and
reasoning skills and impact their autonomy.
Participants used multiple methods to analyze information and synthesize knowledge.
Methods included doing their own research, thinking analytically, thinking critically and
creatively, and weighing pros and cons. Other methods included future thinking, considering
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their impact on self and others, seeking advice from others, and trusting their instincts. These
methods reflected their critical thinking and reasoning skills and impacted their knowledge
generation, intellectual development, autonomy, and self-identity. Next, I discuss student
services participants experienced in college.
Engagement with Student Services and Resources
Finally, the student services and resources participants engaged with in college emerged
as a theme. Participants were asked to identify student services and resources they engaged with
in college. The purpose of this question was to better understand participants’ college
experience and determine whether and which services impacted participants’ development.
Table 2 outlines the services participants reported using in college. Participants primarily
engaged with two services: tutoring and academic advising. A majority of participants reported
receiving tutors and academic advisors from the athletic department rather than services provided
by the university or an academic department. Twelve participants reported using tutors provided
through the athletic department; one participant reported using a tutor provided by their
academic program. Thirteen participants reported using academic advisors provided by their
athletic department; three participants reported consulting with an academic advisor provided by
their academic department.
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Table 2
Student Services Participants Used in College
Student Service

# of participants

Academic Advising (athletics)

13

Tutoring (athletics)

12

Career Services

6

Academic Advising (academic program)

3

Health Services

2

Counseling Services

2

Tutoring (academic program)

1

Academic advisors and tutors had a significant impact on participants’ college
experience. They assisted participants with academic planning, study skills, time management,
intellectual development, learning, and autonomy. They also helped participants balance their
academic and athletic responsibilities.
Academic Advisors
Participants saw their academic advisor as much as once each week and as little as once
or twice each semester. Academic advisors helped plan participants’ course load and class
schedule each semester. Academic advisors also tracked participants’ academic progress.
Thirteen participants saw academic advisors provided by the athletics department; three
participants saw academic advisors provided by the university or their academic program.
Academic advisors impacted participants’ college experience and autonomy.
G discussed the broad impact his athletic academic advisor had on his college experience.
“The biggest [student service] is just my academic advisor within the athletic department,” G
said. His athletic academic advisor first helped him with time management. “When I was first at
school, we met like once a week and she kind of helped me stay on track with everything that I
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needed to get done that week,” G said. She also helped him with academic planning. “She just
helped me stay on course and making sure I’m in the right classes that I need to be in … I don’t
know if I would have graduated without my academic advisor,” G explained. G’s athletic
academic advisor significantly impacted his college experience.
G remembered times when he allowed his coaches to schedule his classes. “There was a
couple times where I kind of let our coaches handle a lot of the scheduling for players because
they … make sure you weren’t scheduling anything during practice time or anything,” G
explained. “And there were times where I would go and see her and she was like, ‘Why are you
in this class? You don’t need this for your degree.’” G was grateful for his athletic academic
advisor. “Yeah, I probably would have been there a lot longer than I needed to be if she hadn’t
gotten me out of some classes and into the ones I needed.” G’s athletic academic advisor
impacted his autonomy.
G shared a story about his athletic academic advisor’s help with time management.
I remember she taught me to … I had a bad habit, especially when I first got there, of just
completely forgetting if I had something to do, like, if I had to go somewhere for a class
or if I had a big assignment due or if I had a meeting with her. I would just forget. And
so, she started making me put post-it notes everywhere. She’d make me put them on the
covers of my book, on the inside of my book where I needed something … she would
literally give me post-it notes to put … she’d be like, “Put it on your mirror when you get
home.” So, I’d have six or seven different post-it notes with the same message on them
about a meeting just to make sure to remember that I had it. So, that was one of the
things that I always kept with me during college just because it was like a funny little
memory. But it definitely helped.
G’s advisor significantly impacted his time management skills and helped him become more
organized, impacting his autonomy.
Other participants discussed the value of their athletic academic advisor. “It’s a huge leg
up, a huge leg up,” Chris said. “Not just having the basketball to keep you on track but having
just someone to sit down and talk you through what you need to do to graduate.” Chris
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explained, “They give us these sheets that they’ll lay out all the courses you need, all the credits
you need, pre-reqs, all that stuff.” His athletic academic advisor also helped him manage his
time and organize his course work. “They also … make sure you get your work done that
normal students don’t get. The advisors helped tremendously to make sure I was all caught up
with everything and I’d be able to graduate in five years.” Chris’ athletic academic advisor
helped him with academic planning and time management, impacting his college experience and
autonomy.
Kevin’s academic advisor assigned by his academic program also helped with academic
planning. “I would say academic advising is probably the biggest [student service] … I used …
They were a big help … I think it helped a lot just for structure and making sure you graduate on
time,” Kevin said. “She was really good about having everything planned out with a fouryear/five-year plan for me. So, you can actually see that and what you’re going to be taking in
two years.” Kevin continued, “I could tell you where I was at and I liked seeing the big-picture
overview like that. I thought that was really helpful, really good to have somebody like that.”
Kevin’s athletic academic advisor impacted his college experience and autonomy.
Academic advisors, assigned by the athletic department or participants’ academic
program, assisted participants with academic planning and time management. They had a
positive experience on participants’ college experience. They had a significant impact on
participants’ autonomy.
Participants appreciated the convenience of having tutoring and academic advising
services offered by the athletic department. “I know that I was way more likely to seek out stuff
knowing that it was right there than if I was just a regular student,” Mike said. “I wouldn’t have
been going to advisors all the time and stuff. I didn’t ever feel ashamed or scared to do it, I
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guess,” Mike explained. Using tutors and academic advisors became habitual for Mike. “It was
almost forced at the beginning and so once it was taken away, you just kind of kept doing it,”
Mike explained. “After that first semester, it’s instilled in your brain that you’ve got to meet
with them every day so you might as well just keep going,” Mike added. Mike’s athletic
academic advisor had a significant impact on his college experience and autonomy.
Frank also found his tutors and academic advisors were valuable to his college
experience. “It gave me guidance, that was the biggest thing rather than just step into it by
myself, they kind of helped guide me along the path,” Frank said. Frank added,
And then just having some people to talk to if I’m struggling with something
academically … or if I had a question … Those were the biggest things, just kind of make
me more informed and then guide me along the way.
Next, I examine the impact tutors had on participants’ learning and intellectual development in
college.
Tutors
Participants said tutors were a significant help to their academic success in college.
Tutors impacted participants learning and intellectual development by teaching study skills and
study habits, discussing course material in-depth, and mentoring them in advanced classes.
Tutors also helped participants balance their academic and athletic responsibilities by teaching
them time management skills.
Jeff discussed how tutors provided by the athletic department helped him catch up in his
courses when he missed class for basketball. “I think [tutoring] had a great impact on my
experience because those resources helped me to bring up my academics because we missed so
much class and things like that,” Jeff said. “The tutors … helped me catch back up on the things
I missed or the things I didn’t understand from just going to the class or I couldn’t get from just
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the professor.” Tutors impacted Jeff’s learning and intellectual development and helped him
balance academics and athletics, impacting his college experience.
Sam, Alex, and Smith discussed how tutors provided by the athletic department impacted
their learning, intellectual development, and time management skills. “Tutoring was great. It
always gave you the option to have help in a class if you need it,” Sam explained. “Tutoring is
really important because it helps you build really strong study skills and study habits and time
management habits to kind of help you get through playing a sport and getting a degree,” Sam
added. Alex depended on tutors provided by the athletic department to pass classes. “There’s
definitely some classes that I wouldn’t have passed, like I wouldn’t have ever gotten through any
math classes without help with tutoring,” Alex said. Smith said tutors provided by the athletic
department helped him prioritize course work. “They were super helpful. I mean they helped
me get done what I needed to get done …” Smith said. Athletic department tutors impacted
participants’ learning and intellectual development in college by providing needed academic
help. Athletic department tutors also helped participants manage their time and balance their
academic and athletic responsibilities, impacting their college experience.
Grant discussed athletic department tutors’ impact on his learning and intellectual
development by teaching him effective study skills. “They helped me out a lot with studying,
preparing for exams. I was never really the best at studying by myself,” Grant explained, “so
being able to study and prepare with somebody else who knew what they were doing was very
helpful. And, all the advice that they gave me, just different ways to study,” Grant added.
Grant told a story about an effective study method he learned from an athletic department
tutor.
I was studying for … I can’t remember what class it was, but he basically said kind of
imagine that you’re in a room with four empty walls and visualize the information on one
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wall and then the rest on the other walls. So, close your eyes, what do you see? And you
could see the information. It was a great way to memorize and that helped me out a lot
during the exam.
Grant’s exposure to tutors had a significant impact on his learning and intellectual development
and made him a better student.
A.S. discussed athletic department tutors who increased his intellectual development in
African American Studies, an area of study he enjoyed in college:
We like talking about stuff I like talking about. African American Studies and stuff like
that, they have really good knowledge of that stuff and they put me onto stuff, gave me
books, certain things and how things work. Just put me on game with a lot of stuff, just
how the world works, just gave me that knowledge … I just gained the knowledge and
understanding.
A.S.’s athletic department tutors impacted his learning and intellectual development in African
American Studies.
Alex described a similar experience he had with a literature tutor provided by the athletic
department. “She had a specific tutor room and I remember sitting in her room and she would
actually engage me in really pretty in-depth conversations about these literature pieces we were
reading,” Alex explained. Alex added,
We’d meet for an hour and for 45 minutes we wouldn’t do any work, we’d just discuss
literary themes … I just remember really enjoying being with my tutor and not actually
doing any work, but more just having intellectual conversations.
Alex’s athletic department tutor impacted his intellectual development.
Bradley discussed tutors he received from his academic department. “I’ve had two tutors
in my time there for higher-up math classes and they did wonders in helping me learn the
material,” Bradley explained. “In the higher-up math courses, there’s not a lot of people who
have taken them or that can help you with them,” Bradley continued, “being able to have
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someone there who really understood what was going on and got me through it [was] just
tremendous.” Bradley’s tutors impacted his learning and intellectual development.
Tutors impacted participants learning and intellectual development by improving their
study skills and study habits, discussing course material in-depth, and mentoring them in
advanced classes. Tutors also helped participants with time management and balancing their
academic and athletic responsibilities. Tutors—mostly assigned by the athletic department—
significantly impacted participants’ development and overall college experience.
Academic advisors and tutors significantly impacted participants’ college experience,
intellectual development, learning, and autonomy by assisting with academic planning, study
skills, and time management. They also helped participants balance their academic and athletic
responsibilities.
Summary
Several themes emerged from participant interviews regarding their college experience
and development. Athletics emerged as a priority over academics and shaped participants’ entire
college experience. Participants identified instructors and athletic staff as the most influential
faculty member during their college experience. The individual each participate identified had a
significant impact their personal development—not their athletic development—motivating them
academically and putting athletics into perspective within their life. Participants also identified
various methods as contributing to effective learning in college that contributed to their
knowledge generation, intellectual development, critical thinking skills, reasoning skills,
autonomy, and self-identity. Participants discussed various methods they used to analyze
information and synthesize knowledge. These methods reflected their critical thinking and
reasoning skills and impacted their knowledge generation, intellectual development, autonomy,
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and self-identity. Finally, participants engaged primarily with two student services in college—
tutoring and academic advising. Most participants received tutors and academic advisors from
the athletic department rather than services provided by the university or an academic
department. Tutors and academic advisors impacted participants’ intellectual development,
learning, and autonomy and significantly shaped their college experience.
Next, I examine the data I collected through two cognitive development theories: Perry’s
(1968, 1981) forms of ethical and intellectual development and Baxter Magolda’s (1992)
epistemological reflection model.
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CHAPTER FIVE: THEORETICAL ANALYSIS
In this chapter, I use Perry’s (1968, 1981) forms of ethical and intellectual development
and Baxter Magolda’s (1992) epistemological reflection model to analyze the cognitive
development of the 17 NCAA Division I football and basketball players who participated in the
study. I begin with Perry’s (1968, 1981) forms of ethical and intellectual development. I review
each position of Perry’s theory—basic duality, multiplicity pre-legitimate, multiplicity legitimate
but subordinate, multiplicity correlate/relativism subordinate, and relativism—and provide data
from interviews consistent with each position. Next, I review Baxter Magolda’s (1992) four
ways of knowing—absolute knowing, transitional knowing, independent knowing, and
contextual knowing—and provide data from interviews consistent with each stage.
Perry’s Forms of Ethical and Intellectual Development
Perry’s forms of ethical and intellectual development consist of nine stages of cognitive
and ethical development called positions. Each position outlines a way of making meaning—
knowledge, values, self-identity—in the world (Patton et al., 2016; Perry, 1968, 1981). Each
position is static; development occurs in the transitions between positions (Patton et al., 2016;
Perry, 1968, 1981). Students process information and experiences from their current position in
the scheme. If the process creates dissonance, students develop a new, more complex method of
understanding the information or experience (Patton et al., 2016; Perry, 1968, 1981). Each
position builds upon earlier positions in the scheme, beginning with duality of meaning-making
(Positions one and two), then multiplicity (Positions three and four), and finally relativism
(Position five).
Students’ cognitive development do not change in positions six through nine of Perry’s
scheme (Love & Guthrie, 1999; Patton et al., 2016). Positions six through nine describe ethical
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development more than cognitive development (Love & Guthrie, 1999; Patton et al., 2016).
Students explore the concept of commitment during these positions; they contemplate and make
active decisions based on their relative approach to knowledge and meaning-making developed
in Position five (Patton et al., 2016; Perry, 1968, 1981). This study focused on cognitive
development, not ethical development, and only focused on the first five positions of Perry’s
theory.
Position One: Basic Duality
Students in Position one of Perry’s scheme perceive knowledge and meaning as good or
bad, right or wrong, or we versus them (Love & Guthrie, 1999; Perry, 1968, 1981). Authorities
hold absolute and finite knowledge for everything (Love & Guthrie, 1999; Perry, 1968) and are
responsible for teaching others (Perry, 1981). Students in Position one believe knowledge can be
accessed through hard work (Love & Guthrie, 1999). For example, reading all books assigned
by an authority word-for-word (Perry, 1968, 1981).
Grant demonstrated Position one—basic duality—when discussing student misconduct he
engaged in during his first year. “There was a time where I’d gotten into a little bit of trouble
and I ended up getting suspended for a few games,” Grant said. After that experience, “I try to
think of the repercussions about pretty much anything because I never want to have any bad
things happen from the decisions [I] make,” Grant added. He said his actions “put me low on the
totem pole with the coaches,” forcing him to regain their trust. “It made me realize that one
wrong decision can really impact your life and I got lucky. I feel like I was given a second
chance, especially with the coaches. I easily could have been kicked off the team,” Grant said,
“but they felt something in me, I guess, and decided to give me one more chance. I didn’t let
them down, I made sure I didn’t do anything wrong ever again.”
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Grant categorized his decision as good or bad, not wanting anything bad to come from his
decisions in the future. This is an example of basic duality. He used a totem pole metaphor to
explain his standing with his coaches (the authority); an example of the good/bad dichotomy that
marks dualistic thinking. Grant’s coaches (the authority) used their absolute responsibility to
give him a second chance. Grant did not reflect on what he did or why, he only “made sure [he]
didn’t do anything wrong ever again.” Grant’s perception of his decisions as right or wrong or
good or bad while deferring to authority demonstrated basic duality. Next, I turn to Position
two—multiplicity pre-legitimate—and discuss two participants who demonstrated this method of
meaning-making.
Position Two: Multiplicity Pre-Legitimate
Multiplicity is the acknowledgement of multiple answers, truths, ideas, and perspectives
(Love & Guthrie, 1999; Perry, 1968, 1981). Students begin to recognize multiplicity in Position
two—multiplicity pre-legitimate—but do not accept it (Love & Guthrie, 1999; Perry, 1968,
1981). They perceive multiplicities as complexities or complications to knowledge that is still
finite and known by authorities (Love & Guthrie, 1999; Perry, 1968, 1981). Students might
justify multiplicities as coming from poorly trained authorities or an exercise designed for them
to learn the right answers for themselves (Love & Guthrie, 1999; Perry 1981).
Doug demonstrated Position two when discussing his views about transgender people.
“Personally, my views on something, yes, if you know what you want to be, then that’s what you
want to be. But I don’t think people should just be able to chop and change whenever they
want,” Doug said. “I don’t want a man to be able to say, ‘Oh, yeah, I’m a woman,’ and then go
into a girl’s toilet … you’ve got to be able to stop that sort of shit from happening,” Doug
continued, “because of some sort of sexual sort of thing, how they want to feel is different from
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where their mind is at; like whether or not it’s foul intention there. I think that’s something
you’ve got to be cautious about.”
Doug began recognizing a different view of gender, believing people choose which
gender “they want to be,” as opposed to being assigned gender at birth. However, he quickly
reverted to dualism, stating people should not change gender. Recognition of another
perspective on gender but not accepting it is a trait of Position two, multiplicity pre-legitimate.
Stating someone’s feelings are “different from where their mind is at,” reflects a complication or
complexity in gender knowledge he is unwilling to accept; another trait of multiplicity prelegitimate. Doug justified the multiplicity of gender as a person’s choice, who might be
confused or have bad, nefarious intentions. This justification is another trait of multiplicity prelegitimate.
Holbrook demonstrated Position two—multiplicity pre-legitimate—while discussing
homosexuality. “Somehow, somewhere along the way, we convinced ourselves that we’re better
than the way things are meant to be. I think there is a way things are meant to be,” Holbrook
said.
No one can sit down across from me and say … a man and another man were designed to
be together. I don’t think there’s anything wrong with that, but was it designed? The
idea of normal is a thing to me …
Holbrook’s belief in the idea of normal or “a way things are meant to be” is dualistic; there is a
right and a wrong. He recognized a multiplicity in sexual orientation—heterosexual and
homosexual—but he quickly dismisses it as abnormal or not designed. Recognizing multiplicity
but not accepting it is characteristic of multiplicity pre-legitimate. Holbrook justified the
multiplicity as an example of something wrong or not designed; implying homosexuals are “not
meant to be” or not normal. This is another characteristic of multiplicity pre-legitimate. Next, I
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explore Position three: multiplicity legitimate but subordinate and identify two participants who
demonstrated this method of meaning-making.
Position Three: Multiplicity Legitimate but Subordinate
Multiplicities become legitimate for students in Position three during their own search for
answers (Perry, 1968, 1981). Students and their peers find different answers than the authority
and begin to question the certainty of knowledge and the authority itself (Love & Guthrie, 1999;
Perry, 1968, 1981). The value of hard work and rightness also become uncertain for students in
Position three (Love & Guthrie, 1999; Perry, 1968, 1981). Students are evaluated by the quality
of their abstract thought, not the amount of work they do (Perry, 1968, 1981). Students perceive
inconsistency in the evaluation of their abstract thoughts and search for what the authority is
looking for to resolve their uncertainty (Love & Guthrie, 1999; Perry, 1968, 1981). Students in
Position three struggle to distinguish between complex, abstract thoughts and opinions (Perry,
1968, 1981).
Jeff demonstrated Position three—multiplicity legitimate but subordinate—when
discussing a writing intensive course he took in college. “I had to write from … like an analysis
standpoint. So, it was real detailed and real intense writing,” Jeff explained, “but [the instructor]
walked us through how to write it the way that she wanted us to write, and also in a certain
format and we would be graded on.” Jeff learned to write with greater detail in this class; he
learned to “provide a lot of examples as to why … your argument is right or why you’re saying
what you’re saying.” The writing intensive course taught Jeff to “look for more than one
example now and kind of look for things to be explained in greater detail” when analyzing
information.
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Jeff was evaluated on the quality of his thoughts; being able to provide multiple examples
and strongly explain his arguments. This is a characteristic of multiplicity legitimate but
subordinate. He also cited the instructor’s expectations of how he should write and format his
papers; another trait of multiplicity legitimate but subordinate. Jeff learned to find multiple
sources of evidence and perspectives to support his arguments—a characteristic of multiplicity.
Holbrook demonstrated Position three when discussing his scholarship status. He did not
have a scholarship when he started his first college football game; he was a walk-on. Holbrook’s
walk-on status continued his entire first season despite starting some games. Members of the
media told him, “You obviously deserve a scholarship, you should be getting one soon.
Everyone keeps talking about it,” Holbrook said. “I had to, every day, put on a smile and be like
the chipper guy, ‘It’s going to come when it comes and I’m just going to keep working hard,’”
Holbrook said. “I learned that even though it was a shitty time … for the program it was the
right thing to do,” Holbrook explained, “because it wouldn’t have helped me or the program if I
went out and said, ‘Yeah, they’re fucking me, I want my money, I want to be just like everybody
else.’” Holbrook continued,
I guess I just learned that to be a part of something, you have to sacrifice something—you
have to sacrifice things for yourself … to be a part of something bigger than yourself, you
have to give up part of yourself.
Holbrook began to question the team’s authority because they were not giving him a
scholarship despite his football talent—he was a part-time starter. Others, mainly the media, also
questioned his scholarship status. Believing he should have a scholarship while the coaches
(authority) did not is a characteristic of multiplicity legitimate but subordinate. Holbrook’s
statement about hard work implied skepticism; he began to question its value. This is another
trait of multiplicity subordinate but legitimate. Holbrook sacrificed his pride and did not
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publicly shame the program for holding out his scholarship, something he believed the program
(authority) wanted and appreciated. This is another hallmark of multiplicity legitimate but
subordinate. Next, I outline Position four: multiplicity correlate and relativism subordinate. I
identify multiple participates who demonstrated these two sub-categories of Position four.
Position Four: Multiplicity Correlate or Relativism Subordinate
Students accept multiplicity in Position four but have difficulty distinguishing between
opinions when authorities do not know the answer (Perry, 1968, 1981). Perry split Position four
into two separate pathways: Position 4a multiplicity correlate and Position 4b relativism
subordinate (Love & Guthrie, 1999; Perry, 1968, 1981). First, I explore Position 4a: multiplicity
correlate.
Position 4a: Multiplicity correlate. Students in Position 4a—multiplicity correlate—
believe all opinions are valid when authorities do not know the answer (Perry, 1968, 1981).
Knowledge is divided into known (by authorities) and unknown (by authorities). Knowledge
unknown by authorities is free to be explained by any opinion (Perry, 1968, 1981). This dualism
of thought contains both the dualism of knowledge (known by authorities) and openness to the
unknown (Perry, 1968, 1981).
G demonstrated multiplicity correlate when deciding whether or not to attend class. G
contemplated this decision often after returning home late from a basketball road trip. He asked
his teammates if they planned to attend class and decided accordingly. G said, “that’s probably
the biggest thing is having that support or reinforcement from other guys. It was like, ‘All right,
if everybody is going, I can man up and get through the day.’” G said, “If everybody else was
going, then I’ve got to go. But, if everybody was like, ‘No, no way,’ then I kind of fell into that
too. I’d just be like, ‘All right, I’m going back to bed.’”
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Everyone’s choice or opinion about whether to attend class was valid to G. His
teammates’ opinions held the same weight or validity in his decision as his instructor’s or
university’s expectations. The equal weight of opinion is a hallmark of multiplicity correlate. G
considered,
Whether [going to class] was worth it, like if I thought what we were going to be doing
was worth being there, if I felt like I could get a lot of it on my own time or what else I
had going on that day; if we had practice, if I thought it was going to be a hard practice, if
I felt like I needed an hour or something to nap, if my body was feeling up to it.
Sometimes you just want to lay there in bed and so, yeah, it was definitely considerations
that contributed to the decision …
G understood he should attend class, but multiple other factors such as his athletic commitments
and his fatigue level held equal weight in his decision.
I asked G how he knew whether he made the right decision. He responded, “I don’t
know, that’s tough. Maybe if I didn’t get caught skipping, I guess I made a good decision. But,
when I did get up and go, I kind of knew I made the right decision,” G said,
like I’m doing what I’m supposed to do, kind of what my agreement as a student athlete
is. So, I’d say … if I did go, I made the right decision, at least in terms of what was
expected of me.
G understood his decision whether to attend class as dualism—attending being the “right”
decision—what was expected. But not getting caught skipping class was equally justifiable.
Multiple, equally valid options is a trait of multiplicity correlate.
Doug demonstrated Position 4a—multiplicity correlate—when discussing his friend
group. “Stereotypically, I should not be hanging out with the sort of people I hang out with. My
best mate is a Black guy from Detroit,” Doug said. “Well, I’m a jock, I’m supposed to be
hanging out with the White football quarterbacks and that sort of shit, getting drunk and … I
don’t want to do that.” Doug continued, “I don’t conform to social norms and shit like that … I
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don’t worry about what other people have to think. I just do what I want to do when I want to do
it.”
Doug classified knowledge dualistically as known by authorities (in this case stereotypes)
and unknown to authorities (the fact that he does not conform to a stereotypical friend group).
This is a characteristic of multiplicity correlate. He does not worry about what others (authority)
think about him; he is free to form his own friend group. He is open to the unknown (an astereotypical friend group) despite what others (the authority) think or know. This is another
characteristic of multiplicity correlate.
Kevin demonstrated multiplicity correlate when discussing an introduction to
masculinities class he took during his first year of college. He learned about different
perspectives of gender he had not considered before. “I guess the biggest thing I learned is just
perspective. Whether I agree with it or not or whatever, there’s other people’s perspectives and
you have to respect it without scowling or getting in an argument,” Kevin said. “Probably the
biggest thing is just learning perspective and being accepting of that.” Kevin understood others
approached gender studies from multiple, valid perspectives. This is a characteristic of
multiplicity correlate. “I don’t know if it made me change my ideas or beliefs, but it made me
understand others more so,” Kevin said. “That class didn’t change what I believe or anything
like that, but it made me understand that there’s other opinions or there’s other ideas of things.”
Kevin’s experience in introduction to masculinities shaped his learning for the remainder
of college. He approached learning open to multiple, valid truths, which defines multiplicity
correlate. “Some of it was just not my cup of tea at the time … but I learned just to have an open
mind, I guess, within the rest of my college,” Kevin said. “It was my first year in college when I
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was taking it, so the last four years I’ve had more of an open mind.” Next, I explore Position 4b:
relativism subordinate.
Position 4b: Relativism subordinate. Students in Position 4b—relativism
subordinate—begin using context and rules of evidence to analyze and compare ideas (Love &
Guthrie, 1999). They recognize diversity, ambiguity, and multiple perspectives (Love &
Guthrie, 1999). Knowledge is judged as better or worse, not right or wrong (Love & Guthrie,
1999). Students in Position 4b view the world through multiplicity of knowledge rather than
through relative knowledge (Love & Guthrie, 1999; Perry, 1968).
Kevin demonstrated relativism subordinate when discussing what he learned with his
parents. “When I go home and ask my parents about certain things that maybe I learned in that
class; I have more of an open-minded idea or question than what I’m used to or what they’re
used to,” Kevin said. “I like to go back and forth or just continue to … not push the envelope but
learn or push why I believe things or why they believe things like that,” Kevin explained. He
asked his parents why questions to determine the validity of their perspective. Kevin discussed a
specific example:
I grew up believing that abortion is wrong and things like that. And so, being in this
class, there is obviously different ideas and a woman’s body is her choice and things like
that, so going back and having this conversation with my parents or with some of the
facts that the kids in that class have, or the professor talks about bringing those back to
my parents and us having that debate and things like that is kind of what I used that
information; just to see if they can back up what they believe or why or how and stuff.
Kevin recognized diversity, ambiguity, and multiple perspectives about abortion and discussed
them with his parents to compare which perspectives are better or worse based on context and
rules of evidence. Kevin said the class did not change his ideas or beliefs but he accepted there
were other valid perspectives. He recognized the relativism of knowledge but was not prepared
to change his own perspective. This is an example of relativism subordinate.
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Mike demonstrated relativism subordinate when he attended a theater play with his
basketball teammates about police shooting unarmed Black men.
I think the play … was big for me because I saw how my teammates reacted. After the
play, an older Black woman came up to me and was like, “I hope you realize what your
teammates had to go through their entire childhoods,” and I think that really resonated
with me because I was like “Wow, I never really thought about all that.”
Mike began to recognize diversity and life experiences different from his own. He had not
thought about his Black teammates’ childhoods or the childhood experience of those different
from him. The play gave him the context to contemplate it for the first time. “But, just to put it
into perspective of how tough they’ve had it compared to … I mean, I’ve never had to worry
about whatever,” Mike said. Mike recognized and accepted diversity and multiplicity of
experience, a trait of relativism subordinate.
Mike used context and evidence from the play to compare his life experience with his
Black teammates’ life experiences to impact his thinking about race—another characteristic of
relativism subordinate. Mike shared the following thought,
It’s definitely changed my idea of what they’ve [Black teammates] had to go through and
… coming from a very White community it’s changed my idea of what they have had to
deal with their entire lives and how I look at some situations now.
Bradley demonstrated relativism subordinate when describing his experience in a
humanities course. “The professor challenged my beliefs a little bit. I kind of came in with the
blind notion that Catholicism and Christianity were right, I never really had that challenged for
me,” Bradley said, “and this professor kind of told me stuff that the Catholic Church does not tell
its followers about their history and some of the stuff they did in the past …” Bradley continued,
“I really liked that class because it made me think and it kind of showed me that what I was
brought up with wasn’t … not right, but it shouldn’t be the only way that people see the world.”
He was beginning to recognize diversity and ambiguity of thought and multiple perspectives. He
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began to understand meaning as better or worse, not right or wrong. These are characteristics of
relativism subordinate.
Bradley began to use context and rules of evidence to analyze and compare ideas of
Christianity and Catholicism; another trait of relativism subordinate. “It [the humanities class]
also taught me to be more skeptical about what I’m learning … it just kind of taught me to really
do background checks and stuff and really just analyze and be more skeptical to what I’m
listening to.” Bradley continued, “the professor was good at telling stories about history and he
also kind of challenged my beliefs and made me think more about things instead of just listening
to what I’m told and believing it.”
Bradley appeared to be transitioning to stage five—relativism. A transition to relativism
is marked by the weighing of competing truths (Love & Guthrie, 1999; Perry, 1968, 1981).
Bradley weighed what he was learning in the humanities class against what his parents (an
authority) raised him to believe. “In high school, elementary school, and middle school, I just
kind of trusted what my parents said, even if I didn’t really kind of analyze it or think about it, I
just went with whatever they told me,” Bradley said. “Now in college, I learned that my parents
are … I like to think they’re good people, but they don’t always have the right … what I would
say is the right path for some things.” Bradley considered a new truth about Catholicism in the
context of how he was raised and began to make his own judgements. The following quote
summarizes Bradley’s transition from dualism to multiplicity to the beginnings of relativism:
I just learned to analyze more and analyze other people’s advice more and check to see if
it’s more credible because my parents would tell me stuff and I would believe it blindly
and then I would learn that some of that stuff I shouldn’t have believed. So, I just learned
to analyze stuff more and be more skeptical about what people are telling me.
Bradley was still in the multiplicity stage but quickly approaching relativism.
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It all kind of goes back to that being more skeptical with what people are telling me and
really analyzing what they’re saying and doing background checks on it. And it also …
that’s what really made me kind of question what my parents were telling me … not
question but look deeper rather than just accepting what they say at face value. It really
just kind of opened my eyes up to there’s a whole other side of the world that I didn’t get
growing up in a private high school and private middle and elementary school.
Next, I describe Position five: relativism and identify multiple participants who demonstrated a
relativistic way of knowing.
Position Five: Relativism
Students in Position five accept and expect knowledge to be complex (Love & Guthrie,
1999; Perry, 1968). They discover knowledge contextually; they analyze knowledge in context,
compare it to other knowledge and contexts, and make their own meaning (Love & Guthrie,
1999; Perry, 1968, 1981). The student takes responsibility and initiative for knowledge and
meaning that belonged to the authority in previous positions (Perry, 1981). The student makes
their own meaning in a relative world while remaining detached and objective (Love & Guthrie,
1999; Perry, 1968, 1981). The student begins contemplating commitments about their identity,
values, and personal philosophy based on their new outlook of knowledge (Perry, 1968, 1981).
Sam described a relativism approach to choosing his supply chain and operations
management major. “For me, that was arguably one of the most important things just because …
one of the reasons why I came here was to play football but more importantly I came here for an
education,” Sam said. “I came here to build something that can help me sustain a really happy
and good life after I’m done playing football.” Sam continued, “Whether that be once college
ends or if I get a chance to play professionally then someday I’ll have to go work.”
Sam cited the competing truths of going to college to play football and to be educated.
He considered his life after football, whether that be after college football or after a professional
football career. He made a detached and objective decision based in the context of his future.
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“It’s one of the first decisions in my life that I kind of forced myself to think really big picture,”
Sam said. “It was more than just a right now, in the moment decision. It was something that
really can shape things down the road,” Sam added. This is a characteristic of relativism
thinking.
Sam also considered his major choice in the context of his values. “I started to find that
there are more and more kind of similarities between things that I value as a person and as a
football player that overlapped with that degree and some of the things that I can do,” Sam said.
So, for me one of the biggest things, one of the main pillars of supply chain and
operations is the concept of continuous improvement and for me that’s just something
that has always been a huge part of my life no matter where you go or how you get there,
or how far you go, there’s always room to continue to improve and to get better. That’s
something that I think has allowed me to have my degree and my studies kind of shape
my football career, just always finding ways to keep getting better and better and better
and just kind of allowing yourself to keep taking that next step.
Sam applied the context of his future and his values to decide on a supply chain major. Applying
context thinking is a hallmark of relativism. Sam’s values shaped his major choice and his
football career, allowing him to solidify his identity.
Sam knew his chosen major would be challenging, but he was committed to his decision.
“It wasn’t just a major that I could easily slide through and get good grades and have a degree at
the end of it,” Sam said. “It was a major that … you’re forced to really learn the material and
learn how it can apply to life in business outside of school.”
Sam also reflected on his thought process, another hallmark of relativism. “I think for
that decision-making process, I definitely learned the right mindset, just kind of the framework
of making a good big decision. You can’t bring too much emotion into it, you can’t bring too
much impulse into it,” Sam said, “you kind of have to sit down and map out a plan.” Sam
continued, “That was really one of the first decisions in my life where I sat down and I drew out
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a plan of how I wanted to attack this and how I wanted to go about it,” Sam explained. “So, just
kind of building that framework, I think, is one of the big things that I took away from it that I’ve
used for a bunch of other decisions since then.”
Frank demonstrated relativism when deciding whether or not to transfer to another
institution after a head coaching change. He considered multiple factors in his decision
including his status on the football team, his academic progress, the job market in his current
city, his friends, his teammates, his faith connections, and his support network. He considered
these factors in the context of his current environment and made the decision to stay at his
current institution. Frank explained,
I really didn’t know if I had made a right decision until after the fact. Which luckily,
after the fact I think I did, just kind of where my life is now and how happy I am now. At
the time, I didn’t know honestly. I made the best guess, but kind of the way I thought
about it, like I said, was just that I was going to make a decision that I think is right and if
it blows up in my face, it blows up in my face and I’ll steer my life in a different
direction, I’ll learn from it and I’ll move on.
Frank made the best decision possible based on contextual knowledge. More importantly, he
decided to learn from his decision regardless of the outcome. He determined his satisfaction
based on the outcome’s context, which defines relativism.
Frank applies the same contextual approach to his current decisions. His decisionmaking process “is just taking all the factors into consideration and not just thinking about one
thing … So just think about all the factors that the decision is going to affect and then, like I said,
just make the decision.” Frank is detached and objective; he analyzes and compares information
in context to make a decision. This is a hallmark of relativism.
Frank thrived in a relative learning environment in college. An entrepreneurship
instructor was his most influential faculty member in college. “He was really influential because
he kind of brought that fresh perspective of actually what business looks like from a business
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standpoint rather than what a textbook says,” Frank said. He appreciated the application of
classroom concepts in a practical business context. “He took the whole course and flipped it on
its head and just recreated and did it like hey, this is what real life actually looks like,” Frank
said. Frank’s instructor facilitated learning contextually by teaching him how knowledge is
applied in real business settings. Frank recalled multiple opportunities to “ask him anything and
he would answer it to the best of his ability based on real life situations.”
Frank’s entrepreneurship instructor significantly impacted his learning and his life. “I
think he changed the way I thought about a job,” Frank said, “because even now … I have a
really good job and I’m happy with my life and my job,” Frank continued, “but I can see how
comfortable you can get with it and it’s something you could just … like I could do it forever,
but not necessarily completely love it, if that makes sense.” Frank learned to think about his job
in the context of his happiness. “I do like it, but I could also fall into this trap of just doing
routine work over and over. I think it’s just taking steps of faith to do what you love and
continue to do that throughout your life …” Frank explained. He recognized the complexity of
measuring his happiness by a good job versus his passion and assumed the responsibility for
determining what is right for him. These are traits of relativism.
Frank learned to be detached and objective when analyzing information. He considers
multiple sources and their credibility. “You have to take a lot of different research into account
and kind of verify the sources,” Frank said,
you'll see a bunch of different opinions … so just kind of learning how to find primary
sources of research and then kind of filtering out the opinions … focusing on the facts
and then kind of coming up with your own opinion.
Analyzing information in context, comparing it to other information and contexts, and making
independent meaning are trademarks of relativism.
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Shoebacher demonstrated relativism when deciding whether to have shoulder surgery.
Not having surgery meant an opportunity to become a starting player. Recovering from surgery
meant he would miss an entire season and would likely not become a starting player. “I knew I
was going to be out for a whole year and I knew this was going to be the year that I probably got
a good opportunity to fight for the starting job,” Shoebacher explained, “but I just had to think
about my future and I couldn’t think about football.” Shoebacher decided to have the surgery.
Shoebacher put the decision to have surgery in the context of his life. “I ultimately
decided it would be best for my future to get the surgery because, you know, at the end of the
day, football is only going to be here for a short period of time,” Shoebacher said. Shoebacher
considered how the decision would impact his life 30 years in the future. Contextualizing
meaning is a hallmark of relativism. “Even though things didn’t work out the way I would have
liked them to work out, there was a lot of positives that came out of that surgery that probably
would never have happened if I didn’t get it,” Shoebacher shared.
Shoebacher experienced great personal growth after surgery. “I changed my perspective
on what was important. Football was, at the moment, the most important thing and after surgery
… it made me realize that relationships are more than anything,” Shoebacher explained. “That’s
the one thing I’ve really focused on; just building relationships with people because that’s what
is going to last and that’s what matters.” Shoebacher’s priorities changed after the surgery—he
deemphasized football and put more effort into his relationships. Relationships held greater
meaning than football in this new context. This contextualizing of meaning is a trademark of
relativism. “When you find your identity in something else, it’s a lot more unwavering and I
started focusing on things that were going to be lasting; football is not a lasting thing and
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relationships are,” Shoebacher said. Shoebacher now approaches decisions with a focus on the
broader context. Shoebacher explained,
I guess now when I make decisions … honestly, I do it a lot more with an open mind. I
was more close-minded. I think football, in a way, made me that because you’re very
prideful in football and you think you know what you know. It comes with the nature of
the sport because you’re supposed to be a confident person. I think I was just closeminded to open ideas and I grew and all, grew as a man, and by doing that you had to be
open-minded and I think now I take a more open-minded approach to things that are
thrown my way or situations or questions or whatever the case may be and because I
realized that if you’re going to grow, you have to be open-minded to everything and take
in all that knowledge.
Jeff demonstrated relativism in a similar situation during his first year of college when
deciding whether to have surgery for an injury he sustained. The surgery’s recovery did not
allow him to play basketball for four months. “That was very tough for me. It was hard to know
I worked hard to get to the university and potentially playing, but I wasn’t going to have the
opportunity (to play) until later down the line,” Jeff said. Playing time was an important factor
for Jeff; his health was another important factor. “I prioritized my health—I want to be healthy.
So that was kind of the main thing that went into my decision-making,” Jeff shared. “I want to
be healthy in the long-term and not for the short-term. So, I think playing and my health were
probably the biggest factors that went into that decision,” Jeff added.
Jeff decided to have the surgery and delay his college basketball career by four months.
He considered his decision contextually; he weighed playing basketball against his long-term
health. He prioritized his long-term health because it has a broader context than playing
basketball. “I just wanted to be able to do more things long-term and the injury I had could
cause further damage if I didn’t get the surgery that I needed to.” Contextual thinking is a
quality of relativism.
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Jeff assumed the responsibility and initiative in the decision-making process rather than
allowing an authority—his coaches—to make the decision.
I remember hearing from the coaches that basically they thought I should just wait until
after the season to get the surgery but I felt I needed the surgery before the season
because I had been dealing with this issue for a while. So, in my heart and in talking to
my family, we came to the agreement that I should get the surgery no matter what the
coaches thought I should do or how they felt about the situation. From a long-term
perspective, I looked at it as a benefit at the time.
Assuming the responsibility and initiative to decide on his own is a hallmark of relativism.
“Ultimately it was my decision to want to get the surgery or to not want to get the surgery,” Jeff
said.
Jeff was confident in his decision to have surgery, but he showed signs of uncertainty
about his identity based on this decision; another trait of relativism.
I knew it was the right decision; it wasn’t the decision I wanted to make because I wanted
to play coming in as a freshman, but I knew it was right for the long-term because I
would be able to recover and work myself back up to get to the end eventually and
balance things from an academic standpoint and figuring things out as a new student on
campus.
Jeff considered his academic adjustment to college in addition to his long-term health,
broadening the context of his decision.
Jeff learned to think carefully and long-term about his decisions. “I learned not to rush a
decision but to break down the pros and cons of what goes into your decision and think more
long-term rather than the present,” Jeff said. Jeff uses the same decision-making process now;
he considers multiple factors contextually. “I think I still use kind of the same method … to
make decisions, breaking down the pros and cons and thinking long-term,” Jeff said, “because
everything … from my perspective, everything is temporary. If you look at it as temporary, then
how would you feel four or five years down the line from the decision that you’re making now.”
The contextual nature of his decision-making defines relativism.
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Jeff is also detached and objective when learning new things. He learned to consider
multiple sources and determine their credibility in a writing intensive course he took. “I would
look at about five different sources,” Jeff said. “If two conflict … I would say, go with the
majority and see which ones are more credible because that class taught me about credible
sources, you have to differentiate credible sources from non-credible sources.” Jeff searches out
scholarly sources. “Google is not always credible, so I learned that. Just looking at basically the
end of the writing and see what their sources are and see if those sources are credible as well,”
Jeff said. The ability to be detached and objective when making meaning is another trademark
of relativism.
Jeff showed signs of Position six in Perry’s theory—commitment foreseen.
Commitments are actions and choices based on relative meaning (Perry, 1968, 1981). They
include moral and ethical decisions that define a person’s identity (Perry, 1968, 1981). Students
in the commitment foreseen stage have not made a commitment yet but understand they will be
necessary (Love & Guthrie, 1999; Perry, 1968).
Jeff learned about companies’ impact on the environment and their contributions to the
community in a sustainability course he took in college. “I didn’t know about a lot of the
companies before. It has made me … the class kind of … encourages people not to purchase
things from certain companies that aren’t for a community or aren’t for the environment,” Jeff
said. “So that’s one thing that I learned that I could do if I choose to go that route.” Jeff
understood his choice not to support companies that harm the environment or do not help their
communities but had not yet taken action. This is a characteristic of commitment foreseen.
Next, I turn to Baxter Magolda’s (1992) epistemological reflection model. I begin with a
brief explanation of Baxter Magolda’s model. Then, I outline each of Baxter Magolda’s ways of
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knowing—absolute knowing, transitional knowing, independent knowing, and contextual
knowing—and identify participants who demonstrated ways of knowing consistent with each
stage.
Baxter Magolda’s Epistemological Reflection Model
Baxter Magolda’s epistemological reflection model assesses student’s cognitive
development; it explains how college students generate knowledge in relationship to the social
context of learning (Bock, 1999). The model is based in six assumptions: (1) the stages of
knowing and the patterns within them are socially constructed; (2) ways of knowing are best
studied qualitatively; (3) students’ reasoning patterns are fluid; (4) patterns are related to but not
caused by gender; (5) students’ stories and experiences are contextually bound; and (6) ways of
knowing appear as patterns (Baxter Magolda, 1992; Bock, 1999; Evans et al., 2010; Patton et al.,
2016). Baxter Magolda’s epistemological reflection model contains four stages of cognitive
development: absolute knowing, transitional knowing, independent knowing, and contextual
knowing. Two learning patterns of thinking exist in the first three stages (Evans et al., 2010;
Patton et al., 2016). I begin by outlining the first stage, absolute knowing, and identifying
several participants who demonstrated an absolute knowing approach to knowledge.
Absolute Knowing
Baxter Magolda’s (1992) absolute knowing stage is similar to Perry’s (1968, 1981)
dualism stage. Knowledge is certain, right or wrong, good or bad, true or untrue. Authorities—
mainly instructors—possess knowledge and pass it on to the student (Baxter Magolda, 1992;
Bock, 1999; Evans et al., 2010; Patton et al., 2016). Baxter Magolda (1992) described two
learning patterns within the absolute knowing stage: receiving knowledge and mastering
knowledge. Receiving knowers interact little with the authority and rely heavily on relationships
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with peers and a comfortable learning environment to learn (Bock, 1999; Evans et al., 2010;
Patton et al., 2016). Mastering knowers take a verbal approach to learning, unafraid to criticize
the authority and interact with peers to master knowledge. They rely on logic, objectivity, and
competition to demonstrate knowledge (Bock, 1999; Evans et al., 2010; Patton et al., 2016).
Alex demonstrated absolute knowing after a long weekend of driving and self-reflection
about his life and his battle with anxiety and depression. “I was trying to think very logically …
after that drive, I actually remember I bought two books on philosophy … recommended to me,”
Alex said, “Zen and the Art of Motorcycle Maintenance and another one that was just Philosophy
of the Modern Man and reading through them and trying to figure out how people who are much
smarter than me processed these complex thoughts.” Alex’s attempt to think logically is a trait
of the mastering knowledge learning pattern of absolute knowing. His reliance on two books is
an example of deference to authority; another hallmark of absolute knowing.
Alex also demonstrated absolute knowing when discussing how he determines if he
makes the right decision. Alex said his decisions are the right decisions.
To me, usually if I make a decision, I just try to decide, “that’s going to be my right
decision. I’m just going to be stubborn enough about this that no matter what I chose,
we’re going to make this the right decision because there’s no point in thinking about the
alternative at this point, the decision has been made.”
Absolute knowing is marked by considering knowledge as right or wrong, good or bad. Alex’s
determination to make his decision the right decision is a trademark of absolute knowing. He
does not contemplate alternative decisions.
Grant demonstrated absolute knowing when he considered important decisions. “If I
choose one decision how would that impact my future and the future of others that are around
me, what would my parents say and how that will affect my professional life in the future,”
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Grant explained. Grant said he evaluates his parents’ (an authority) thoughts about his decision.
His deference to authority is a cornerstone of absolute knowing.
Grant also demonstrated absolute knowing when he discussed an experience he had with
a tutor. Grant said tutors, “helped me out a lot with studying, preparing for exams. I was never
really the best at studying by myself, so being able to study and prepare with somebody else who
knew what they were doing was very helpful.” Tutors knew how to study well and were
therefore the authority on how to study. His reliance on an authority to study well is a trademark
of absolute knowing. Grant shared how one tutor taught him how to memorize information for
an exam,
I was studying for … I can’t remember what class it was, but he basically said kind of
imagine that you’re in a room with four empty walls and visualize the information on one
wall and then the rest on the other walls. So, close your eyes, what do you see? And you
could see the information. It was a great way to memorize and that helped me out a lot
during the exam.
Grant was a passive participant in learning; he memorized information for exams. This is
reflective of the receiving knowledge pattern of absolute knowing.
Chris used absolute knowing when he classified knowledge as good or bad. “I also
believe that there’s a lot of stuff that you’re doing in school that you’re never going to use
again,” Chris said, “like my history class I took. I took North American History to 1876 … I’m
never going to use another thing in that class ever in my life.” Chris continued,
And, so I think … your last two years of stuff, once you get into your actual degree work
… I’m a big believer in that, that’s stuff you’re going to work for not your pre-reqs. A
foreign language is pretty useful, you can use that one. English class is good, just
because that’s language, but I don’t need to do Stars and Galaxies of the Universe and
Astrophysics 101, those are two classes that I took, for my sports business. It seems like
one, kind of a waste of time for me, and two, a waste of money for someone who has to
pay for that.
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Chris judged the knowledge he gained from some general core courses as bad; he believed he
will not use the knowledge he gained and he wasted his time and money. He believed the
knowledge he gained in his major classes and some general core courses to be good.
Categorizing knowledge as good or bad is a feature of absolute knowing.
Chris also demonstrated absolute knowing when he discussed a group project he did in
college. His group was charged with creating a program for school children to visit the
university and the athletic facilities. Chris planned the event but had to work with others to
coordinate access to facilities. “I couldn’t just do everything by myself so I had to have people
help me,” Chris said. “The facilities people were great because they were relaying a lot of
information, they were experts with the facilities people, they knew who to call for this, who to
call for that.” Chris relied on facility “experts” to coordinate his program. His perception of
facility workers as the experts or authority is a trait of absolute knowing.
Chris cited an assistant coach as the most influential faculty member to him in college.
His assistant coach taught him to “do the right thing, stay out of trouble, don’t hurt other people
…” Chris said. “Just be a good person and if you’re a good person, good things are going to
happen to you, good things are going to come back around. People don’t want to help bad
people …” Chris continued. Chris viewed his assistant coach as an authority who taught him
how to be a good person, not a bad person. This perception of his coach as an authority and his
view of people as good or bad are trademarks of absolute knowing. More specifically, it reflects
the receiving knowledge learning pattern of absolute knowing. He passively received the
knowledge from his coach and did not discuss it or challenge his assistant coach.
A.S. demonstrated absolute knowing when he discussed how he decides what to believe
or do in uncertain situations. A.S. relies on the authority of his mom, his support network, and
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God in uncertain situations. “My mom … I’ve got a good support system, so they always have
my back. Really, they always have my back and … that and just God,” A.S. said. “They really
always have been my support system, my best friends, everybody. I’ve got people that really got
my back, that’s one thing I can say; my people in my circle really are for me,” A.S. added.
When asked what he evaluates in uncertain situations, A.S. said, “You’ve got to have faith, faith
in God, that’s all ….” His deference to authorities and peers is an example of the receiving
learning pattern of absolute knowing.
Sam demonstrated absolute knowing when discussing his experience on the student
athlete advisory committee (SAAC). The SAAC is a student organization comprised of student
athletes who serve as a liaison between student athletes and the athletic administration and the
NCAA. The SAAC voices needs and concerns of student athletes to their institution’s athletic
administration and the NCAA. They also help student athletes understand NCAA and
institutional athletic polices.
Sam often explained new compliance rules to his football team and “[made] sure that the
team is following all the rules that it needs to for compliance purposes, for hours of activity and
all that kind of stuff.” Sam said his experience on SAAC,
Taught me that when there is certain procedures or rules in place, a lot of times they’re
there for pretty good reasons and it’s important that people take those rules and those
guidelines seriously and make sure that people are really adhering to them and following
them. For the sake of a student athlete, those rules are in place to protect the student
athlete and make sure that their time isn’t abused and they’re getting the resources and
making sure that they have the time that they need to really be as effective as they can.
Sam’s biggest takeaway from his experience in SAAC was “Just seeing how important it is to
make sure that rules and guidelines are followed.” Sam believed the NCAA and institutional
polices to be good; that they protect student athletes. The belief that knowledge is good (versus
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bad) and comes from an authority (the NCAA or the institution) are hallmarks of absolute
knowing.
Sam’s position on SAAC aligns with the master knowing learning pattern in absolute
knowing—he interacts with the authority and is able debate policies. However, Sam
communicated his experience on SAAC in the receiving pattern of absolute knowing. He
interacted little with the NCAA or the athletic administration but communicated mostly with his
teammates about policies.
Holbrook demonstrated absolute knowing when discussing gender issues. His belief in
“normal,” that gender is certain, right or wrong, true or untrue, is a trait of absolute knowing. He
believed the concept of transgender to be unnatural. “Something that doesn’t occur naturally
was made to feel like a natural thing. I personally don’t agree with it,” Holbrook said, “That’s
not normal by any metric or measurable statistical anything.” Holbrook continued, “I think there
is a way things are meant to be … the idea of normal is a thing to me …”
Holbrook believed transgender people are given a disproportionately greater voice and
influence in the gender debate than their representation in the U.S. population. “It’s pretty much
an American phenomenon which means that we’re probably not right, is how I view it,”
Holbrook said. Holbrook’s belief that transgender influence in the gender debate in the U.S. is
wrong is consistent with absolute knowing. Holbrook’s pattern of knowing fits the mastering
knowledge-pattern of absolute knowing. He interacts very little with transgender people and
relies heavily on logic and objectivity to demonstrate knowledge. Next, I outline transitional
knowing and identify several participants who demonstrated this stage of Baxter Magolda’s
(1992) model.
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Transitional Knowing
The transitional knowing stage is marked by an understanding that authorities do not
have all the answers (Baxter Magolda, 1992; Patton et al., 2016). Transitional knowers divide
knowledge into certain and uncertain (Baxter Magolda, 1992; Bock, 1999; Patton et al., 2016).
The student’s goal is to understand knowledge rather than only receive it (Baxter Magolda, 1992;
Bock, 1999; Patton et al., 2016). They expect teachers to actively engage them in learning and
show them how to apply knowledge in practical settings (Baxter Magolda, 1992; Bock, 1999;
Patton et al., 2016). Some transitional knowers prefer focusing on the process of applying
knowledge than obtaining the right answer (Baxter Magolda, 1992; Bock, 1999).
Baxter Magolda (1992) identified two learning patterns for transitional knowers:
interpersonal and impersonal. Interpersonal-pattern knowers use their personal experience and
their peers’ experiences to learn and compare knowledge in a non-adversarial environment
(Baxter Magolda, 1992; Bock, 1999). All experiences and viewpoints are valid and add to
knowledge (Baxter Magolda, 1992; Bock, 1999). This leads the student to exercise their own
judgement in learning (Patton et al., 2016) and to the development of one’s voice (Baxter
Magolda, 1992; Bock, 1999). Impersonal-pattern knowers focus strongly on the learning
process. They learn by engaging peers in debate, focusing on their own viewpoint rather than
others’ viewpoints (Baxter Magolda, 1992; Bock, 1999; Patton et al., 2016). Authorities
maintain their status as the holders of knowledge, especially when knowledge is uncertain
(Baxter Magolda, 1992; Bock, 1999).
Noah demonstrated transitional knowing when choosing his marketing major. Noah took
courses in youth studies, kinesiology, and marketing—majors he said most football players
choose. He also took sports management classes. He ultimately chose a marketing major
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because he wanted to work in a business setting. Noah believed he chose the right major because
he trusted a process of trying courses in different majors. “I just went through the process and by
the time I got to my junior and senior year, I realized I wanted to work for some type of sales
group or a marketing group,” Noah said. “I realized … I mean, I did good at making the right
decision,” Noah added. Focusing on a process is a trait of the impersonal learning pattern of
transitional knowing.
Noah also relied on the authority of his family, friends, and God when deciding his
major. “Whether I want to believe it or not, my parents know what’s best for me and the rest of
my family and friends and God knows what’s best,” Noah said. “As much as I want to be
independent and do my own things, I always need to consult those people in the future.” Noah’s
trust in authority to know what is best for him is another trait of the impersonal learning pattern
of transitional knowing.
A.S. demonstrated transitional knowing during his internship as a peer mentor for firstyear football players new to the team. “I was basically a leader for incoming freshman and teach
them how to do stuff, basically teach them … I was considered a leader so I showed them how to
be a good person,” A.S. said. A.S. relied on the process of mentoring new players to teach them
how to be on the team. He was the authority to help new teammates apply knowledge practically
on the team. Relying on process and applying knowledge practically are traits of transitional
knowing. In the process, A.S. learned, “Accountability, just helped myself reflect on my actions
too, what am I doing to be the person that I truly want to be and how to help others and lead
others.” A.S. used his experience as a peer mentor to compare shape new teammates’
experiences to reflect on his own learning. This is reflective of the interpersonal pattern of
transitional knowing.
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Chris demonstrated transitional knowing when discussing his first-year seminar course.
He showed a preference for applying learning in practical settings. “That class is really
important because it teaches you how to be a college student, it teaches you a lot of time
management stuff that you have to do,” Chris said, “it teaches you something as simple as the
bus schedule here, just how to get around as a freshman, how to format a college-written paper.”
Learning practical skills to apply in his new college setting showed a transitional knowing
approach to learning.
Chris also demonstrated transitional knowing when discussing the topic of transgender
athletes in his Diversity in Sports class. “Personally, I think the United States Supreme Court or
something needs to rule on this just because for every state it’s different. It’s not very unified
that way,” Chris said. He continued,
Some states are … as soon as you identify as a female, you can compete as a female, or
as soon as you identify as a male, you compete as a male. And then people say, “Well,
that’s not fair because the biological male that identifies as a female gets to compete as a
female right away in some states when they have all their testosterone and stuff,” and
then most states are like you have to identify for two years or something like that and be
on hormone pills or whatever, so it’s a more level playing field. And, some states just
don’t allow it at all.
Knowledge about transgender athletes and how they compete is unknown and uncertain. States
have different laws and different rules. Chris believes an authority, the Supreme Court, should
make a decision about the uncertainty. This is a trait of the impersonal pattern of transitional
knowing.
Holbrook demonstrated transitional knowing when discussing the impact his political
science instructor had on his ability to read and write political science articles. “There’s a
science to it, there’s a methodology about how you write in political science,” Holbrook said
about the process of writing political science articles. “Every abstract is like the same six
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sentences, pretty much. The topic sentences and the conclusion of each paragraph, they all serve
a purpose so that … it’s designed for skimming, if you know what I mean.” Holbrook continued,
“Things like that make it more enjoyable, helps you get stuff out of the readings better. He
taught me what to look for, how to read academic literature. When you see a word you don’t
know,” Holbrook said, “you need to stop there; you need to go find the definition … he was
professionalizing me, and really our whole class, to do academic-level work.” Holbrook focused
on the process of reading and writing political science articles, a trademark of transitional
knowing.
Holbrook also showed a preference for process and practical learning when discussing a
writing intensive course he took that examined The Grapes of Wrath. “We read The Grapes of
Wrath, a book that I read in junior high school,” Holbrook explained, “and I was just like, I don’t
care about the significance of the Dust Bowl and the symbolism behind it, that stuff is kind of
lost on me. I’m not interested at all.” Holbrook would rather gain practical knowledge about the
time period. “I try to be science minded … I’d rather just read the 10-page story of the exact
events that happened …” Holbrook said. “I’m more interested in the why they happened. If I
read a story about the Dust Bowl, I want to know about the farming practices that led to the Dust
Bowl,” Holbrook explained. “The problem is the farming practices, not that these people are
suffering; that’s the result. I’m interested in the cause, I guess.” Holbrook’s preference for
learning the practical part of history is an example of transitional knowing. Further, Holbrook
focuses intensely on process:
I like to look at systems and processes and determine if they’re efficient, if I like the way
they work, if I would do it a different way. Weirdly enough, those are the kind of things I
think about a lot. Whatever I’m involved in heavily, I always think about the system and
the institution itself; does it function the way it’s designed to or intended to? I think
intended to and designed to, do those two meet up?
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This focus on process is a cornerstone of transitional knowing.
Sam demonstrated transitional knowing when he discussed his senior capstone class. He
enjoyed the practical and process thinking style of the instructor. “One of the main things that I
think the teacher did that helped kids really synthesize the knowledge was giving us very
practical exercises,” Sam said. The instructor evaluated his thinking process rather than the
correct answer.
The teacher would say, “I’m not going to make you memorize the formulas … but I just
want to see your thought process of working through the problem and really digging out a
solution to present at the end of it … I really just want to see how you apply it and how
you kind of think through the problem.”
Sam enjoyed this way of learning. He continued,
I think, as you’re going through college, really anytime that you can get experience where
it’s not just strictly in a classroom or using a textbook, but truly being in a situation where
it’s hands-on and you’re forced to apply what you’re learning through school and put that
to work in a real-life setting. I think that’s really when a class or an organization like that
can really be successful and impactful.
Focusing on the process and practical application of knowledge is a trademark of transitional
thinking.
Bradley demonstrated transitional knowing when discussing a group project he did in a
statistics course. He and a partner used statistics and regression analysis to predict NFL teams’
win-loss records and final scores of NFL games in a season. Bradley and his partner were
extremely accurate in their predictions based on statistics. “It was cool to kind of be able to
apply all this knowledge and actually watch it work out,” Bradley said. His focus on applying
knowledge in a practical setting is a hallmark of transitional knowing. His reliance on certain
knowledge (statistics) help him predict uncertain knowledge (win-loss records and final scores).
The distinction between certain and uncertain knowledge is another trait of transitional knowing.
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Bradley demonstrated the ability to understand what statistics mean and apply them, not just
receive the knowledge is another characteristic of transitional knowing.
Bradley and his partner worked closely together on the project. “Instead of just going on
our own and bringing together data, we always were together when we worked on it. He did a
little bit more of getting data and then I did more of the programming,” Bradley said, “… putting
it all together essentially and figuring out which variables were significant and which ones
weren’t and how well they predicted success.” Bradley used his and his partner’s experience
together in a non-adversarial manner to learn and compare knowledge; a trait of interpersonalpattern transitional knowing. Next, I describe Baxter Magolda’s third stage – independent
knowing – and identify several participants who demonstrated this method of meaning-making.
Independent Knowing
Independent knowers believe and embrace knowledge as uncertain (Baxter Magolda,
1992; Bock, 1999; Patton et al., 2016). Authorities no longer hold the status of the only source
of knowledge; students and their peers hold an equally valid status (Baxter Magolda, 1992;
Bock, 1999). The uncertainty of knowledge establishes validity in students’ and peers’ newly
discovered voices (Baxter Magolda, 1992; Bock, 1999).
Baxter Magolda (1992) identified two learning patterns in independent knowing:
interindividual and individual. Interindividual-pattern knowers believe each person brings their
own interpretation to knowledge (Baxter Magolda, 1992; Bock, 1999). Everyone’s
interpretations are valid, including their own; the interaction of all interpretations forms the
interindividual-pattern knower’s viewpoint (Baxter Magolda, 1992; Bock, 1999; Patton et al.,
2016). Individual-pattern knowers focus on their own interpretation of knowledge rather than
others’ interpretations; their own views anchor the learning process (Baxter Magolda, 1992;
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Bock, 1999; Patton et al., 2016). Learning occurs by exploring knowledge independently or
debating viewpoint with peers (Baxter Magolda, 1992).
A.S. demonstrated independent knowing when reflecting on his college choice. A.S. said
his success at his university made his decision the right one. “What determines that is my
success as far as being here, my success on the field, my success off the field, and just the
production of making the success with my team and changing the program around,” A.S.
commented, “I know I made the right decision. I’m becoming a better person, honestly.” His
own definition and evaluation of success made his decision right for him. This focus of his own
interpretation of knowledge is an example of the individual pattern of independent knowing.
A.S also cited the validity of peer’s knowledge when discussing a group project he did in
college. His group designed a wearable sport-technology device to track speed, velocity, and
endurance in athletes. A.S. contributed sports knowledge to the group project. “I knew a lot
about sports and movements and stuff like that,” A.S. said. His groupmates contributed business
and technology knowledge. A.S. shared, “They educated me on technology, a lot more on the
business side.” This reliance on self and others to contribute their own knowledge equally is an
example of the interindividual-pattern or independent knowing.
Doug demonstrated independent knowing in his final project for a theater history course.
He wrote an alternate ending for the Shakespeare play, A Midsummer Night’s Dream. Doug
explained literary academics have debated the timeframe through which the play occurs; some
believe the events occurred over a three-day period, others believe it occurred in one day, and
other academics hold other beliefs. Doug wrote an alternative ending to the play as if the events
never occurred—the play was a dream.
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Doug embraced the idea that there is no right answer to the timeframe of the play. He
understood literary academics (authorities) do not have the right answer and believed his
perspective about the timeframe of the play was equally valid. These are telltale signs of
independent thinking. Doug was focused on his own interpretation of the play’s timeframe. His
alternative ending was written as an equal voice in the debate of the play’s timeframe. These are
traits of the individual learning pattern of independent knowing.
Smith demonstrated independent thinking when he decided not to transfer to another
institution after a head coaching change. He was uncertain about his decision in the beginning.
“I was really mad that my coach had gotten fired. I didn’t really know what was going to happen
…” Smith said. “There was kind of some pressure on the decision. But I just remember being
super stressed, kind of not knowing what I was going to do …” Smith said. Many people had
their opinions about what Smith should do, “I talked to a lot of people so I kind of got a lot of
different peoples’ opinions and what they thought.” Smith explained. “But, yeah, just a lot of
stress and a lot of people in your ear telling you what they think you should go. It’s ultimately
your decision but …”
Smith talked to his father, a high school coach, and the new coach coming in. Smith’s
father told him, “It’s your decision, you’ve got to do what’s best for you; what you think is best
for you … We’re going to support you in what you do.” Smith’s father helped him evaluate pros
and cons of staying and transferring. His high school coach advised him to transfer, but
ultimately told him, “It’s your decision.” Smith met with the new coach. “I wanted to make sure
his vision for the program aligned with mine and where he wanted the program to go was where
I wanted it to go,” Smith said. Each person told Smith the decision was his. He used the
viewpoints of others to formulate his own viewpoint; a characteristic of the interindividual-
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pattern independent knower. Smith ultimately made the decision himself. “The biggest thing is
I just talked to a lot of people, I did some research and looked at certain things, looked at other
schools, the new coaches track record,” Smith explained. Smith did his own research and
compared multiple factors. This is another characteristic of independent knowing.
Smith said this decision shaped how he makes decisions now. “I’ve definitely learned to
do my due diligence and to do some research on my own to learn …” Smith stated. “I think the
biggest thing for me is just doing my due diligence and having some background and learning
and asking other people about their experiences if they’ve done similar things.” Doing his own
research and comparing what others say to make his own viewpoint demonstrated the
interindividual-pattern of independent knowing.
Sam demonstrated independent knowing when he discussed his study abroad experience.
“I loved … forming a new appreciation towards just a different way of life and really how much
it opens up your mind that there is so much more than what we see here in the U.S.,” Sam said,
“and just the way that people operate on a day-to-day basis or just their belief systems are
different in a different country …” Sam embraced uncertainty in his discovery of a new
culture—a trait of independent knowing.
Sam allowed himself to be open to new and different experiences without initial
judgement. Sam explained,
I think the main thing that I can apply to my life now is that it showed me how important
it is to step out of your comfort zone and just to be able to open yourself up to new
experiences was just huge; just take yourself out of that little bubble that you’re so
comfortable in and put yourself in a completely unfamiliar environment, an unfamiliar
language, unfamiliar people; just unfamiliar everything, and instead of keeping your
guard up, just kind of taking those walls down and really allowing yourself to fully
experience the culture …
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Sam believed all perspectives were valid; one culture or set of beliefs were not better than the
other. Sam added,
It definitely opened up my world view that throughout the entire world there are so many
different belief systems and so many different cultures that there might not necessarily be
one that’s better than the other or one that’s right and one that’s wrong. It just really
opens up your mind of how much there really is to offer out in the world and how
important it is to get out and see it and really just expand your perception of everything.
Equal validity of perspectives is a characteristic of the interindividual-pattern of independent
knowing. Sam compared the new culture he experienced with the culture in the United States to
broaden his perspective.
Bradley demonstrated independent knowing when discussing how college impacted how
he approaches uncertain situations. He said he trusted what his parents believed and told him in
elementary, middle, and high school. He learned to think independently in college and analyze
his beliefs critically. “I just learned to analyze more and analyze other people’s advice more and
check to see if it’s more credible because my parents would tell me stuff and I would believe it
blindly,” Bradley explained, “and then I would learn that some of that stuff I shouldn’t have
believed. So, I just learned to analyze stuff more and be more skeptical about what people are
telling me.” Bradley stated he questions his parents’ (the authority) viewpoints, giving validity
to his own voice. Considering his viewpoint as valid and equal to the authority is a trait of
independent knowing. Bradley uses his own viewpoint to anchor the debate he has with his
parents about knowledge, a characteristic of individual-pattern independent knowing. Bradley
explained,
It all kind of goes back to that being more skeptical with what people are telling me and
really analyzing what they’re saying and doing background checks on it. And it also …
that’s what really made me kind of question what my parents were telling me … not
question but look deeper rather than just accepting what they say at face value. It really
just kind of opened my eyes up to there’s a whole other side of the world that I didn’t get
growing up in a private high school and private middle and elementary school.
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Frank demonstrated independent knowing when he discussed an interaction with a career
coach from his academic program. They discussed whether Frank should play professional
football or begin a professional career away from football. “I sat down with her and kind of
presented all of our options and she just asked questions, that's all she did was ask questions, she
didn’t give me any advice or anything,” Frank said, “she just asked questions and she got me
down to … where my heart was and helped me make the decision to actually be done with
football and kind of going into my career and starting my career.” Frank recognized his advisor
(an authority) did not have the answer. His advisor provided guidance for him to make his own
decision. Recognizing authorities are not the only source of knowledge is a trait of independent
knowing. Frank’s advisor did not offer her own interpretation, she only asked him questions.
Frank explored his options independently and debated them with his advisor. This is an example
of the individual learning pattern of independent knowing. Finally, I describe Baxter Magolda’s
(1992) last stage—contextual knowing—and identify several participants who demonstrated this
method of meaning-making.
Contextual Knowing
Contextual knowers still consider knowledge as uncertain, but viewpoints are no longer
equally valid. Contextual knowers critique viewpoints by examining available evidence in
context (Baxter Magolda, 1992; Bock, 1999; Patton et al., 2016). Knowledge out of context is
less valuable than applying it within a context (Baxter Magolda, 1992). Knowledge evolves and
judgments are flexible when new evidence and new contexts are introduced (Baxter Magolda,
1992; Bock, 1999). Experts—people with experience in a particular context—provide the
evidence contextual knowers evaluate (Baxter Magolda, 1992; Bock, 1999). Peers hold expert
status in subjects they know and experience, not about subjects they only hold opinions about
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(Baxter Magolda, 1992; Bock, 1999). Contextual knowers make decisions by weighing relevant
and available information for all available options while considering risks and their own
priorities (Baxter Magolda, 1992).
Jeff demonstrated contextual knowing when deciding whether to have surgery during his
first year of college. His coaches encouraged him to wait and have surgery in the off-season so
he could play during his first year. However, waiting to have surgery risked the possibility the
injury would get worse and he would endure more pain. Jeff weighed playing time against his
long-term health. “Playing was one [factor], because I went through training in the off season
and worked with my teammates, so playing was a big thing for me,” Jeff said. “Another thing
was my health, I prioritized my health; I want to be healthy, so that was kind of the main thing
that went into my decision-making,” Jeff continued. “I want to be healthy in the long-term and
not for the short-term. So, I think playing and my health were probably the biggest factors that
went into that decision.” Weighing relevant and available information for all options is a trait of
contextual knowing.
Jeff decided to have the surgery and forego the first four months of his first season. “So,
in my heart and in talking to my family, we came to the agreement that I should get the surgery
no matter what the coaches thought I should do or how they felt about the situation,” Jeff
explained. “From a long-term perspective, I looked at it as a benefit at the time.” Making a
decision after considering risks and priorities is a trademark of contextual knowing. “From my
perspective, everything is temporary. If you look at it as temporary, then how would you feel
four or five years down the line from the decision that you’re making now,” Jeff explained.
Smith learned contextual thinking in a writing intensive literature course. He read
literature written by authors from a European country. Smith shared,
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I would say it just made me look at different cultures differently, I guess. The way that
the books that we would read were written were a lot different from how it is here. They
were kind of a little more harsh and real, where sometimes here they kind of avoid those
types of things. So, I would say just looking at perspective, I guess, from different
cultures and how they do things versus how we do things – so comparing.
Smith compared the European country’s literature to the American literature he is accustomed to
reading. He found the European country’s literature to have a “more harsh and real” perspective
than American literature. The comparison of perspectives is a trait of contextual thinking. The
experts in this case were the writers—both from the European country and from the United
States. Smith compared the evidence (the literature) from the experts (writers) to formulate new
knowledge; a process consistent with contextual knowing.
Holbrook demonstrated contextual knowing when discussing the impact his political
science instructor had on his learning. “Learning is not a pick-and-choose thing, especially when
you’re studying a topic that you want to be an expert in,” Holbrook said. “You have to learn the
body of literature before you make an argument. You can’t just come forward confidently and
say, ‘This is the way it is because …’” Holbrook continued. “You have to understand every
single argument out there to be able to confidently stand there and say, ‘This is the best one
because of this; this is where this one falls short …’” Holbrook understood the necessity to
critique knowledge by evaluating available evidence in context. He aspires to be the expert with
experience that provides evidence to be considered contextually.
Doug demonstrated contextual knowing when he discussed a hypothetical decision he
thought about often; whether or not to transfer to another institution. He examined all available
options in context. “I’ve run that through my head 100,000 times on what I can do, every
possibility,” Doug said. “I’ve thought, what happens if I drop and go down a division? Well, if I
do, I’m going to a good fucking academic school. What happens if I go up somewhere? What
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happens if I stay where I’m at …” Doug explained. “What are the pros and cons of everything,
and I’ve written them down. Pros and cons of every situation that I can possibly think of and
figured out as best as I can.” Examining all available evidence in context is a trait of contextual
knowing.
Doug also considered evidence presented by experts—in this case what coaches and
potential employers might think. “I think about what’s the head coach going to think. Is there
any chance that he would give me a job later in life, is his reference going to get me a job?”
Doug explained. “What does an employer think if I go to another school? ‘Wow, he’s got a
master’s degree from here,’ but what if that employer played football and knows that I
transferred,” Doug explained, “‘Why’d you transfer?’ ‘Ahh, because I wanted to get a better
degree.’ ‘Ahh, bullshit. You weren’t happy with where you were at because you were at a
smaller school, you wanted to go big time’” Doug’s consideration of what experts (people with
experience), within and outside of college football, might think of his transfer is another trait of
contextual knowing.
“If my special teams coach leaves, I’m transferring because … I’m going to have to meet
a new coaching staff anyway, I may as well meet a new coaching staff at a big school and get the
degree …” Doug added. “If they [special teams coach] stay here, shit, they were loyal to me, I’ll
be loyal to them. An MBA is an MBA in the end, it doesn’t matter where you get it from.”
Doug added this possible scenario to his hypothetical decision. It is an additional possibility in
which he weighs relevant and available information while considering risks and his own
priorities; another hallmark of contextual knowing.
John demonstrated contextual knowing when discussing a group project he did while
studying abroad. John and his group were charged with developing a business idea to help
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farmers in a Central American country with limited space and resources, grow crops effectively.
“There was a lot of information we had to gather about a country that we didn’t necessarily know
about,” John said. He accepted there would be uncertain knowledge from the outset—a trait of
contextual knowing. John also understood not all viewpoints or ideas are equal. “You know,
you can have a great idea but if you don’t have any information or resources that provide proof
of why it will help, then it’s not going to necessarily be reliable,” John stated. Understanding not
all viewpoints or ideas are equal is another characteristic of contextual knowing.
John learned to critique ideas by considering evidence in context. “When you come up
with ideas like that, there may be something in our country, in the United States, where it’s really
easy to have all this access to information,” John explained, “but when it’s restricted it provides a
lot of challenges and you have to spend a lot of time and effort, really digging in to looking on
the internet.” John continued, “You can go into a school library and find books that can help you
show that your idea is valid or is a good idea.” John understood access to information is critical
when developing a reliable idea. It is needed to provide context. John cited the ability to consult
experts —on the Internet or in a library—for credible information to evaluate. These are
characteristics of contextual knowing. John and his team developed vertical shelving units for
urban farmers to grow crops, an idea that considered the limited space and resources in the
Central American country. The vertical shelving idea resulted from considering the contextual
evidence they considered.
Frank was in John’s group on the same study abroad trip. “Our original idea was that we
would do … vertical farming, because that’s big in the U.S. But, since [the Central American
country] so far behind technology-wise, you can’t do it like the U.S.,” Frank explained, “because
they have water issues, they have building issues, they have sunlight issues, all that stuff.” Frank
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continued, “So, you couldn’t grow the produce in the building, so we had to be really creative.
We actually invented these structures … you grew it on there so it kind of maximized the surface
level that it had.” Frank and his team considered the evidence of space, resources, and other
limitations in the context of the country to develop the vertical farming idea. This demonstrated
contextual knowing.
Frank shared additional information about his group members’ contributions. “We all
pitched in, kind of equal amounts. I kind of did more of the designing of the idea and I did kind
of more of the financial part; are they able to implement this financially based on” the country’s
economics. Frank’s groupmates “did more of the idea formation, they’re more creative than I
am … I was more of the financial process thinker and they were more of the creative.” Frank
learned the value of “having people with different strengths on your team … having people with
different strengths and different talents contribute to the project to bring their ideas and their
perspective.” His peers held expertise in the creative areas they had experience in. Frank held
expertise in analyzing financials. Contributing knowledge in areas one has experience in is a
characteristic of contextual knowing.
Shoebacher demonstrated contextual thinking when discussing how he approached
uncertain or unfamiliar situations. He critiqued multiple and diverse viewpoints by examining
them in context. Shoebacher explained,
I have a couple rules. I’ll see people who I truly trust, I’ll see people who disagree with
me, and I’ll pray, and I’ll internalize everything. So, I’ll see people who disagree with
me because sometimes we think we’re open-minded but we’re truly not about certain
situations. And so, if something is thrown my way, I’ll see people who disagree with me
because I want to see their perspective. You’ve got to listen to their perspective and be
like, “Maybe they’re right.” If it comes down to you truly listening to everybody and
what they’re saying, other people who care about me, and usually they’ll probably agree
with me … And so, I’ll see people who I care about, who care about me, listen to what
they say and then I’ll pray about it and I’ll see do I feel comfortable with this … But I
think the biggest thing is you shouldn’t make decisions, especially big decisions, you
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shouldn’t make them solely on what you think. You need to seek advice and you need to
seek people who disagree or people who do agree with you, just get everything you can,
get all the information you can, and then make a decision about it … I think people
having opinions … obviously, you shouldn’t take someone’s word, you're the one that
needs to listen to what they’re saying and go with it. So, you need to be able to think and
I think having that ability to think is going to help, but I think seeking advice is big.
Shoebacher is committed to understanding uncertain and unfamiliar situations from multiple
perspectives because he seeks to understand the viewpoints of those who disagree with him. He
considers those viewpoints with the viewpoints of those who care about him. Critiquing
viewpoints by examining all available evidence in context while considering risks and priorities
is characteristic of contextual knowing.
Shoebacher asks “why” questions when evaluating evidence and viewpoints. “I think
“why” questions are the biggest. You start asking, ‘Why do you think that?’ And you start
getting into their thought process on the situation regardless if they agree with you or disagree
with you …” Shoebacher said. He continued,
Once you understand why, you can understand where they’re coming from and then you
can start taking in what they’re saying … And so, understanding the why of their
statements and their thoughts is going to help someone formulate their own thoughts …
People who agree and disagree with him act as experts who provide the evidence he evaluates.
Shoebacher’s judgements and decisions remain flexible while new evidence is presented by
those who agree and disagree with him. These are all characteristics of contextual knowing.
Summary
Theoretical analysis using Perry’s (1968, 1981) forms of ethical and intellectual
development and Baxter Magolda’s (1992) epistemological reflection model demonstrated that
NCAA Division I football and basketball players use the same positions or stages of meaningmaking that all college students use. Notable is the fact participants used different positions or
stages of meaning-making within a theory based on the context or timing of the experience. For
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example, Doug and Holbrook used multiplicity pre-legitimate when discussing their views about
transgender and homosexuality respectively. Doug used multiplicity correlate when discussing
his friend group and Holbrook used multiplicity legitimate but subordinate when discussing his
scholarship status. Jeff used multiplicity legitimate but subordinate when discussing what he
learned in a writing intensive class but used relativism when deciding whether or not to have
surgery for an injury he sustained. A.S. used absolute knowing when approaching uncertain
situations, transitional knowing in his internships, and independent knowing in his college choice
and group project. Sam demonstrated absolute knowing during his experience in SAAC,
transitional knowing during his senior capstone course, and independent knowing during his
study abroad experience. This calls into question the effectiveness of stage-based development
theories and whether cognitive development follows a rigid pattern of progress. I analyze three
themes—athletics as a priority, effective learning methods, and strategies for analyzing
information and synthesizing knowledge—in the next chapter.
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CHAPTER SIX: THEORETICAL ANALYSIS OF THEMES
Introduction
I discussed five major themes that emerged from the research data in Chapter Four. I
used Perry’s (1968, 1981) forms of ethical and intellectual development and Baxter Magolda’s
(1992) epistemological reflection model to analyze the research data in Chapter Five. In this
chapter, I use the same theories to interpret three major themes: athletics as a priority, methods
contributing to effective learning, and methods participants used to analyze and synthesize
information. Each theme and subtheme are discussed in context of Perry’s (1968, 1981) forms
of ethical and intellectual development, then from Baxter Magolda’s (1992) epistemological
reflection model. I conclude this chapter by discussing how professionals who work with
student athletes can apply this analysis to their work with student athletes’ cognitive
development.
Athletics as a Priority
The first theme to emerge from the research data was athletics as the centerpiece of
participants’ college experience. Athletic commitments and responsibilities were prioritized
before academics, impacting participants’ college choice, what they majored in, and how often
they attended class. Athletics influenced where participants lived, who they lived with, who they
interacted with, and how others interacted with them. Some participants discussed athletic
responsibilities becoming repetitive and mundane, but each participants’ favorite college
memory was directly linked to their athletic experience.
Tables 3 and 4 outline the theoretical analysis of the athletics as a priority for Perry’s
(1968, 1981) forms of ethical and intellectual development and Baxter Magolda’s (1992)
epistemological reflection model respectively. Participants exhibited moderate to high levels of
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cognitive development when athletics was a priority. They displayed moderate levels of
development when athletics conflicted with academics—generally allowing athletic
commitments and responsibilities to influence academic commitments and responsibilities.
Participants revealed higher levels of cognitive development when athletic responsibilities
became dull or mundane, when they faced the “dumb jock” stereotype, and when describing their
favorite college memory. Participants exhibited lower cognitive development in their living
situation.
Table 3
Athletics as a Priority in Perry’s (1968, 1981) Theory
Basic
Dualism

Multiplicity
Prelegitimate

College Choice

Multiplicity
Multiplicity
Legitimate
Correlate/Relativism Relativism
but
Subordinate
Subordinate
X
X

Impact of
Athletics on
Classroom
Experience

X

Impact of
Athletics on Major
Choice

X

Athletics as a Job

X

Student Athlete
Stereotype/Identity

X

Impact of
Athletics on
Living Situation
Favorite College
Memory

X

X
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Table 4
Athletics as a Priority in Baxter Magolda’s (1992) Theory
Absolute
Knowing
College Choice

Transitional Independent Contextual
Knowing
Knowing
Knowing
X

Impact of Athletics on Classroom
Experience

X

Impact of Athletics on Major Choice

X

Athletics as a Job

X

Student Athlete Stereotype/Identity

X

Impact of Athletics on Living Situation

X

Favorite College Memory

X

Athletics and Academics Conflict
Participants’ athletic and academic commitments and responsibilities conflicted often.
Many participants made their college choice based on athletic factors more than academic
factors. Athletic commitments influenced participants’ class attendance and a major choice.
College choice. Participants considered multiple factors like coaching staff, facilities,
and athletic program reputation when deciding where to attend college. Athletic factors strongly
outweighed academic factors in participants’ choices because of the context in which they made
their decision—where they wanted to play football or basketball, not necessarily where they
wanted to study. Athletic factors were judged as better or worse, not necessarily as right or
wrong. This is consistent with position 4b of Perry’s (1968, 1981) theory, relativism
subordinate.
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Participants’ consideration of initial college choice was consistent with the
interindividual-pattern of independent knowing in Baxter Magolda’s (1992) theory. Participants
understood there was no correct answer to their initial college choice and their analysis of choice
held equal validity to others’ analysis. They made their initial college choice after considering
multiple perspectives.
The athletic context was strongly reconsidered by participants who experienced a
coaching change. A coaching change was a valid reason to reconsider where participants
attended college. However, participants considered broader contexts including academics,
friends and teammates, and support networks in this situation. Participants understood their
decision to be more complex; they analyzed their decision in multiple contexts and took
responsibility for their own meaning-making. They considered their decision relative to their
identity and values. This is consistent with Position five of Perry’s (1968, 1981) theory,
relativism.
Participants’ reconsideration of their college choice when they experienced a coaching
change was consistent with the individual-pattern of independent knowing in Baxter Magolda’s
(1992) theory. Participants focused on their own interpretation of their circumstance rather than
others’ interpretations. They explored their options independently and often discussed those
options with others.
Impact of athletics on classroom experience. Athletic factors like traveling for away
competitions, early morning workouts, and practice schedules made it difficult for participants to
stay academically focused and motivated. Exhaustion from athletic commitments influenced
whether they attended class and impacted their learning. Participants chose to skip class or miss
assignments when they were tired from athletic commitments. They learned to prioritize
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academics after athletics and attempted to complete academic work on their own. However, they
still looked to the authority (athletic administrators/coaches/faculty) to maintain the “right”
decision or standard. This is consistent with Position three of Perry’s (1968, 1981) theory,
multiplicity legitimate but subordinate.
Athletics’ impact on participants’ class attendance was consistent with the
interindividual-pattern of independent knowing in Baxter Magolda’s (1992) theory. Participants
often consulted with teammates to decide whether to attend class. Everyone’s opinion was valid
and participants formed their decision by interacting with others. Athletics’ impact on
participants’ academic motivation was consistent with the individual-pattern of independent
knowing in Baxter Magolda’s (1992) theory. Athletic commitments took a toll on participants’
academic motivation differently and participants applied varying effort to academic
responsibilities.
Impact of athletics on major choice. Academic commitments, academic rigor, course
schedules, and exam or class requirements discouraged participants from pursuing some majors.
Further, athletic commitments were prioritized over the academic requirements of some majors.
Participants searched for other majors that allowed them to maintain their athletic priorities—
majors with less rigor, more flexible course schedules, or fewer requirements or commitments.
They looked to the authority (athletics/coaches) to confirm their decision and maintain athletics
as the priority. These are traits consistent with Position three of Perry’s (1968, 1981) theory,
multiplicity legitimate but subordinate.
Participants demonstrated the interpersonal-pattern of transitional knowing in Baxter
Magolda’s (1992) theory when athletics impacted their major choice. They exercised their own
judgement to make their major choice based on their priorities, which were heavily influenced by
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authorities (coaches/athletic administrators). Authorities did not have the answer to participants’
major choice; however, participants were certain that athletics were a priority and their major
was uncertain or flexible. Participants focused on applying athletic priorities to their major
choice rather than focusing on the best major choice for their academic and vocational future.
Athletics as a Job
Multiple athletic commitments became mundane and repetitive for some participants.
Athletic obligations sometimes became dull and routine, resulting in a temporary decrease in
athletic motivation. Participants thought about their role as student athletes from other
perspectives. They questioned their physical and mental commitments to sport in the context of
their holistic wellbeing and in the context of the university. Considering other perspectives
contextually to determine whether something is better or worse is consistent with Position 4b in
Perry’s (1968, 1981) theory, relativism subordinate.
Participants demonstrated the individual-pattern of independent learning in Baxter
Magolda’s (1992) theory when athletic commitments became dull and repetitive. They
understood everyone holds equally valid perspectives about athletic commitments, including
themselves. Whether they remained committed to athletics was not viewed as right or wrong but
rather better or worse for themselves, depending on their circumstance.
Student Athlete Stereotype/Identity
Participants discussed facing the stigma they were unintelligent and only in college to
play their sport, not to learn. They encountered this “dumb jock” stereotype from faculty and
fellow students. They believed themselves to be intelligent and capable of learning and
completing their academic responsibilities, but others assumed they were academically inept.
Some participants considered everyone’s opinions to be valid, especially faculty’s (authority)
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opinions, a characteristic of Position 4a in Perry’s (1968, 1981) theory, multiplicity correlate.
Other participants recognized they were being stereotyped and believed their own knowledge
was better than those stereotyping them. They understood their own intelligence in the context
of being a student athlete. These are characteristics of Position 4b of Perry’s (1968, 1981)
theory, relativism subordinate.
Participants demonstrated independent knowing in Baxter Magolda’s (1992) theory when
stereotyped as a “dumb jock.” Some participants used the interindividual-pattern of independent
knowing—they believed each person’s interpretation of them was equally valid. Other
participants used the individual-pattern of independent knowing—they focused on their own
interpretation of their intellectual ability and actively demonstrated they were not a “dumb jock.”
Impact of Athletics on Living Situation
Most participants lived only with teammates or other student athletes during college.
This isolated participants and limited their exposure to nonathlete peers. Few participants
questioned their living experience and did not consider living with nonathletes. They accepted
the arrangement directed by the authority (athletic department). Most chose to continue living
with teammates or other student athletes when given a choice. They understood another option
was available but perceived living with nonathletes as unnecessary. These traits are consistent
with Position two of Perry’s (1968, 1981) theory, multiplicity pre-legitimate.
Participants applied the receiving knowledge pattern of absolute knowing in Baxter
Magolda’s (1992) theory in their living situation. They did not interact with or question the
authority’s (athletic department) arrangement of their living situation. They accepted the athletic
department’s decision as the “right” or “good” decision with no opposition.
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Favorite College Memory
Every participant asked about their favorite college memory recalled an event tied to their
athletic experience. Athletics was the centerpiece of college; it contextualized their college
experience. Participants’ athletic experience was the primary context from which they drew their
favorite memory. It shaped and forged their college identity and values. These are
characteristics of Position five of Perry’s (1968, 1981) theory, relativism.
This is also consistent with contextual knowing in Baxter Magolda’s (1992) theory.
College memories were judged as better than others. Participants examined the available
memories from their college experience (context) and chose a memory directly tied to their
athletic experience. They weighed relevant and available memories from their college
experience and acted as the expert when determining which memory was best.
Participants exhibited moderate to high-levels of cognitive development when athletics
was a priority. They displayed moderate levels of development when athletics conflicted with
academics, allowing athletic commitments and responsibilities to influence their academic
motivation, class attendance, and major choice. They demonstrated moderate levels of
development when initially making a college choice, but development increased when
participants considered transferring because of a coaching change. Participants revealed higher
levels of cognitive development when athletic responsibilities became dull or mundane, when
they faced the “dumb jock” stereotype, and when describing their favorite college memory.
They thought about these situations from multiple perspectives and contexts. Participants
revealed lower cognitive development in their living situation. They never questioned living
mostly with teammates or other student athletes. Next, I turn to the various methods participants
indicated contributed to effective learning.
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Contributing to Effective Learning
Another theme to emerge from the research data was the various methods participants
identified as contributing to effective learning. Some participants preferred practical, hands-on,
and applied learning methods. Other participants discussed comfortable and uncomfortable
learning environments that worked best. Finally, some participants enjoyed writing to learn,
analyze information, and synthesize knowledge.
Tables 5 and 6 outline the theoretical analysis of the contributing to effective learning
theme for Perry’s (1968, 1981) forms of ethical and intellectual development and Baxter
Magolda’s (1992) epistemological reflection model respectively. Participants revealed moderate
to high-levels of development in their preferred learning methods. Those who preferred
practical, hands-on, and applied learning methods displayed moderate levels of cognitive
development. Participants preferring comfortable or uncomfortable learning environments
showed moderate to high-levels of cognitive development. Those who enjoyed writing to learn
demonstrated moderate levels of development.
Table 5
Contributing to Effective Learning in Perry’s (1968, 1981) Theory
Basic
Dualism
Practical, Handson, and Applied
Learning
Comfort vs.
Discomfort
Writing

Multiplicity
Prelegitimate

Multiplicity
Legitimate
but
Subordinate

Multiplicity
Correlate/Relativism Relativism
Subordinate

X

X

X
X
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Table 6
Contributing to Effective Learning in Baxter Magolda’s (1992) Theory
Absolute
Knowing
Practical, Hands-on, and Applied Learning
Comfort vs. Discomfort
Writing

Transitional
Knowing
X
X
X

Independent Contextual
Knowing
Knowing
X

Practical, Hands-on, and Applied Learning
Some participants preferred practical, hands-on, and applied learning methods including
applying course concepts to real life settings, working an internship, completing a real consulting
project, and choosing their own writing topics. They understood knowledge to be dualistic—
right or wrong—but preferred to understand the practical application of knowledge. Participants
began to understand multiple contexts knowledge can be applied in but not necessarily different
meanings of knowledge in different contexts. This is most consistent with Position two of
Perry’s (1968, 1981) theory, multiplicity pre-legitimate.
Participants who preferred practical, hands-on, and applied learning demonstrated the
interpersonal-pattern of transitional knowing in Baxter Magolda’s (1992) theory. They still
perceived knowledge as certain or uncertain, but their goal was to understand knowledge, not
just receive it. They expected instructors to actively engage them in learning and demonstrate
how knowledge is applied in practical settings. Their focus was on applying knowledge rather
than obtaining the right answer. They developed confidence in their own learning ability by
applying knowledge in practical settings.
Comfort vs. Discomfort
Some participants reported learning best when they felt comfortable; other participants
learned best when they were uncomfortable. Participants preferring comfortable learning
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environments were best able to focus on and explore class material on their own. They relied on
instructors to resolve any uncertainty or discomfort they had with the material. This is most
consistent with Position three of Perry’s (1968, 1981) theory, multiplicity legitimate but
subordinate. Participants preferring uncomfortable learning environments realized personal
growth when forced outside their comfort zone, made to be vulnerable, or do something they had
little experience with. They embraced the diversity and ambiguity of knowledge by experiencing
it in unfamiliar contexts. This is most consistent with Position 4b of Perry’s (1968, 1981) theory,
relativism subordinate.
Participants who preferred comfortable learning environments demonstrated the
impersonal-pattern of transitional knowing in Baxter Magolda’s (1992) theory. They took time
with the learning process and focused on understanding knowledge rather than just receiving it.
The instructor (authority) was still the guardian of knowledge and participants focused on
understanding knowledge for themselves. Participants preferring uncomfortable learning
environments demonstrated the interindividual-pattern of independent knowing in Baxter
Magolda’s (1992) theory. They embraced and engaged with uncertain knowledge. They
believed everyone had a valid interpretation of knowledge, including themselves. Participants
created their own viewpoints based on their uncomfortable experience and the experience of
others.
Writing
Some participants enjoyed writing to learn in college; others did not. Writing improved
participants’ critical thinking and reason skills and gave them a context to apply knowledge.
Writing provided a context to analyze and compare ideas. This is consistent with Position 4b of
Perry’s (1968, 1981) theory, relativism subordinate. Other participants found writing too
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abstract and time-intensive. Writing was too complex to synthesize multiple answers, truths,
ideas, and perspectives.
Participants who enjoyed writing to learn demonstrated the interpersonal-pattern of
transitional learning. Writing provided an active process to apply knowledge practically.
Writing helped participants understand material deeply rather than just receive it. They chose
their own writing topics to explore and apply knowledge and developed their own intellectual
voice through writing.
Participants revealed moderate to high-levels of development in their preferred learning
methods. Those who preferred practical, hands-on, and applied learning methods displayed
moderate levels of cognitive development. They perceived knowledge dualistically but showed
interest in the multiple perspectives or contexts knowledge can be applied. Participants
preferring comfortable or uncomfortable learning environments showed moderate levels of
cognitive development. Those who remained comfortable were able to focus on course material
but unable to understand it in multiple contexts; those who preferred to be uncomfortable were
exposed to greater perspectives and contexts they did not consider before. Those who enjoyed
writing to learn demonstrated moderate levels of development. Writing provided an active
medium to understand class material deeply and develop their intellectual voice. Next, I discuss
the levels of cognitive development participants revealed while analyzing information and
synthesizing knowledge.
Analyzing Information and Synthesizing Knowledge
A third theme to emerge from the research data was the various methods participants
used to analyze information and synthesize knowledge. Participants discussed eight ways they
make decisions or approach unfamiliar or uncertain situations. These methods include doing
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their own research, analytical and process thinking, critical thinking, considering multiple factors
and weighing pros and cons, future thinking, considering impacts on self and others, seeking
advice, and trusting their gut.
Tables 7 and 8 outline the theoretical analysis of the analyzing information and
synthesizing knowledge theme for Perry’s (1968, 1981) forms of ethical and intellectual
development and Baxter Magolda’s (1992) epistemological reflection model respectively.
Participants demonstrated high-levels of cognitive development when analyzing information and
synthesizing knowledge with the exception of one method—trusting their gut. Participants
understood the diversity, ambiguity, and multiple perspectives of knowledge and information
and concluded some information is unknown. They began thinking contextually about their
decisions and realized there were multiple contexts to consider knowledge and information in.
They discovered knowledge and information changed in different contexts. However, much of
this was ignored when participants decided to trust their instincts. Participants largely
disregarded perspectives and contexts other than their own and made decisions based on their
initial thoughts.
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Table 7
Analyzing Information and Synthesizing Knowledge in Perry’s (1968, 1981) Theory
Multiplicity
Basic
PreDualism
legitimate

Multiplicity
Multiplicity
Legitimate
Correlate/Relativism Relativism
but
Subordinate
Subordinate

Does Own
Research

X

Analytica/Process
Thinking

X

Critical Thinking

X

Weighing Multiple
Factors

X

Future Thinking

X

Considers Impact
on Self and Others

X

Seeks Advice

X

Trusts Their Gut

X

Table 8
Analyzing Information and Synthesizing Knowledge in Baxter Magolda’s (1992) Theory

Does Own Research
Analytical/Process Thinking
Critical Thinking
Weighing Multiple Factors
Future Thinking
Considers Impact on Self and Others
Seeks Advice
Trusts Their Gut

Absolute Transitional Independent Contextual
Knowing Knowing
Knowing
Knowing
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
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Does Own Research
Participants analyzed information by doing their own research. They gathered as much
information as possible from multiple, credible sources before making a decision or when
presented with uncertain or unfamiliar situations. They also asked many questions to obtain
focused information. Participants did their own research to better understand context and
compare ideas to make judgements about knowledge. This is consistent with Position 4b of
Perry’s (1968, 1981) theory, relativism subordinate.
Participants demonstrated two of Baxter Magolda’s (1992) ways of knowing—the
interindividual-pattern of independent knowing and contextual knowing—when doing their own
research. Participants understood the uncertainty of knowledge and did not rely on authorities
for answers. They focused on their own interpretation of knowledge and explored knowledge
independently. This is consistent with the interindividual-pattern of independent knowing.
Participants made credibility judgements while doing research, regarding experts as trustworthy.
They understood knowledge to change when applied in different contexts. Participants made
decisions after weighing relevant and available information in context. This is consistent with
contextual knowing.
Analytical/Process Thinker
Participants engaged in analytical and process thinking by considering broad contexts,
evaluating efficiency, breaking things into smaller, more manageable parts, and mapping their
thoughts and plans. Participants used these strategies to better understand knowledge in context,
compare ideas, and make judgements about knowledge. This is consistent with Position 4b of
Perry’s (1968, 1981) theory, relativism subordinate.
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Analytical and process thinking are examples of contextual thinking in Baxter Magolda’s
(1992) theory. Participants who engaged in analytical and process thinking assumed knowledge
too complex and uncertain. Analytical and process thinking strategies allowed participants to
understand how knowledge changed when applied in different contexts. Participants weighed
relevant and available information and contexts to make their own judgements about knowledge.
Critical Thinking
Participants engaged in critical thinking to analyze information and synthesize
knowledge. They thought deeper about the world around them and considered different
perspectives. They thought critically to synthesize ambiguity and diversity of knowledge.
Participants demonstrated critical thinking in multiple contexts including the classroom, at
internships, and in athletics. This is consistent with Position 4b of Perry’s (1968, 1981) theory,
relativism subordinate.
Participants who engaged in critical thinking to analyze information and synthesize
knowledge demonstrated independent knowing in Baxter Magolda’s (1992) theory. They began
considering knowledge in contexts beyond their initial presentation. They applied their own and
others’ perspectives to knowledge and considered everyone’s interpretations valid. Some
participants focused on their own interpretations of knowledge while others compared their
interpretations with others. Participants demonstrated both the interindividual-pattern and the
individual-pattern of independent knowing.
Weighing Multiple Factors/Pros and Cons
Participants reported weighing multiple factors when analyzing information and
synthesizing knowledge and considered pros and cons when making important decisions. They
considered all perspectives and opinions equally but dualistically; factors were either good or
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bad. However, they remained open to all possibilities. This is consistent with Position 4a of
Perry’s (1968, 1981) theory, multiplicity correlate.
Participants demonstrated both the interindividual-pattern and the individual-pattern of
independent learning in Baxter Magolda’s (1992) theory when weighing multiple factors and
considering pros and cons. They recognized knowledge was uncertain and did not require an
authority to make an independent decision. They believed their own and others’ interpretation of
knowledge to be equally valid. Some participants weighed multiple factors and pros and cons
independently; others compared their interpretations with others before making a decision.
Future Thinking
Participants considered their future after sports when making important decisions,
including their college major or whether to undergo surgery to heal from an injury. They
considered their decision from multiple perspectives to compare their options. They understood
the short-term ambiguity of their decision but weighed their options in terms of better or worse,
not right or wrong. This is consistent with Position 4b of Perry’s (1968, 1981) theory, relativism
subordinate.
Participants demonstrated individual-pattern independent knowing and contextual
knowing in Baxter Magolda’s (1992) theory when considering the future. Their independent
interpretation of their circumstance in context with their future anchored their decision-making.
Their short-term future and long-term futures occupied different contexts in which their
decisions had different impacts. Experts, including academic advisors and medical
professionals, influenced their decision. Participants made decisions after weighing relevant and
available information about all options, in context, while considering risks to their own health,
athletic, and academic priorities.
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Considers Impact on Self and Others
Participants considered the impact of their decisions on themselves and other people in
their decision-making process. They contemplated their decisions from their own and others’
perspectives and contexts. This is consistent with Position 4b in Perry’s (1968, 1981) theory,
relativism subordinate.
This is also consistent with contextual knowing in Baxter Magolda’s (1992) theory.
Participants considered decisions in the contexts of its impact on themselves and others. They
understood the impact to be different in their own context and in others’ contexts. Participants
who considered their impact on self and others based their decision in relevant and available
information while considering their own and others’ priorities.
Seeks Advice
Participants sought advice from others when making important decisions or encountering
unfamiliar or uncertain situations. They sought advice from people they trust, those with similar
experience, and those who disagreed with them. Everyone’s advice was equally valid and
participants were open to understanding what they did not know. This is consistent with Position
4a of Perry’s (1968, 1981) theory, multiplicity correlate.
This is also consistent with the interindividual-pattern of independent learning in Baxter
Magolda’s (1992) theory. Participant’s and others’ interpretations of knowledge held equal
validity when knowledge was uncertain. They used all available interpretations and perspectives
to create their own understanding.
Trust Their Gut
Participants discussed trusting their instincts—relying on their initial feelings or life
experience when making decisions or analyzing information. They recognized multiple
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possibilities but only accepted their initial, instinctual thoughts. They did not fully understand
other perspectives and decided on the simplest option they understood. This is consistent with
Position two of Perry’s (1968, 1981) theory, multiplicity pre-legitimate.
Participants who trusted their instincts to make decisions or analyze information
demonstrated the receiving-pattern of absolute knowing in Baxter Magolda’s (1992) theory.
They interpreted their options as right or wrong, good or bad. They relied on what they were
comfortable with to make a decision or analyze information.
Participants demonstrated high-levels of cognitive development when analyzing
information and synthesizing knowledge. Participants understood the variety, vagueness,
uncertainty, and multiple perceptions and evaluations of knowledge and information. They
began thinking contextually about knowledge and the world and realized multiple contexts exist
to consider knowledge and information in. They discovered knowledge and information
changed in different contexts. However, this development did not apply when participants
decided to trust their instincts. They mostly disregarded perspectives and contexts other than
their own and made decisions based on their initial thoughts and a dualistic outlook on
knowledge and information.
Summary
Participants, by and large, demonstrated moderate to high-levels of cognitive
development in the three themes examined above: athletics as a priority, methods for effective
learning, and methods used to analyze information and synthesize knowledge. They displayed
the highest levels of development when considering transferring to another institution after a
coaching change and articulating their favorite college memory. Strangely, a head coaching
change was enough to consider transferring to another institution; however, participants
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displayed complex thinking in this situation. All participants who considered transferring to
another institution decided to stay at their original institution after considering their decision in
multiple contexts. The priority athletics held in participants’ college experience might explain
this ironic dilemma. Participants also exhibited high-levels of cognitive development when
doing their own research, engaging in analytical and process thinking, thinking about the future,
and considering their impact on self and others.
Participants displayed moderate levels of cognitive development in most subthemes of
athletics as a priority, in their preferred methods of effective learning, and when trusting their gut
to analyze information and synthesize knowledge. Some participants discussed knowledge in
dualistic forms – right/wrong, good/bad. Others discovered the uncertainty of knowledge and
recognized multiple perspectives of understanding. Participants generally favored somewhat
concreate and straight-forward learning methods; however, they applied more complex methods
of analyzing information and synthesizing knowledge in the context of their lives.
Finally, participants demonstrated the lowest levels of cognitive development in their
living situation and when they decided to trust their instincts. They did not question their living
arrangements with teammates or other student athletes. This was likely because athletics was
central to their college experience and they thought it natural to spend time with their teammates
and other student athletes away from athletics. However, this limited their exposure to
nonathletes and restricted their college experience. Also, student athletes might often trust their
instincts while making a decision or engaging in uncertain or unfamiliar situations as a result of
trusting their instincts in athletic contexts.
Professionals working with student athletes can apply this analysis when designing
purposeful, developmental practices. For example, encouraging student athletes to live with
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nonathletes might contribute to greater cognitive development. Student athletes would
experience greater exposure to diverse college experiences outside of athletics. They would also
be exposed to peers with diverse perspectives, interests, and backgrounds.
Professionals working with student athlete development should understand student
athletes prefer practical and applied learning methods. This might stem from their athletic
experience of receiving instruction and applying it immediately to their sport. Faculty working
with student athletes should challenge them to engage in more complex and abstract ways of
learning, thinking about, and applying new knowledge.
Finally, faculty and staff who encounter student athletes should understand how central
athletics is to their college experience. They must understand the impact athletics has on student
athletes’ day-to-day schedules, their academic responsibilities, and their learning and cognitive
development. Student athletes prioritize athletics before the most important aspects of their
academic responsibilities in college. Effective support and resources must be dedicated to this
student population if athletics continues to play a dominate role in higher education. I
summarize the current study in the final chapter by comparing my findings with previous
research, discuss implications for practitioners, and suggest methods for future research.
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CHAPTER SEVEN: DISCUSSION, LIMITATIONS, AND IMPLICATIONS
This qualitative study examined the college experience of 17 NCAA Division I football
and men’s basketball players to determine whether their student athlete experience affected their
cognitive development; an important outcome of higher education. The goal was to convey the
meaning participants assigned to their college experience as NCAA Division I football and
basketball players and its impact on their cognitive development. The study explored the
participants’ college experience as NCAA Division I football and men’s basketball players to
determine whether it affected their cognitive development.
The study’s purpose was to understand how NCAA Division I football and men’s
basketball players are affected by the dichotomy of education and revenue generation in higher
education. The NCAA generated over $1 billion in revenue in 2017, mostly from Division I
football and basketball (Bauman & Davis, 2018). This study examined how NCAA Division I
football and basketball players’ reality construction (measured by knowledge interpretation
methods, critical thinking skills, and decision-making strategies) was affected by their college
experience as revenue-generating student athletes. It explored how participants’ worldview was
affected by their experience playing the highest competitive level of intercollegiate athletics
while pursuing higher education simultaneously.
This study took a phenomenological approach. Phenomenology is a qualitative research
method that explores the meaning several individuals assign to a shared lived experience
(Creswell, 2013). Phenomenology involves the study of people’s common, conscious experience
of a particular phenomenon (Merriam & Tisdell, 2016). Phenomenological research seeks to
describe the essence of a specific human experience—what it is like to experience a specific
phenomenon (Creswell, 2013).
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This phenomenology explored the meaning 17 NCAA Division I football and men’s
basketball players assigned to their college experience and its impact on their cognitive
development. It sought to describe the essence of NCAA Division I football and men’s
basketball players’ college experience as revenue-generating student athletes to determine
whether it affected their cognitive development. Specifically, it investigated how revenuegenerating student athletes’ ways of generating knowledge, making meaning, and intellectual
development are affected by their dual roles of student and revenue generator. The study also
explored how revenue-generating student athletes’ critical thinking skills, reasoning skills,
autonomy, self-identity, and values are affected by their student athlete experience.
I begin this chapter by comparing the themes that emerged from the data with previous
research. Next, I discuss implications my findings have for professionals working with revenuegenerating student athletes. I conclude this chapter by discussing limitations of the study and
making recommendations for future research.
Comparing Findings with Previous Research
Previous research addressing student athletes and cognitive development was divided into
three themes: identity, student engagement, and student development. Below, I compare the
current study’s findings with the three themes that emerged from the previous research.
Identity
The first theme to emerge from past research addressed how student athletes form their
identity. Previous research indicated student athletes consider themselves athletes more than
students and had a greater focus on athletics than on academics (Potuto & O’Hanlon, 2007;
Wolverton, 2008). This study found athletics were a priority throughout participants’ college
experience. It was the centerpiece of participants’ college experience. Athletics influence where
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they attended college, what they majored in, how often they went to class, where they lived, who
they lived with, who they interacted with, and how others interacted with them. Each participant
asked about their favorite college memory described an experience directly tied to their athletic
experience.
Athletics was a major factor for participants when deciding where to attend college; it
was the most influential factor for participants who discussed their college choice. Factors like
coaches, facilities, and athletic program reputation impacted participants’ decision and
influenced their college experience. Several participants experienced a coaching change while in
college. A coaching change was an immediate reason to consider transferring to another
institution. Athletics strongly influenced participants’ college choice and therefore their college
experience, confirming the NCAA’s (2016c) finding that athletics was an important factor in
college choice for 86% of Division I student athletes.
Athletics also influenced participants’ academic major choice, additional evidence that
supported the identity theme in previous research. The academic commitments, academic rigor,
or course schedules of some majors discouraged participants from pursuing the majors they
wanted to study. This impacted participants’ college experience, autonomy, and intellectual
development. This finding confirms the NCAA (2016c), Smith and Dizney (1966), and
Wolverton’s (2008) findings that student athletes chose easy majors, courses of study, and
classes to meet NCAA eligibility requirements. The current study found one exception, Sam,
who chose a rigorous major that challenged him to learn skills useful after football.
Athletics also significantly impacted participants’ classroom experience, further
supporting the identity theme discovered in previous research. The current study found
exhaustion from athletic commitments affected participants’ learning and influenced whether
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they attended class. Traveling for away competitions, early morning workout sessions, and
practice schedules made it difficult for participants to stay focused and motivated academically.
This had a negative impact on participants’ knowledge generation and intellectual development.
This finding supports previous research from the NCAA (2016c) and Penn et al. (2015)
indicating student athletes missed a significant amount of class for athletics and lacked energy to
study effectively because of athletic commitments. However, the responsibility of both athletic
and academic commitments had a positive impact on participants’ time management skills and
autonomy.
Athletics impacted where participants lived and who they lived with, further supporting
the identity theme from previous research. The current study found many participants lived only
with teammates or other student athletes during college. Participants benefited by forming closer
bonds with teammates and building larger networks of student athletes. However, living only
with teammates and student athletes limited their exposure to nonathlete students. This impacted
participants’ self-identity, autonomy, and college experience. This finding supports Harris
(1993) and Nishimoto (1997) who found student athletes often live together, often in separate
residence halls for athletes.
Finally, Brewer, Van Raalte, & Linder (1993), Good et al. (1993), and Murphy et al.
(1996) stated student athletes often form a strong affinity and attachment to their role as a student
athlete. Every participant asked about their favorite college memory in the current study recalled
an experience directly tied to their athletic experience, solidifying their athlete identity and
further supporting the identity theme found in previous research. Football or basketball was
clearly the cornerstone of participants’ college experience. Their athletic experience was the
most powerful and formative influence of their college experience and their self-identity.
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This study contradicted the identity theme found in previous research in one distinct area:
no participant showed signs of identity foreclosure (as defined by Brewer and Petitpas (2017),
Despres et al. (2008), Good et al (1993), or Murphy et al. (1996)) or diminished awareness (as
defined by Adler and Adler (2005)). Holbrook was saved from identity foreclosure by his
political science instructor. Athletic administrators identified by participants as the most
influential faculty member to their college experience actively encouraged an identity outside of
athletics and helped put athletics into perspective within their lives. Athletic staff cared about
participants’ wellbeing and personal development, motivating them academically, influencing
their intellectual development, and shaping their autonomy, self-identity, and values.
This study found athletics were a priority throughout participants’ college experience. It
was the centerpiece of participants’ college experience and significantly shaped their identity.
Athletics influenced where participants attended college, what they majored in, how often they
went to class, where they lived, who they lived with, who they interacted with, and how others
interacted with them. Each participant’s favorite college memory was tied to their athletic
experience. This study supported previous research that athletics was an important factor in
college choice for Division I student athletes, that student athletes chose easy majors, courses of
study, and classes to meet NCAA eligibility requirements, that student athletes missed a
significant amount of class for athletics and lacked energy to study effectively because of athletic
commitments, that student athletes often live together, often in separate residence halls for
athletes, and that student athletes often form a strong affinity and attachment to their role as a
student athlete (Brewer et al., 1993; Good et al., 1993; Harris, 1993; Murphy et al., 1996;
NCAA, 2016c; Nishimoto, 1997; Penn et al., 2015; Smith & Dizney, 1966; Wolverton, 2008).
This study contradicted the identity theme found in previous research in one distinct area; no
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participant showed signs of identity foreclosure, with one exception. Next, I compare the current
study’s findings with previous research addressing student athletes’ college engagement.
Student Engagement
The second theme that emerged from previous research was student engagement—how
student athletes engage in their college experience—a common measure of how college impacts
undergraduate education outcomes. Examples of student engagement include interaction with
faculty inside and outside the classroom (Alexson & Flick, 2011; Kuh, 2003) and participating in
study abroad, internships, and capstone experiences (Kuh, 2007). The National Survey of
Student Engagement (NSSE) measures five areas of college student engagement: overall
engagement, active and collaborative learning activities, enriching educational experiences,
faculty interaction, and academic challenge (Kuh, 2001, 2003, 2005).
Overall engagement. Previous research found student athletes were slightly more or as
engaged in college as nonathletes (Comeaux et al., 2014; Retting & Hu, 2016; Umbach & Kuh,
2004; Umbach et al., 2006; Williams et al., 2006). This study found participants’ overall
engagement was significant. Participants engaged in student clubs and organizations,
internships, learning communities, service-learning, faculty research, and study abroad.
Although the current study did not compare participants’ engagement levels to nonathletes’
engagement levels, it adds to previous research indicating revenue-generating student athletes
specifically are significantly engaged in their college experience.
Active and collaborative learning activities. The NSSE (2018) defined active and
collaborative learning activities as activities that allow college students to think about and apply
what they learn in different settings. Active and collaborative learning activities develop
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collaboration and problem-solving skills necessary to engage in unexpected and unstructured
issues in the world (NSSE, 2018).
This study found participants engaged in active and collaborative learning activities like
group projects and group problem solving a significant amount, supporting previous research
finding student athletes are as, or more, likely to engage in active and collaborative learning
activities as nonathletes (Retting & Hu, 2016; Umbach & Kuh, 2004, and Umbach et al., 2006).
The impact on participants’ development was reflected in their decision-making methods and
approaches to uncertain and unfamiliar situations. While this study did not draw direct
conclusions regarding participants’ engagement in active and collaborative learning activities
and their cognitive development, participants demonstrated significant intellectual development,
critical thinking, and reasoning skills.
Enriching educational experiences. The current study returned mixed findings
regarding participants’ enriching educational experiences. Gaston-Gayles and Hu (2009b),
Rettig and Hu (2016) Umbach et al. (2006), and Wolniak et al. (2001) found student athletes
engaged in enriching educational experiences as much or more than nonathletes. This study did
not compare participants’ enriching educational experiences to nonathletes; however, it found
participants actively engaged in internships, senior capstone experiences, and service-learning.
Internships, senior capstone experiences, and service-learning impacted participants’ knowledge
generation, intellectual development, critical thinking, reasoning, and autonomy.
Despres et al. (2008) found student athletes have little time for study abroad. Few
participants (4 of 17) in this study studied abroad on a short-term basis during their college
experience. Two additional participants traveled abroad for athletics but did not study abroad.
Study abroad can have a significant impact on students’ college experience and cognitive
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development including knowledge generation, intellectual development, critical thinking,
reasoning, and autonomy—an opportunity most study participants did not have.
Faculty interaction. This study supported previous research addressing student athletes’
faculty interaction. Rettig and Hu (2016), Umbach et al. (2006), and Williams et al. (2006)
found student athletes interact with faculty at higher rates than nonathletes. This study did not
compare participants’ faculty interaction with nonathletes; however, I found participants
interacted with faculty at a high rate. Faculty influenced participants’ learning, intellectual
development, autonomy, self-identity, and values, supporting findings from Comeaux (2005),
Comeaux et al. (2014), and Gaston-Gayles and Hu (2009a) that faculty impact student athletes’
cognitive development.
Academic challenge. Academic challenge assesses students’ ability to apply, analyze,
judge, and synthesize information (NSSE, 2018). It measures the amount students engage in
complex cognitive tasks and challenging intellectual and creative work. Academic challenge
also examines how often students connect classroom learning to their own and others’
experiences, engage in effective learning strategies (reviewing notes, summarizing course
material, identifying key information from readings), and understand and apply quantitative data
(NSSE, 2018).
Previous research found participation in revenue-generating sports had a negative effect
on student athletes’ academics. However, the current study returned mixed results addressing
participant’s academic challenge. Some participants had low self-confidence about their
academic ability in college, supporting Gayles’ (2015) findings. However, other participants did
not discuss academic self-confidence and performed well academically. This study found
athletic commitments and time demands limited participants’ ability to attend class and study
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effectively, supporting Comeaux et al.’s (2011) finding that athletic obligations structurally
inhibit student athletes’ academic engagement. Some participants diverted effort away from
academics when the athletic-academic balance became difficult to manage, supporting Retting
and Hu’s (2016) findings. However, many participants reported that they balanced academic and
athletic commitments well. Some participants reported struggling with writing, supporting
Umbach and Kuh’s (2004) findings that student athletes experience greater challenges with
writing. However, many participants in this study excelled in writing.
In addition, the current study found participants were able to apply, analyze, judge, and
synthesize information in effective ways. They engaged in complex cognitive tasks, challenging
intellectual and creative work, and effective learning strategies. Participants’ ability to engage in
these tasks impacted their knowledge generation, intellectual development, critical thinking,
reasoning skills, and autonomy.
This study supported previous research addressing student athletes’ college engagement.
Participants in the current study participated in student clubs and organizations, internships,
learning communities, service-learning, faculty research, and study abroad. This study also
found participants engaged in active and collaborative learning activities like group projects and
group problem solving a significant amount. Participants engaged in enriching educational
experiences like internships, senior capstones, and service-learning. Few participants had the
opportunity to study abroad. Participants also reported a high rate of faculty interaction.
Participants reported academic challenges with athletic commitments and time demands limiting
their ability to attend class and study effectively, but others reported balancing athletic and
academic time demands well. This study did not directly compare participants’ and nonathletes’
student engagement. A comparison of participants’ and nonathletes’ student engagement would
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determine what, if any, differences there are in their overall engagement, engagement in active
and collaborative learning activities, engagement in enriching educational experiences, faculty
interaction, and academic challenge. Next, I compare the current study’s findings with previous
research addressing student athletes’ student development.
Student Development
The growth and development of college students is a central goal of higher education
(Patton et al., 2016). College student development is the cumulative result of academic and
nonacademic experiences over time (Pascarella et al., 1995). College students master
increasingly complex developmental tasks, achieve autonomy, and become independent while in
college. Development includes the interpersonal, intrapersonal, and cognitive changes that shape
adult identity in college students. Patton et al. (2016) defined student development as the
positive change in cognitive complexity, self-awareness, racial identity, or engagement that
occurs in students during college. Student development occurs as a result of personal challenges
encountered by students and their ability to cope or respond to those challenges (Sanford, 1966).
Each college student has a unique college experience that includes academic, cocurricular, social, and vocational encounters that contribute to their personal development.
Student athletes’ experience in intercollegiate athletics shapes their college experience and
student development differently from nonathletes’ experience. Student athletes experience
challenges that have positive and negative effects on personal, social, academic, and career
development (Despres et al., 2008). Previous research found athletic participation had a positive
effect on cognitive development, academic achievement, career development, and college
satisfaction for student athletes generally (Despres et al., 2008) but not for revenue-generating
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student athletes. However, the current study found participants experienced positive cognitive
development, academic achievement, career development, and college satisfaction.
Cognitive development. Cognitive development is the change in knowledge and
intellectual skills as a result of the college experience (Rettig & Hu, 2016). Research addressing
cognitive development examines how students learn, make meaning, and create knowledge
(Love & Guthrie, 1999). Cognitive outcomes include a person’s ability to think, read, learn,
remember, reason, and pay attention (Love & Guthrie, 1999). They involve higher-order
thinking like reasoning and logic (Astin, 1993). Complex cognitive skills can be considered
indications of a person’s education, intellect, and personal development (Love & Guthrie, 1999).
Previous research found revenue-generating student athletes scored significantly lower
than nonathletes in critical thinking ability (McBride & Reed, 1998). This study did not directly
compare participants’ cognitive development with nonathletes’ cognitive development.
However, participants’ critical thinking was impacted by their college experience, both inside
and outside of the classroom. The current study found participants had vast experience with
critical thinking and gathering, synthesizing, and analyzing information. It demonstrated
participants’ ability to think critically and apply knowledge in their decision-making and
approaches to unfamiliar and uncertain situations. The current study did not support or
contradict McBride and Reed’s (1998) finding that a college athletics hinders cognitive
development.
Academic achievement. The primary purpose of higher education is to develop
students’ academic and intellectual skills (Astin, 1993). Academic achievement is the amount of
learning a student experiences and the amount of knowledge acquired in college (Mayhew et al.,
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2016). It is the strongest predictor of educational attainment (Pascarella & Terenzini, 2005),
retention, persistence, and graduation of college students (Mayhew et al., 2016).
The current study confirmed the NCAA’s (2016c) finding that student athletes’ athletic
experience had a positive impact on their time management and study skills. Participants
reported athletic academic advisors and tutors assigned by the athletic department had a positive
impact on their time management and study skills. This impact influenced participants’
autonomy. However, this study did not measure other assessments of academic achievement,
including GPA, graduation rates, and academic motivation.
Career development. Parsons (1909) defined career development as a person’s
negotiation of self-knowledge, aptitudes, abilities, and interests with their knowledge of a
career’s requirements, compensation, opportunities, and conditions for success. It is the
combination of one’s motivation, interests, and competencies with acceptable career options
(Meijers, 1998). Career development includes a person’s career aspirations, expectations,
choices, identity, preparation, self-efficacy, and maturity (Mayhew et al., 2016). A person’s
career development begins with an awareness that they must choose a career.
Previous research found student athletes had lower levels of career development, career
maturity, and less clarity in occupational plans than nonathletes (Gayles, 2009; Kennedy &
Dimick, 1987; Shurts & Shoffer, 2004; Murphy et al., 1996; Sowa & Gressard, 1983). However,
participants in the current study demonstrated a strong sense of career aspirations after college.
Participants held jobs, internships, and developed strong professional networks in college. Other
participants planned to attend graduate school to continue their education and further develop
their career foundation. Participants recognized their athletic career would end in college and
developed realistic career plans.
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College satisfaction. Higher education institutions use college satisfaction as a
measurement of student development (Beltyukova & Fox, 2002). Astin (1993) defined college
satisfaction as a student’s subjective assessment of their college experience and the perceived
value of their educational experience. Previous research found participation in college athletics
generally had a positive effect on student athletes’ college satisfaction, with the exception of
revenue-generation student athletes (NCAA, 2016c; Rettig & Hu, 2016; Umbach et al., 2006;
Williams et al., 2006). However, the current study found participants were highly satisfied with
their college experience. Each participant I asked about their favorite college memory cited an
experience directly linked to their college athletic experience. The NCAA (2016c) found
revenue-generating student athletes had the lowest satisfaction rate with their college choice.
However, this study found participants were satisfied with their college choice, even after
experiencing a coaching change.
The current study found participants experienced positive student development as
measured by aspects of their cognitive development, academic achievement, career development,
and college satisfaction. The study found participants had broad experience with critical
thinking and gathering, synthesizing, and analyzing information. It demonstrated participants’
ability to think critically and apply knowledge in their decision-making and approaches to
unfamiliar and uncertain situations. Participants’ academic achievement as assessed by their
time management and study skills was impacted by athletic academic advisors and tutors
assigned by the athletic department. Participants also demonstrated positive career development
by participating in jobs and internships, developing strong professional networks, and planning
for graduate school. Participants were also highly satisfied with their college experience.
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Participants’ favorite college memory came from their athletic experience. Participants’ college
satisfaction was unaffected even after experiencing a coaching change.
However, the current study did not directly compare participants’ student development—
cognitive development, academic achievement, career development, or college satisfaction—
with nonathletes’ student development. It is difficult to draw conclusions about how revenuegenerating student athletes’ development differs from nonathletes’ development without directly
comparing participants’ student development with nonathletes’ development. A comparison of
participants’ and nonathletes’ student development would determine what, if any, differences
there are in their cognitive development, academic achievement, career development, and college
satisfaction.
Athletics was the centerpiece and priority of participants’ college experience. It
significantly shaped their identity, influenced where they attended college, what they majored in,
how often they went to class, where they lived, who they lived with, who they interacted with,
and how others interacted with them. This current study’s findings supported previous research
addressing student athletes’ identity with the exception of identity foreclosure; no participants
appeared to foreclose completely on their identity. This study also supported previous research
addressing student athletes’ college engagement, finding participants engaged in student clubs
and organizations, internships, learning communities, service-learning, faculty research, and
study abroad, active and collaborative learning activities like group projects and group problem
solving, and interacted with faculty, and experienced academic challenge. Finally, the current
study found participants experienced positive student development as measured by aspects of
their cognitive development, academic achievement, career development, and college
satisfaction.
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The study contradicted some parts of previous research. This study found participants’
academic achievement in terms of time management and study skills improved as a result of
their student athlete experience. However, this study did not assess other measurements of
academic achievement such as GPA and test scores. This study also contradicted previous
research regarding career development. Participants demonstrated a strong sense of career
aspirations after college. Participants recognized their athletic career would end in college and
developed realistic career plans. Finally, the current study contradicted previous research
addressing revenue-generating student athletes’ college satisfaction. Participants in this study
were satisfied with their college choice, even after experiencing a coaching change. Next, I
discuss implications findings from the current study have for athletic administrators who work
with NCAA Division I football and men’s basketball players and their cognitive development.
Implications for Practitioners
The current study’s findings have several implications for higher education professionals
who work with revenue-generating student athletes. First, revenue-generating student athletes
tend to live with teammates and other student athletes. This potentially limits revenuegenerating student athletes’ friend groups and exposure to nonathletes, which can diminish their
identity development. Higher education professionals should consider where and with whom
student athletes live on campus in an attempt to increase their exposure to nonathletes and
increase their identity development.
College admissions professionals should understand that athletics has a significant impact
on revenue-generating student athletes’ college choice. They will likely focus on the athletic
department’s reputation, athletic facilities, and coaches when making their college choice.
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Revenue-generating student athletes will consider other factors, but athletics will be the
prioritized factor.
Athletic administrators should carefully consider the academic majors of their revenuegenerating student athletes to identify any trends. Athletes feel the pressure to meet eligibility
requirements to continue playing, which altered the academic major choice and course load for
participants of this study. Athletic schedules are not altered to accommodate academics;
academic majors and course selections are altered to accommodate athletics. The inability to
study one’s desired discipline sends a message to student athletes that athletics is more important
than academics. This message influences how they prioritize their time and effort and therefore
formulate an identity that prioritizes athletics over academics.
Finally, athletic administrators should consider the actual amount of time revenuegenerating student athletes commit to athletics. Actual time commitment should include travel
time, time in the training room, voluntary workouts, and actual competition time. These
commitments—not counted by the NCAA as athletic time commitments—are indeed athletic
time commitments. It is time committed to athletics that cannot be spent in other areas of
development like studying, internships, student organizations, faculty research, or any number of
student engagement methods that promote student development.
Athletic administrators should also consider revenue-generating student athletes’ day-today and week-to-week schedules. Athletic identity is reinforced before student identity when
student athletes expend their physical and mental energy on athletics before and in lieu of
academics. This study found participants did not expend exhausted energy toward athletics; they
expended it toward academics. Further, student athletes do not miss practices, games, team
meetings, and training sessions for academic commitments; they miss classes and review
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sessions for athletic commitments. One might argue their physical and mental motivation to
achieve academically is used up by athletic demands. Student athletes will continue to be
motivated as athletes before students as long as institutions send the message that athletics are
valued more than academics. This message is reinforced to student athletes by their athletic
schedule (workouts before classes, practice before homework), the source of their scholarship
(athletic, not academic), the priority course and major selection has after athletics, and the
priority class attendance has after athletic schedules. Next, I discuss limitations of the current
study.
Limitations
This study was limited by several factors. First, this study did not directly compare
participants’ cognitive development with nonathletes’ cognitive development. A comparison of
participants’ and nonathletes’ cognitive development would more clearly determine what, if any,
differences revenue-generating student athletes and nonathletes experience in college. It would
more clearly determine which areas of cognitive development are increased and decreased by the
student athlete experience. This information would point to clearer benefits of college athletics
participation and assist professionals working with revenue-generating student athletes to better
support their cognitive development.
Another limitation to this study was the lack of assessment of participants’ academic
achievement. Participants’ grade point average, standardized exam scores, and graduation rates
were not collected. This data, especially grade point average, would give a stronger indication of
participants’ academic achievement and lend stronger insight into the impact of the revenuegenerating student athlete experience on cognitive development.
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Another limitation included the study’s sample racial make-up. Only four of the 17
participants identified as Black; 13 participants identified as White. Fifty-five percent of FBS
football players are Black; 56% of NCAA Division I basketball players are Black (Hill, 2019).
Only 23.5% of the participants in the current study identified as Black. A more representative
study sample would provide more accurate data and findings addressing NCAA Division I
football and men’s basketball players’ cognitive development.
Another limitation of the current study is its stagnant nature in time. This study described
the revenue-generating student athlete experience and its impact on cognitive development
mainly for those who completed their NCAA eligibility in 2019. Revenue-generating student
athletes had different experiences in the past with different impacts on their cognitive
development and will have different experiences in the future as intercollegiate athletics evolves.
A greater understanding of the revenue-generating student athlete experience and greater support
for their cognitive development will change the results of a similar study conducted in the future.
Finally, the current study was limited by the use of stage theories—Perry’s (1968, 1981)
forms of ethical and intellectual development and Baxter Magolda’s (1992) epistemological
reflection model. Stage theories imply that individuals progress from one stage or position of the
theory to the next as cognitive development increases. However, as participants of this study
demonstrated, individuals demonstrated different levels of knowledge making or intellectual
development depending on the context. It was impossible to obtain a definitive measurement of
participants’ current cognitive development at the time of the interview. The ability to measure
participants’ cognitive development level, and compare them to nonathletes’ cognitive
development, would draw stronger conclusions about the impact of revenue-generating athletics
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participation on participants’ cognitive development. I conclude this study with
recommendations for future research.
Recommendations for Future Research
Future research should directly compare measures of revenue-generating student athletes’
cognitive development with nonathletes’ cognitive development. A direct comparison of these
two populations would yield stronger and clearer results about the impact participation in
revenue-generating college athletics has on participants’ cognitive development.
Future research should also include direct assessment of NCAA Division I football and
men’s basketball players’ academic achievement. Assessments should include grade point
average, standardized exam scores, and/or graduation rates. Collecting this data, along and
comparing it with qualitative data, can give better insight into how revenue-generating student
athletes’ academic achievement is impacted by their college experience. A mixed methods
approach that compares and contrast quantitative data with qualitative data would be useful.
Finally, future research about the cognitive development of revenue-generating student
athletes must include a more representative sample of White athletes and athletes of color.
NCAA Division I institutions, especially those in the Power Five conferences, are majority
White institutions. It is reasonable to expect Black students, and Black revenue-generating
student athletes, have different college experiences which impact cognitive development
differently.
Conclusion
Athletics is the core of NCAA Division I football and men’s basketball players’ college
experience. It has both positive and negative impacts on their cognitive development. It impacts
their classroom and academic experience, how they access college resources, and their social
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circles. It also impacts who influences their growth, development, and worldview during a
crucial stage of life maturity. It is necessary to continue attention and research toward examining
whether and how the dual roles (student and revenue-generator) of this college student
population impacts their long-term development and college outcomes.
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APPENDIX A
Email/Social Media Participant Recruitment Letter
Dear [Student Athlete],
My name is Jesse Langer. I am a doctoral student in Educational Leadership at the University of
St. Thomas in St. Paul, Minnesota. I am currently conducting my dissertation research
addressing NCAA Division I football and basketball players and their cognitive development.
I am interviewing NCAA Division I football and basketball players in their final year of
eligibility about their college student experience and their perceptions of their cognitive
development. Cognitive development includes knowledge generation and meaning-making,
critical thinking skills, identity formation, and decision-making strategies. This research
attempts to give a direct voice to NCAA Division I athletes about their college experience.
I would like to invite you to participate in this research study. Participation will include a 90minute interview in a public place of your choosing. You can choose a bar, restaurant, coffee
shop, study location, campus hang-out, or any other place you feel most comfortable. I will
purchase food and/or drink while I conduct the interview with you. I will also give you a $30
Amazon gift card when the interview is complete. I will email you a summary of our interview
within 7-10 days so you can review my interpretation of our conversation and my representation
of your college experience.
Your name and your institution will not be disclosed in the research – this information will be
kept confidential. The answers you share with me will also be kept confidential. My dissertation
advisor and I will be the only people to know your identity and your institution’s identity. I will
be traveling to [institution’s city] and can schedule a date, time, and location that works with
your schedule. Please let me know if you are interested in participating in this study. You can
respond to this [email/social media post], email me at jlanger@stthomas.edu, or give me a call at
917.558.3176. I can send you more details about participation, the research design, theoretical
framework, methodology, or any other aspects of the study before you decide whether to
participate.
Thank you for considering this request and invitation.
Sincerely,
Jesse Langer
Assistant Dean of Students
University of St. Thomas
651.962.6092
jlanger@stthomas.edu
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APPENDIX B
Informed Consent Form
Consent Form
[1374552-1] Cognitive Development of NCAA Division I Football and Basketball Players
You are invited to participate in a research study about NCAA Division I football and basketball
players and their cognitive development. You were selected as a possible participant because you
are a college senior who plays NCAA Division I football or basketball. You are eligible to participate
in this study because you have completed your NCAA eligibility, are within one year of having
completed your NCAA eligibility, or are about to complete your undergraduate degree while playing
football or basketball at a NCAA Division I institution. The following information is provided in order
to help you make an informed decision whether or not you would like to participate. Please read this
form and ask any questions you may have before agreeing to be in the study.
This study is being conducted by Jesse Langer, Dr. Jayne Sommers, and the Department of Educational
Leadership at the University of St. Thomas. This study was approved by the Institutional Review
Board at the University of St. Thomas.
Background Information
The purpose of this study is to understand how NCAA Division I football players’ and men’s basketball
players’ knowledge formation, decision-making, and critical thinking development are affected by their
college student experience. This study asks the following research questions:
• How do NCAA Division I football players and basketball players experience and make meaning of
their college student experience?
• How are NCAA Division I football and basketball players’ perceptions of their cognitive
development affected by their college student experience? Specifically,
o How are NCAA Division I football and basketball players’ methods of generating
knowledge affected by their college student experience?
o How are NCAA Division I football and basketball players’ perceptions of their intellectual
development, critical thinking skills, and reasoning skills affected by their college
student experience?
o How are NCAA Division I football and basketball players’ perceptions of their autonomy,
self-identity, and values affected by their college student experience?
Procedures
If you agree to participate in this study, I will ask you to do the following:
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•

•

Participate in a 90-minute, face-to-face interview with me. The interview will cover your
student experience as a NCAA Division I football or basketball player. I will ask about your
life history with football/basketball, your college student experience, and insights about how
that experience informs how you think critically, make decisions, and generate new
knowledge.
o You may choose a location for the interview that is comfortable to you. You may
choose a bar, restaurant, coffee shop, campus location, or another place you feel at
ease answering questions about your college experience.
o The interview will be audio recorded and later transcribed by a private transcriber.
Your identity and institution will be kept secret and the information you provide will
remain confidential. Audio recordings and transcripts of the interview will remain
on my personal computer until the study is completed. After that, audio recordings,
notes, and transcripts will be de-identified and kept securely indefinitely.
After your interview is transcribed, I will email the interview transcript and my summary to
you for feedback regarding its accuracy. The study will only include data that is an accurate
account of your experience from your perspective.

Risks and Benefits of Being in the Study
The study has no known risks.
The researcher will purchase food and/or drink for you during the interview and will give you a $30
Amazon gift card when the interview is complete.
Privacy and Confidentiality
Your privacy will be protected while you participate in this study. Your name will not be known to
anyone except for myself and my dissertation advisor. You will choose a pseudonym that will be used
in the study in place of your name. Your institution will not be identified in the study, it will be
designated as a NCAA Division I institution. All proper nouns mentioned in the interview will be
changed or eliminated in the dissertation report. You will choose the location of the interview. You
may choose a bar, restaurant, coffee shop, campus location, or another place you feel at ease
answering questions about your college experience.
The records of this study will be kept confidential. In any sort of report I publish, I will not include
information that will make it possible to identify you. The types of records I will create include a preinterview survey, an audio recording of the interview, a transcription of the interview, and a master
list of participants. The pre-interview survey will remain in a locked file cabinet in my office for the
duration of the study. The survey will be destroyed after the dissertation is approved. A digital file
of the interview audio will remain on my personal laptop computer for the duration of the study. The
file will be deleted after the dissertation is approved. The audio file will only be shared with a private
transcriber who has signed a confidentiality agreement not to share or disclose any information. The
transcriber will not have access to any identifying information. A transcript of the interview will
remain on my personal laptop computer. The transcript file will be retained indefinitely but will not
include identifying information. I will keep a master list of research participants on my laptop
computer. This list will be deleted three years after the dissertation is approved. No individual
except for myself has access to my laptop computer. All signed consent forms will be kept for a
minimum of three years upon completion of the study. Institutional Review Board officials at the
University of St. Thomas reserve the right to inspect all research records to ensure compliance.
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Voluntary Nature of the Study
Your participation in this study is entirely voluntary. Your decision whether or not to participate will
not affect your current or future relations with your athletic department, university, potential
employers, the University of St. Thomas, or any other interests. There are no penalties or
consequences if you choose not to participate. If you decide to participate, you are free to withdraw
up to two weeks after you receive my summary of our interview. without penalty or loss of any
benefits to which you are otherwise entitled. Should you decide to withdraw, data collected about
you will not be used. You can withdraw by calling me at 917.558.3176 or emailing me at
jlanger@stthomas.edu. You are also free to skip any questions I may ask.
Contacts and Questions
My name is Jesse Langer. You may ask any questions you have now and any time during or after the
research procedures. If you have questions later, you may contact me at 917.558.3176 or
jlanger@stthomas.edu or my dissertation advisor Dr. Jayne Sommers – 651.962.4405 or
somm2720@stthomas.edu. You may also contact Sarah Muenster-Blakley at the University of St.
Thomas Institutional Review Board at 651-962-6035 or muen0526@stthomas.edu with any
questions or concerns.
Statement of Consent
I have had a conversation with the researcher about this study and have read the above information.
My questions have been answered to my satisfaction. I consent to participate in the study. I am at
least 18 years of age. I give permission to be audio recorded during this study.
You will be given a copy of this form to keep for your records.
_______________________________________________________________
Signature of Study Participant

________________
Date

_______________________________________________________________
Print Name of Study Participant
_______________________________________________________________
Signature of Researcher

________________
Date
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APPENDIX C
Promise of Confidentiality
Thank you very much for agreeing to participate in this research study examining the Cognitive
Development of NCAA Division I Football and Basketball Players. I am interested in learning
about your college student experience as a Division I football or basketball player and how you
think it affected your cognitive development – how you generate new knowledge, think
critically, and make decisions.
There are no right or wrong answers to the interview questions. I am simply interested in your
college experience and how it affected your cognitive development. I am interested in specific
experiences, stories, routines, and other events that were interesting to you during college.
I promise not to reveal your identity to anyone. You will choose an alias that will be used in the
write-up of this research. Your identity will only be known to myself and Dr. Jayne Sommers –
my dissertation advisor. No other individual, including the audio transcriber and the dissertation
committee, will know your identity. I will keep a master list of all participants’ identities on my
laptop computer. The list will be deleted three years after the dissertation is approved. Your
institution will not be identified in the study. It will be referred to as a NCAA Division I
institution. I will not share your answers with officials from your institution – athletic
administrators, coaches, faculty, or other staff. Only me, Dr. Sommers, and a private transcriber
– who has signed a confidentiality agreement – will know the answers you give to the interview
questions.
Researcher’s name: Jesse Langer
Researcher’s signature: ________________________________
Date: ________________
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APPENDIX D
Pre-Interview Survey
Name:

Choose an alias for the study:

Date of Birth:

Institution:

Race:

Hometown:

Position:

Number of years as a starter:

1. Where and what organizations did you play football/basketball?
Youth:

High School:

Other:

2. Please circle the activities below that you engaged in during your time as a college
student.
First-year seminar or first-year experience

Research with faculty

A common “core” curriculum

Service-learning

Student clubs and organizations

Internship

Study Abroad

Senior Capstone

Learning Community
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APPENDIX E
Interview Questions
1. Tell me about an important decision you had to make as a college student.

Describe the dilemma. What do you remember hearing/seeing/feeling/smelling/tasting?
What did you consider when you made the decision? Who did you turn to for advice?
Who influenced how you thought about the decision? How did you determine what the
right decision was? What did you learn from that experience? Has it impacted how you
make decisions now? How?
2. Tell me about a memorable group project you did in college.

What class was it? What was the project? Who was in your group? What did you learn
from doing the project?
3. Who is the most influential faculty member you met during college?

How did you meet the faculty member? How often did you interact with them – inside
and outside of the classroom? What did you learn from this faculty member? What
impact did the faculty member have on your life and your learning?
4. Tell me about a course you took that was writing intensive or include a large amount of
writing as part of the course assignments.

How did you like the course? What do you remember about being in that class? What
sights/sounds/smells/feelings/tastes do you remember? How did it impact how you
analyze information and synthesize knowledge? How do you apply those methods in
your life now?
5. Tell me about a classroom experience when you learned about issues of diversity, inclusion,
and equity.

What did you learn in that you didn’t know before? What impact has it had on you?
How did the course change how you think about issues of diversity, inclusion, and
equity? Tell me about a time where you applied this knowledge in your life since.
6. What campus resources/services did you seek out during your time in college?

(Give examples of academic advising, career services, tutoring, counseling and
psychological services, health services, disability resources). How often did you use
them? How did you learn about them? What impact did these services have on your
college experience? Tell me about a particularly memorable interaction you had with a
campus resource/service.
7. Describe an experience you had in college in which you learned a lot/you remember
growing significantly as a person?

What did you learn? What made it a positive experience for you? What do you
remember seeing/hearing/smelling/feeling?
8. Tell me about a time in college when you were conscious of a change in your perspective,
beliefs, or values about something.
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What happened? What changed? Why was there a change? What affected/brought
about this change? Was it something you learned from playing football/basketball? How
did you feel about this change?
9. Hypothetical: When you encounter an unfamiliar situation or idea or you find yourself in
an uncertain situation, how do you make a decision about what to do or what to believe?
How do you know if your decision is right?

What do you evaluate? How? What questions do you ask yourself or others? To what
extent does your college football/basketball experience contribute to this?
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APPENDIX F
Guided Reflection
1. What was the recruitment process like for you?
*When did recruitment start?
*Who helped you?
*What were you looking for?
*How were you feeling during the process?
2. What made you decide on [this institution]?
*Where else did you consider?
*What were the top factors in your decision?
3. What was your first camp like?
*Where was it?
*How did you feel?
*What sights/sounds/smells/feelings do you remember?
*Who were your friends/Who were you close to during camp/What connections did you
make during camp?
4. What was the first day of college like?
*What do you remember?
*Who do you remember?
5. What was your first game like?
*What were you feeling?
*What sights/sounds/smells/feelings do you remember?
*How did you play?
6. Of everything that’s happened in the last 4/5 years, what is your favorite college
memory?
7. Who was the most influential person to you during college?
*Why?
*What did that person do for you?
*How does that person make you feel?
*If you could tell them anything about what they mean to you, what would you
tell them?

